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Not that ti--.ere's anything wrong with
the one you've got.

We just had something a little smaller
in mind. More like the one you see here.

Technically, it's called a micropro-
cessor or computer chip.

But we like to think of it as a little brain.
Because when it's built into our Pioneer
receivers, tape decks and turntables, they
become more.

They become smart.
And when it comes to getting the most

music out of your music, smart components
have a lot of advantages over dumb ones.

This tiny micro-
processor is the
latest innovation in

Pioneer's best com-
ponents. It can improve the

way you listen to your music. And
it can also improve your music.

THE SX-8 RECEIVER:
DON'T TURN THAT DIAL.

How smart is smart?
For starters, the brain inside the SX-8

allows us to use push button controls,
eliminating noise and distortion caused by

mechanical dials.
So all you hear is
crisp, clean music.
Just the way it was
recorded. The brain
also willingly takes
over the chores you
used to do yourself.

Just push a
button to raise or lower volume or tone,
change stations, even check the time. Push
the ScanTuning button and the receiver
automatically scans every station, playing
five seconds of each one.

Then, simply touch the Memory button.
Your station, volume, and tone settings will

d.1

M.T

All-electronk receiver operation does
away with knobs and dials. lblume,
station and bass and treble levels can
be easily monitored thanks to LED.
readouts.

01982 Pioneer Electronics ( USA) PO. Box 1540, Loos Beach, CA 9114111.
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be instantly stored in the memory. Ready to
be recalled just as fast.

THE CT -9R TAPE DECK:
SMART ENOUGH TO FIND NOTHING.

If you've ever done even a small amount of
cassette recording, you've gone
through the not -so -convenient fast
forward/stop/play/reverse/stop/play
procedure of trying to find the blank
area where your last recording left off
and the next one can begin.

The CT -9R, on the other hand,
has a button marked Blank Search. Give it
a push and it will find the area that's long
enough to tape on, back up to the last
recorded piece, leave a four second space
and stop, ready to record.

Automatically.
And, as if that weren't enough, the

CT -9R also has one of the world's fastest
Automatic Bias Level Equalization systems.
In plain English, that means that it takes just
eight seconds for Auto B. L.E. to analyze the
tape being used (no easy task with
over 200 different tapes on the market)
and then adjust the deck for optimum
performance with that tape. Improving
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The real-time counter
reads out the amount
of tape left in mean-
ingful minutes and
seconds instead of
meaningless inches.

the quality of your recordings faster
than you can say "wow and flutter:'

THE PL -88F TURNTABLE: IT WON'T
PLAY WHAT YOU DON'T LIKE.

In the history of recorded music,
there has probably been one, maybe
two people who like every cut on a
CIRCLE NO. 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD

record. If you're not one of them, you'll take
an immediate liking tp the new PL -88F.

It's front loading, stackable and, best
of all, it's fully programmable.

Punch in up to eight cuts per side in
any order that makes your ears happy.
The turntable will automatically skip the
ones that don't.

And when you're recording from
records to cassettes you'll appreciate the
tape deck synchro that automatically

places any Pioneer Auto
Reverse tape deck into
the pause mode when
the turntable tone arm

Optical double -
eye sensor
searches for the
shiny inter -

r( lion bands and
insures that the stylus
sets down in the exact lifts off the record.center. Even on off -
centered records. Leaving you free for

more important things.
Like listening to music.
The Pioneer CT -9R tape deck, SX-8

receiver and PL -88F Iumtable. Proof that
to get the quality of music you buy quality
components for, you don't need a lot of
knowledge.

You just need a little brain.

Q PIONEER
Because the music matters.

r^ r
4



Radio Shack's New Tower System
Brings Great Music to You . . .

Combines Computer Design with Ferrofluid Damping
Magnificent reproduction at a moderate price! The
new Realistic Optimus®-T-300 is designed to bring
you clean, well-defined sound with a tremendous
150 watt power handling capability. A powerful
10" woofer working together with a 10" high -com-
pliance passive radiator delivers deep, rich bass
response you can "feel" as well as hear down to a
solid 44 Hz. Its 5" midrange driver is in an airtight,
acoustically treated sub -enclosure that gives you
excellent transient response, minimizes unwanted
resonances and prevents sound coloration. The
original performance is reproduced with stunning
accuracy and clarity. The 1" soft -dome tweeter is
positioned at ear level and provides controlled dis-
persion characteristics for excellent stereo imaging

to 20,000 Hz. Ferrofluid damping prevents "ring-
ing" and contributes to the system's superior over-
all transient response. The crossover provides
optimum separation of each speaker element.
High -frequency and midrange level controls let
you adjust the sound the way you want. An oiled
walnut veneer finish wood enclosure makes it look
as good as it sounds. Visit Radio Shack today and
hear this superb speaker yourself-there's nothing
else like it for the money. 259.95 each.

Built and Sold exclusively by

Radio IhaeK
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Retail price may vary at individual stores and dealers. Five-year limited warranty-see 1983 catalog e354, page 22.
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Like any fine musical instrument,
TDK Professional Reference audio
cassettes and open reel tapes are prod-
ucts of genius. In TDK's case, it's the
genius of constantly -advancing audio
technology. And now, TDK technology
has advanced again in the reformula-
tion of our MA -R metal, SA -X high bias,
and AD -X normal bias cassettes.

MA -R, SA -X and AD -X are formu-
lated to an incredibly strict, new set of
audio tape standards based on measure-
ments and values no audio cassette
manufacturer has ever attempted to
meet. TDK cassettes deliver clarity,
fidelity and quality unmatched by any
other cassettes on the market today.
MA -R, with its unique unibody metal
©1982 TDK Electroncs Corp

alloy frame and Reference Standard Mech-
anism is the first metal reference tape in
the industry. SA -X pushes high bias to
its limits. AD -X normal bias is extraor-
dinary in its wider dynamic range and
its freedom from saturation at high
frequency. SA -X and AD -X both feature
TDK's specially engineered Laboratory
Standard Mechanism. Each cassette
comes with a Lifetime Warranty.

TDK's superior technology is
just as evident in our SA/EE (Extra
Efficiency) and GX open reel tapes.
TDK SA/EE is the first open reel tape
to use TDK's famous Super Avilyn
particle. This gives SA/EE almost double
the coercivity and high frequency MOL
of conventional open reel tapes. GX

mastering tape offers a wide dynamic
range, high MOL and low noise. Both
SA/EE and GX feature low distortion
and extended frequency response.

MA -R, SA -X, AD -X, SA/EE and
GX-they're five of the music world's
finest instruments for all of the music
and instruments you record. One final
note. TDK's new Professional Reference
Series of audio cassettes now comes in
bold, new packaging. So they stand out
in sight just as they stand out in sound.

THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE
CIRCLE NO 43 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Stereo Review

BULLETIN
Edited by Christie Barter and Gordon Sell

 VIDEODISC SALES: RCA reports that
consumers are buying more Capacitance
Electronic Discs, or CED's, and
SelectaVision players than had been
expected. Combined sales for 1982
should exceed $200 million, RCA says,
when all the figures are in. Some four
hundred CED titles are available from
RCA, CBS/Fox, and MGM/UA catalogs now,
and another three hundred should be
available by the end of 1983.

 STYX claims to be the first music
act to use solar power in a recording
studio. The rock group's latest LP was
recorded in Chicago with a 6,000 -pound
solar gizmo providing the juice. The
20 kilowatts generated by the unit
were fed to the recording equipment.
Styx's James Young said, "This is our
way of showing that our generation can
shape its own future."

 MOZART FROM THE MET: The new produc-
tion of Mozart's Idomeneo, first seen
at the Metropolitan Opera this season,
will be shown on PBS stations January
26 in Texaco's Live from the Met
series. Live on tape, it will be sung
by John Alexander, Hildegard Behrens,
Ileana Cotrubas, Luciano Pavarotti,
and Frederica von Stade. James Levine
will be the conductor.

 TECH NOTES: The AM stereo wars con-
tinue. Magnavox has gotten the FCC's
okay on its broadcast transmitter ex-
citer and expects to begin deliveries
in January. Both Kahn and Belar are
refusing to participate with Magnavox,
Motorola, and Harris in a test spon-
sored by Delco because they feel it is
up to the broadcasters to choose the
system and that such cooperation might
be a violation of anti-trust laws....
Sansui has developed a digital audio
processor that can make up to six
hours of digital recordings on a video
tape using a VCR in the extended-play
mode. Previous digital processors
could work with VCR's only at normal
speed....Nakamichi has reportedly
developed an automatic playback -head
azimuth alignment system that com-
pares the phase difference between
the two poles of one of the channels

within the head and uses servomotors
to correct the azimuth. The system
will be used in a new cassette deck
called the Dragon, expected to sell
for under $1,900....BASF has devel-
oped a two-hour premium -quality cas-
sette that has a refined shell design
and is said to operate reliably with
a deck of good quality. BASF uses
metal tape rather than ferric because
metal's preferred coating thickness is
less than that of ferric or chrome;
this helps make room for 120 minutes
of tape on the spool....Harman Kardon
dealers will be playing host to a
"cassette deck challenge" that will
pit an HK CD -401 from the dealers'
inventory against any under -$1,500
deck a consumer owns. The challenger's
deck will be cleaned, demagnetized,
aligned, and measured for width and
flatness of frequency response. Owners
of machines that beat the CD -401 will
win a case of premium tapes. Six HK
teams are now visiting dealers.

 MOSS MUSIC GROUP has been signed to
record winners of the annual Avery
Fisher Prize awarded by Lincoln Center.
Pianist Horacio Gutierrez, the 1982
winner, will be the first to record in
the series....New World Records will
record the Scottish baritone Henry
Herford, winner of the 1982 Interna-
tional American Music Competition.

 QUAD RIDES AGAIN! Stereo videodiscs
and stereo videocassette dubs of films
that originally had Dolby surround -
sound audio tracks usually retain the
encoded surround -sound signals. While
decoding will not be perfect, if you
have a Hafler-type speaker hookup or
an old SQ or QS natrix quad decoder,
you might want to experiment with
these programs.

 BE A PRODUCER: The Berklee College
of Music in Boston is offering what it
describes as the first degree program
for students interested in becoming
record producers and in learning what
it is to be creatively and financially
responsible for the production of mas-
ter tapes. Classes in the new program
begin January 17.

January 1983
_ .



Speaking Mq Piece
By William

Livingstone .1

Editor Livingstone (center)
presents a Record of the
Year Award to conductor

Herbert von Karajan as
DG's Alison Ames looks on.

PREDICTIONS

RC OR Ds have contributed enor-
mously to building the career of

the glamorous Austrian conductor Her-
bert von Karajan, and he is known to be
a keen student of communications me-
dia. Therefore, I jumped at the chance
when I was invited to hear him speak
informally on digital recording and the
Sony/Philips Compact Disc.

In this country to conduct concerts of
the Berlin Philharmonic, Karajan had
agreed to give a little pep talk on the
Compact Disc to PolyGram Classics'
six regional sales managers after a Sat-
urday morning rehearsal at Carnegie
Hall. The rehearsal of Mahler's Ninth
Symphony went extremely well, and
Karajan arrived at the meeting in ex-
cellent spirits, radiating good will.

"There is no question in my mind
about digital recording," he said. "It is
definitely superior to any other form of
recording we know. I feel certain that it
will ultimately prevail, though I don't
know how long that will take. In Eu-
rope people are a little shy of new tech-
nology. They hesitate to buy a new de-
vice, waiting for the price to drop."

Most of those present did not care to
estimate how long it might take for the
Compact Disc to establish itself. But A.
J. Menozzi, national marketing man-
ager for Magnavox audio products, was
not so shy. He was there to demonstrate
Magnavox's CD 100 Compact Disc
player, scheduled to be on the U.S.
market in the third quarter of 1983.
Produced in Belgium, the unit is very
compact-about 123/4 x 3 x 10114 inches.

Menozzi began by reminding us that
the Compact Disc is not a Sony inven-
tion (Magnavox is a Philips subsid-
iary). "This industry is run by soft-
ware," he said. "There will be about
three hundred CD recordings available
when the system is introduced, and that
will speed its acceptance. Audiophiles
will adopt it because it offers the best

sound, but Magnavox plans to go after
a mass market too. I predict that this
will become the dominant form of re-
cording within three years."

Karajan pointed out that the laser -
read Compact Disc is the technological
little sister of the videodisc, and he pre-
dicted that eventually all recordings
will be video. For a long time Karajan
has been involved in producing, direct-
ing, and conducting operas and con-
certs for television, but not even he has
been able to provide consistently inter-
esting video tracks for music.

This leads me to disagree with his
forecast and to predict that there will
always be a market for some audio -only
recordings. PolyGram is promoting the
Compact Disc with the slogan "Hear
the Light," but will we always want to
see the source of the sound?

SOUND remains the principal concern
of the editors of this magazine. As high-

end video develops, there will be more
and more products that meet audio-
phile standards of quality, and we will
report on them. Current examples in-
clude the Pioneer LaserDiscs with CX
noise reduction, which we reviewed last
November, and Jensen's audio/video
receiver, featured on this month's cover
and in the test -report section.

At the PolyGram meeting someone
complimented Karajan on his reading
of the Mahler Ninth at that morning's
rehearsal. "It was the most beautiful
orchestral playing I've ever heard," he
said. "Thank you," Karajan replied. "It
was the same for me." It occurred to
me then that Mahler himself had con-
ducted his work at Carnegie Hall and
probably never heard it sound so beau-
tiful. Still, there was not much to look
at in the hall that morning. The mem-
bers of the orchestra were not even
dressed for a performance. The beauty
was all in the sound.
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ONLY ONE AUDIO
DEALER IN TWENTY

WILL CARRY THE
KYOCERA R-851

TUNER/AMPLIFIER
WITH MOS FET AMPS.

AUX

ldf .on TAPE

Very simply, our R-851 is not for
everyone. Not for every dealer. Not
for every audio buyer.

Only for those who demand the
best. Those who want sound that's
pure and distinctive... who hear
subtleties others miss. For those
discriminating listeners, the R -85I
is well worth the quest.

Hear the silence before you
hear the sound.
Switch on the R-851, switch from
one function to another. Try Phono.
Tape 1. Tape 2. Auxiliary. Back to
Phono.

Absolute silence (of course,
you'll get sound on AM/FM). The
silence is the mark of a great re-
ceiver. And great engineering.

The kind of quiet an audiophile
loves to hear.

Sound that takes you closer to
the source.
We've turned on the R-851 for some
very experienced-even jaded- audio
ears, and all we can say is it stops
'em every time. The sound is dif-
ferent. The sense of being there is
almost overpowering. All this comes
from 85 watts per channel of
power* (with dynamic power far
above this figure) and some of the
most sophisticated circuitry in the
business. Above all, it uses MOS
FET's, the new breed of output
transistors, in the amplifier section.
They can handle the transients, the
power surges, the power require-
ments of present-day sound (and
tomorrow's digital sound) better
than bipolar transistors ever could-
and give you a sonic purity like no
other (many claim MOS FET's have
picked up the warm, rich sound of
the great tube amps and gone a step
beyond!).

Fine tuned for every audio need.
From front end to output jacks, the
R-851 offers every feature an audio
enthusiast might want. The most
commonly used controls are right
up front-the more esoteric ones are
placed behind a neat flip -down
front panel. There's microprocessor -
controlled quartz -locked tuning
with 14 station programmable mem-
ory (7 AM & 7 FM); automatic
station seek; 3 -band parametric -
style equalizer; fluorescent display
panel; and two-way tape monitonng
and dubbing.

If you need some help in finding
that one Kyocera dealer in twenty,
contact: Cybernet International, Inc.,
7 Powder Horn Drive, Warren,
NJ 07060 (201) 560-0060.

KYOCER2

'85 watts RMS per channel. both channels
driven, at 8 Ohms with no more than 0.015°0
THD from 20-20,000 Hz.

CIRCLE NO. 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD



details ..A DIFFERENT KIND OF RECORD CLUB

You can now own every record or tape that
you may ever want . . at tremendous sav-
ings and with no continuing purchase ob-
ligations. You can get valuable free dividend
certificates, you can get quick service and
all the 100% iron -clad guarantees you want.

Now you can stop price increases that leave
you with less music for your record and tape
budget. You can guarantee yourself more
music for less money through membership
in Discount Music Club.

Look at these benefits:

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
on every record and tape in print-

no "agree -to -purchase" obligations of any kind

DISCOUNTS OF 43% TO 73%
off mfg. suggested list ... special catalog

features hundreds of titles and artists.

ALL LABELS MAILABLE
including most imports through special

custom ordering service. If we don't
stock it we'll get it for you.

SCII%VANN CATALOG
lists thousands of titles; classical,

pop, jazz, ballet, opera, musical shows,
folk, rock, vocal, instrumental, country, etc.

DISCOUNT DIVIDEND
CERTIFICATES

Dividend Gifts-Every shipment
carries a dividend gift or dividend certificate.

Certificates redeemable immediately
for extra discounts.

NEWSLETTERS
happenings in the world of music;

concerts, critiques, new releases ... special
super -sale listings at discounts of up to 73%.

DISCOUNT
ACCESSORY GUIDE

Diamond needles, cloths, tape cleaners,
etc. Discount Music Club is your complete

one stop music and accessory buying service.

QUICK SERVICE
same day shipping on many orders ...
rarely later than the next several days.
Partial shipments always made in the
event of unforeseen delay ... all at

no extra cost to you.

100% IRON -CLAD
GUARANTEES

on all products and services.
Everything is guaranteed factory fresh and free

of defects or damages of any sort.
Your total satisfaction is

unconditionally guaranteed

Discount Music Club is a no -obligation mem-
bership club that guarantees tremendous dis-
counts on all stereo records and tapes and
lets you buy what you want ... when you want
. . . or not at all if you choose.

These are just a few of the money -saving
reasons to write for free details. You can't
lose so why not fill out and mail the coupon
below for immediate information.

MN MS ME .111 I= MP IMM ...... MEP =I MINI.

amDISCOUNT
MUSIC CLUB. INC

650 Main Street Dept. 9-0183
P.O. Box 2000
New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

Letters
Tape Tax
 Three cheers for William Livingstone's
stand against the proposed tax on blank
tape and tape recorders ("Taxes and Axes,"
November). I have hereto avoided taping
records as a substitute for buying them be-
cause it seemed to me unethical to do so. If
this tax should become law, I would (aside
from resenting being presumed guilty of
copyright infringement by huge companies
that do not know me) be compelled to as-
sume that I was paying for the right to be-
gin that very practice. As a result, I would
see myself buying not fewer tapes, but few-
er records. Let us hope that Beverly Sills
and her partners in the Coalition to Save
America's Music realize that if they have
their way, they may find they have only
traded one problem for another.

WILLIS TURNER
Lynchburg, Va.

 William Livingstone need not be so
magnanimous in his offer to allow the "Xe-
roxing" of his "Taxes and Axes" editorial.
The last thing I would do is send that par-
ticular viewpoint to my congressman. It
seems a trifle lazy of Mr. Livingstone to op-
pose a fair royalty for copyright claimants
just because he can't imagine how this
royalty would be administered. This lazi-
ness seems deplorable in light of the fact
that STEREO REVIEW'S existence is to a con-
siderable extent dependent on a healthy
music industry, which in turn depends on
the continuous infusion of creative prod-
uct-which cannot exist without fair com-
pensation for the creators.

JOSEPH A. ANIELLO
New York, N.Y.

 I buy many albums and many blank
tapes. I tape the albums to protect them
from scratches, fingerprints, and dust; I

also tape selected passages from different
albums. I oppose a tape tax, and I am going
to let my congressman know about it!

ROBIN S. COLEMAN
Indianapolis, Ind.

Tape -Deck Care
 Compliments to David Ranada for his
excellent article, "How to Care for a Tape
Deck," in the November issue. It's one of
the best technical articles, with excellent
pictures, that I have seen in a long time. I
save such items and have clippings from
STEREO REVIEW going back ten years. Keep
up the good work!

JOHN G. HEGNER
Manhattan Beach, Calif.

 Thank you for David Ranada's article
on the care of tape decks in the November
issue. I'm sure there are lots of dirty or off -
azimuth cassette players out there simply

because people don't realize what kind of
maintenance is necessary. Our company
(and I'm sure others as well) has received
back as defective lots of perfectly good cas-
settes. This article should help.

PATTI LAURSEN
Producer, Angel Records

Los Angeles, Calif.

Not by Cat Stevens
 With regard to November's "Bulletin,"
the following clarification is in order: while
the hymn Morning Has Broken was cer-
tainly recorded by Cat Stevens, it is incor-
rect to attribute to him composition of ei-
ther the words or the music. The text of

Cat Stevens

Morning Has Broken was written by Elea-
nor Farjeon in 1931; the tune with which it
is most commonly associated is Bunessan, a
traditional Gaelic melody. The hymn has
found its way into a number of modern
hymnals besides the new Episcopal one
mentioned in "Bulletin."

0. FRENCH BALL, JR.
Nova, Ohio

Many readers wrote about this error, for
which we apologize.

More on High -End Hi-Fi
 I agree with many of Alan Lofft's points
in October's "Sense and Nonsense in High -
End Hi-Fi." There is snobbishness (an as-
sumption that if a product is rare, expen-
sive, and technologically unusual it must be
better), many high -end products have price
tags grossly out of proportion with their
sonic excellence, and much of what is writ-
ten in the "underground" audio magazines
is nonsense. Yet my own experience has led
me to conclude that there are subtle but
nevertheless real differences among compo-
nents and that certain components are more
successful in contributing to the illusion of
hearing live music. I have also found that,
given a high level of overall quality, only

CIRCLE NO 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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"I restored the outside.
Kenwood restored the inside:

A vintage '59 Caddy Coupe De Ville
with a re -chromed 390 cubic -inch engine.

Seven long months of work.
I thought nothing could top what I'd

done to the outside, until I heard what
Kenwood Ear Conditioning did for
the inside.

When I slipped a cassette into the
KRC-1022 quartz PLL-synthesized cassette
tuner and heard the combination of a high -
power amplifier, rear deck mount speakers,
3 -way door mount speakers, and equalizer,
I found out the meaning of the words,
"transcendental experience"

It was a tough decision, considering
all the components Kenwood has to offer,

If you haven't seen Kenwood's line of Ear Conditioning systems, ad! toll -free 1 (800)453-9000 for the dealer nearest you. In Utah call 1(800) 662-2500.

but it turned out to be the right system for my
little masterpiece.

Why get your car sound -equipped when
you can get it Ear -Conditioned?

Especially when your car deserves the
very best.

STEREO FOR YOUR CAR



some of the differences in sound can be
accounted for by measurements.

ROBERT DEUTSCH
Rexdale, Ontario

 Alan Lofft asserts that A/B tests are
both reliable and accurate. Possibly the big-
gest controversy in high -end audio today is
whether an A/B switch can be made inau-
dible to very critical listeners. You can't
prove that no distortions occur; you can only
say that no distortions are measurable. Mr.
Lofft comments on the low value per dollar
of state-of-the-art equipment. Consider,
however, that 85 per cent of Americans do
not think that the difference between a
compact stereo and a modest component

system is worth $400 to $600. It isn't, there-
fore, surprising that most people with mod-
est separates also won't spend an additional
$1,000 to buy high -end equipment or that
most people with high -end equipment won't
spend $10,000 to $40,000 more to get the
state of the art. Each improvement is small-
er and more difficult to obtain than the last,
but those who can hear the differences and
pay to get them are no more foolish than
someone who buys a Rolls-Royce instead of
a Cadillac.

HOWARD GREWE
Lake Stevens, Wis.

 It was interesting to note that while
Marvin Hamlisch was identified on page 63

NO OTHER CARTRIDGE,
AT ANY PRICE, GIVES YOU
ALL THESE FEATURES...

Exclusive
MICROWALUBe'"
Stylus Shank

ylus
shank-a Shure exclusive
feature-combines the
high stiffness and low
mass of pure Beryllium,
with a revolutionary
ultra -thin wall tubular
construction, to offer the
lowest effective mass of
any stylus shank avail-
able. The result is high -
frequency trackability at
an unbelievable 60
cm/sec (peak velocity) for
unprecedented reproduc-
tion of high frequencies
and a truer, more musical
sound, with greatly
reduced record and stylus
tip wear.

Exclusive Dynamic
Stabilizer/ Destoticizer

feature rides recor
warps (present on all
records) like a shock
absorber to eliminate
audible "wow; distortion,
groove skipping and car-
tridge bottoming, while
reducing record wear.

The Destoticizer
consists of 10,000
electrically conductive
fibers that discharge
static electricity while
removing microscopic
dust particles from the
record groove. This elimi-
nates 'pops" caused by
static and debris.

$50* U.S. Savings Bond Bonus
with the purchase of a V15 Type V

Phono Cartridge until
December 31, 1982.

T5S1Coll for the Name of the Dealer Nearest You,
24 Hours o Day, 7 Days a Week.
800-323-6556 Ask for Dept. R15
In Illinois: 800-942-6345 Ask for Dept. R15

Exclusive Hyperelliptical
MASAR"i Polished

e Hyperelliptical (HE)
stylus tip has longer, nar-
rower contact areas to
provide an audible advan-
tage over spherical and
elliptical stylus tips, giv-
ing you pure, natural,
musical sound without the
distortion.

The stylus/groove con-
tact areas are MASAR-
polished to reduce friction
at the interface between
record and stylus, for less
wear on both.

The end result is the
most accurate reproduc-
tion, with the least record
and tip wear you can get
from any phono cartridge.

THE V15 TYPE V

SHIP
mul.nty Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60204

of the October issue as a patron of Lyric
HiFi, New York City's "high -end heaven,"
the full page ad on page 24 of the Novem-
ber issue reveals that he prefers Yamaha's
one -brand "rack" system.

CHARLES M. EDWARDS
Cherry Hill, N.J.

Nana Mouskouri
 1 was happy to see Peter Reilly's favor-
able review of Nana Mouskouri's latest al-
bum, "Song for Liberty," in the November
issue. She has been my favorite singer since
I first saw her on TV in 1965. Incidentally,
although the review indicates that the al-
bum contains twelve songs, two of them are
not included on Mercury's U.S. version of

the album, even though they are listed on
the cover. All twelve songs are included in
the imported Canadian version on Philips
(6399 335).

PHIL SCHWARTZBERG
New York, N.Y.

Corrections

E

0

0

 An error in editing Eric Salzman's De-
cember "Best of the Month" review of Ber-
lioz's The Damnation of Faust on London
Records made it suggest that the work was
first performed only after the composer's
death. Berlioz did, in fact, guide his opera
de concert through its first performances at
the Opera-Comique in Paris in 1846, but
they were so poorly attended that the work
was never revived in France during the
composer's lifetime.

 Joel Vance's review of the Nighthawks
album "Times Four" on Adelphi Records
(December) contains several errors con-
cerning the nature of the recorded perfor-
mances. First, the album contains no studio
out -takes; it does contain material from
three unreleased and separate studio ses-
sions recorded between 1977 and 1978. Sec-
ond, the live disc of the set is not composed
of "air checks" but of professionally re-
corded dates simultaneously broadcast live.

GENE ROSENTHAL
President, Adelphi Records

Silver Spring, Md.

Joel Vance replies: The errors are mine.
Apologies to both Mr. Rosenthal and the
Nighthawks.

CIRCLE NO. 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The song you're recording is building to a big finish.
Unfortunately. your tape may finish before the band does.

-he Onkyo TA -2055 takes the guesswork out of making
perfect cassette
recordings. It features a
Real Time Counter that
cisplays the consumed
cr -emaining time on the
tape. so you can plan
your music selections
down *.o the second.
Creating your own tapes
takes a lot of effort. and
the TA -2055 insures that
time is on your side.

-here are more outstanding recording benefits to this
remarkable deck. Jarring. abrupt song transitions are pre-
ver ted by our Auto Space control that automatically inserts

five seconds of blank space getween cuts. Onkyo's patented
Accubias lets you fine tune tp the correct recording bias of

the tape The result is professional recording quality with the
flattest frequency

response a tape can
produce. Dolby B & C

Noise Reduction
systems are standard.
and a microcomputer
ccntrolled direct -drive

3 -motor transport
guarantees smoothness

and reliability, in
recording or playback.
The TA -2055 takes its

place with our other cassette decks as a superb example of
Onkyo technology and value for the dollar.

Our perfect timing well make for perfect listening.

ONKYO 200 Williams Drive. Ramsey. NJ 07446

Dolby B 8 C are trademarks of Dolby Labs. Inc Nobody knows more about audio than Onkyo
CIRCLE NO 36 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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flew Products
Latest Audio Equipment and Accessories

Shure's Heavy -Duty
Cardioid Microphones

 Shure's 586 series of heavy-duty car-
dioid (unidirectional) dynamic microphones
is an improved version of the 585 series. The
microphones are meant for amateur and
semi-professional audio or video sound re-
cording, live -performance pickups, public-
address systems, and institutional sound

reinforcement. Models in the 586 series use
standard three -pin professional connectors
for the microphone output. The units also
have improved anti -pop windscreens and
shock mounts to reduce undesirable wind
and handling noises. Other features include
extended low -frequency response, a locka-
ble on/off switch, and a die-cast handle.
Packaged with each mike is a swivel mount-
ing adaptor. The 586 series consists of four
models: the 586SA-LC (high -impedance,
without cable), $91.50; the 586SB-LC
(low -impedance, without cable). $91.50;
the 586SA-C (high -impedance, 20 -foot ca-
ble with Vs -inch phone plug), $106; and the
586SB-CN (low impedance, 20 -foot cable
with three -pin XLR connectors), $112.50.

Circle 120 on reader service card

Teknika Component TV
Has Stereo Receiver
 Teknika's Silver Edition ATV System
(ATV -19S) includes a stereo receiver for
TV and FM, a 19 -inch color monitor, two

columnar speakers, a wireless remote con
trol, and three chrome stands. The central
component of the system, the ATV -RS re-
ceiver, includes tuners for both stereo FM
broadcasts and 105 TV channels (including

mid- and super -band cable frequencies),
making possible single -unit reception of
stereo simulcasts. Rated at 10 watts per
channel into 8 -ohm loads with no more than
0.5 per cent total harmonic distortion, the
receiver also has a special cable -TV AFT
(Automatic Fine Tuning) switch to com-
pensate for off -frequency transmission by a
cable system. The circuit is said to elimi-
nate color fading and picture instability.
Convenience features include a thirty -two-
step electronic volume control with a ten -
step LED level display, a stereo/mono
switch, and independent bass, treble, and
balance controls. Audio inputs are provided
for a turntable, a tape deck, and one auxil-
iary source.

A slotted beam -mask system is used in
the picture tube of the ATV-M19S moni-
tor. A newly designed electron gun pro-
duces a smaller spot size on the screen for
increased resolution. Reflected room light is

absorbed by black graphite strips in the
screen Automatic tuning is provided for
color, tint, brightness, and contrast levels,
though each setting can also be adjusted in-
dependently. (Once settings are made, the
monitor returns to them every time it is
switched on.) The ATV -S2 speaker systems
each have two 4 -inch woofers, a 2 -inch -cone
tweeter, and a 4 -inch -cone passive radiator.
Able to handle up to 20 watts input per
channel, the speakers have magnetic shield-
ing to prevent picture distortion when they
are placed alongside a monitor.

An infrared remote -control unit can con-
trol the entire system. The control has twen-
ty-eight functions, including power, direct
access or scan -tuning of TV or FM stations,
volume adjustment, and simulcast recep-
tion. Source switching and muting is also
provided. Price: $1,499.95 for the complete
system. (Every component in the system
can also be purchased individually.) Tekni-

New Line of
Luxman Receivers

Li Three new receivers from Luxman
each incorporate ServoFace, described
as a "cosmetic innovation," along with
three audio -related features. The first of
the latter, Computer Analyzed Tuning
(CAT), uses a combination of four sepa-
rate circuits to adjust the receiver auto-
matically for all reception conditions; in-
cluded are an r.f. attenuator, wide and
narrow i.f. filters, and a high -frequency
stereo -blend circuit. Second, each of the
receivers uses digital -synthesis tuning
for accurate, low -distortion FM recep-
tion. Finally, Luxman's Duo -Beta low -
distortion circuitry eliminates transient
intermodulation distortion and provides
a minimum amount of negative feed-
back. When the units are switched off,
the ServoFace system moves the face -
plates out flush with the control knobs;
when power is applied, the motor -driven
faceplates recede to reveal the full array
of controls.

The top -of -the -line RX-103 (shown)
is rated to deliver 90 watts per channel
into 8 -ohm loads from 20 to 20,000 Hz
with no more than 0.018 per cent total
harmonic distortion (THD). The receiv-
er has a digital frequency readout, a
moving -coil -cartridge pre -preamplifier,

twenty-four AM and FM presets, fluo-
rescent output -power indicators, and
separate preamplifier outputs and pow-
er -amplifier inputs. Connections and
switching for two tape decks and two
pairs of speakers are provided, as are an
infrasonic and a high -cut filter. The
RX-103 comes with the RC -I03 re-
mote -control unit, which regulates vol-
ume, input selection, and station selec-
tion. It can also control Luxman's PX-
101 tangential -tracking turntable and
the KX-102 ServoFace cassette deck.
Phono signal-to-noise ratio of the RX-
103 is 80 dB (A -weighted). Usable FM
sensitivity is 10.3 dBf (1.8 microvolts).
THD with FM is 0.06 per cent at 1,000
Hz; stereo separation is 48 dB. Dimen-
sions are 18 x 6 x 14 inches.

Other models in the ServoFace receiv-
er line are the RX-102 (60 watts per
channel) and the RX-101 (40 watts per
channel). Both models have twenty-four
station presets, digital frequency read-
outs, and connections and switching for
two tape decks. FM usable sensitivities
are also 10.3 dBf. Prices: RX-I03,
$999.95; RX-IO2, $599.95; RX-I01,
$499.95.

Circle 121 on reader service card
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flew
Products
ka Electronics Corp., Dept. SR,
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.

Circle 122 on reader service card

Thorens Turntable
Includes Tone Arm

degree per centimeter of record radius. Ca-
ble capacitance is 190 picofarads. Dimen-
sions are 65/s x 171/8 x 141/8 inches; weight is
24 pounds. Price: $525.

Circle 123 on reader service card

Marantz Cassette Deck
With Dolby -C

1633 0 Along with both Dolby -B and Dolby -C
noise -reduction circuitry, the Marantz
SD420 cassette deck has light -touch trans-
port controls, gold-plated input and output

 Thorens's new TD 147 is a two -speed,
automatic shut-off, single -play turntable
using the same chassis, suspension, and
platter -drive system as the TD 160 Super
turntable and including the company's best
tone arm, the TP 16. The suspension system
of the TD 147 has a "floating" subchassis
that supports the platter and tone arm,
completely isolating them from the base,

dust cover, and drive motor. The three-
point suspension system is said to prevent
external vibrations from distorting the mu-
sic signal. Other features said to reduce
sonic colorations are a damping compound
applied to the underside of the chassis and a
massive mahogany base.

The unit's dynamically balanced zinc -al-
loy platter weighs more than 7 pounds and
rotates on a precision -polished steel shaft
supported by Teflon -and -bronze bearing
surfaces. A sixteen -pole motor synchro-
nized to the power -line frequency drives the
platter. Low pivot -bearing friction and low
effective mass are featured in the TP 16
tone arm. The arm design also places the
audio -signal contacts and tone -arm locking
collar close to the arm's pivots, where they
do not add significantly to the effective
mass. A frictionless magnetic antiskating
system aids in cartridge tracking. Other
features include a photoelectric velocity -
sensing end -of -side shut-off trigger and a
damped cueing control near the front of the
turntable. The dust -cover hinges are spring -
supported.

Specifications include a wow -and -flutter
rating of less than 0.04 per cent (DIN
45507). Rumble is lower than -52 dB un-
weighted, lower than -72 dB weighted
(DIN 45539). Tone -arm length is 230 mil-
limeters; effective mass is 7.5 grams. Later-
al tracking error is given as less than 0.18

MEM.
0111 II

II LI

jacks, a fine -bias control, LED peak-leve
meters, and sliding record -level controls.
The two -head machine can be operated
with the optional R MC -1 remote -control
unit and has a built-in program -skipping
feature to cue up desired selections quickly.
Frequency response at a -20 -dB recording
level extends from 40 to 16,000 Hz ±3 dB
(with metal tape). Signal-to-noise ratio
with Dolby -C is 72 dB. Wow -and -flutter is
given as 0.05 per cent (wrms). The micro-
phone input impedance is 10,000 ohms. Di-
mensions are 163/s x 37/s x 12 inches; weight
is 121/s pounds. Price: $340.

Circle 124 on reader service card

Low -Impedance
Pickering Cartridges
0 Pickering has introduced two low -im-
pedance cartridges, the XLZ/4500S and
the XLZ/3500E. The XLZ/4500S (shown)
features a long -contact -line Stereohedron

stylus and tracks at 1 gram. The XLZ/
3500E has a 0.2 x 0.7 -mil elliptical stylus
and tracks at the same force. Both models
feature a user -replaceable stylus and a
Dustamatic brush.

Specifications of the XLZ/4500S include
a tracking -force range of 3/4 to 11/2 grams,
an output level of 0.06 millivolt per cm/sec
of groove velocity, and a frequency response
of 20 to 40,000 Hz ± 2 dB. Channel bal-
ance is within 2 dB; separation is 35 dB.

Tracking ability is given as 90 micrometers.
Electrical characteristics include an induc-
tance of 1 millihenry, d.c. resistance of 3
ohms, and a recommended load impedance
of 100 ohms or more. Dynamic tip mass is
0.3 milligram, and dynamic compliance at
10 Hz is 25 micrometers per millinewton.
Cartridge weight is 5.5 grams without the
brush. Prices: XLZ/4500S, $150; XLZ/
3500E, $100.

Circle 125 on reader service card

Self -Amplified Speakers
From MicroFidelity
O The MI -F1 MFS-6300 amplified speak-
ers from MicroFidelity can convert any per-
sonal -stereo unit into a miniature stereo
system. The speakers' housing is die-cast

aluminum with a zinc front panel. The sin-
gle driver is 11/2 inches in diameter and
composed of polymer -impregnated long fi-
bers. A 3.5 -watt integrated -circuit ampli-
fier powered by a 12 -volt d.c. adaptor (sup-
plied) drives each speaker. Special input -
protection devices allow maximum inputs of
20 watts if the internal amplifiers are not
used. Two carrying cases are available. The
MFB-400 Cordura case holds two M FS -
6300 speakers, the power adaptor, and two
cassettes; the MFB-700 grey or black
quilted -nylon case holds the speakers, adap-
tor, most personal stereo components, head-
phones, and three cassettes. The speakers
measure 31/2 x 23/4 x 23/4 inches. Prices:
MFS-6300, $109 per pair; MFB-400, $15;
MFB-700, $30. MicroFidelity, Dept. SR,
205 Liberty Square, Norwalk, Conn.
06855.

Circle 126 on reader service card

NAD Receiver Has
High Dynamic Headroom
0 The dynamic -headroom specification of
NAD's Model 7120 receiver is in excess of
4 dB. Rated at 20 watts per channel into
8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more
than 0.05 per cent total harmonic distor-

tion, the amplifier section is said to be sta-
ble with speaker impedances of 2 ohms and
less. A special bass -equalization circuit,
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CONCORD.
Anything else is a compromise.

It's quite a claim, we realize.
But our goal of constantly per-

fecting sound has resulted in the
first line of car stereos which offers
true high fidelity specifications,
and therefore true high fidelity
sound reproduction.

So for the first time, the uncom-
promising listener can hear music
in the car - and feel truly at home.

As an example, lets take a look
at Concord's latest. the HPL-130.

lasting Sen-alloy tape heads in car
stereo, and the playback frequency
response of the HPL-130 is some-
thing you really have to hear to
believe (out to 20,000 Hz).

To ensure enough power to take
advantage of all these features,
there's a superb amplifier which -
like all the others in the Concord
line - is designed with exact y the
same high fidelity specifications as fader which lets you install a front/

rear speaker system and adjust the
balance without loss of power
or frequency response.

Quite a list! But then the
HPL-130 is quite a machine.

II all adds up to the first car
cassette deck that can
accurately reproduce your
DBX recorded tapes through
its built-in amplifiers, and
perform comparably to the
high fidelity equipment in

your home.
So as you perhaps suspected, at

around $600 the HPL-130 costs a
little more than average.

But as with all Concord equip-
ment, we think you'll find the
difference is worth the difference.
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Frst and foremost, it features
Concord's exclusive signal pro-
cessor circuitry which (with our plug-
in HPQ 90 adaptor) lets you enjoy
the superb high fidelity of DBX
recorded tapes. Alternatively, you
can plug in a stereo imager or equali-
zer for further sound enhancement.

But quite apart from its exclusive
DBX capability, the HPL-130's other
features take it far beyond the cur-
rent state of the art.

Take the tuner; its a quartz digital
four gang unit which offers signifi-
cantly improved selectivity and
performance over the three gang
tuners used by our competitors,
plus automatic scan and a 10 -
station preset memory.

Then there's the HPL-130's
unidirectional tape mechanism,
continuing Concord's 22- year -old
reputation for excellence in this
area with outstanding wow & flutter
and speed regulation characteris-
tics, along with the convenience of
power -off auto eject.

Concord originated the concept
of using high performance long -

home amplifiers. That's why we can
give you complete specifications:
12 watts per channel into 4 ohms
from 30-20,000 Hz with less than
0.8% distortion.

And if you'd like more power than
that, just plug in our new HPA-25
amplifier for a 48 -watt system (100
watts maximum power).

Sen-alloy chp

Core

Shield case

Sh eld plate

Other important HPL-130 'ea
tures indude a built-in bass
equalizer for overcoming bass
speaker deficiencies, equalizer
level, loudness and treble cu:/boost
controls, Dolby noise reduction,
speaker pop muting circuitry
adjustable dual line outputs, and a
low level preamplifier front/rear

SPECIFICATIONS:

Tuner Section
Sensitivity.

Stereo sepa'ation
Frequency responses

Tape Section
Frequency response
Standard tape
Metal tape.
Wow & flutter
Amplifier Section
Maximum power.
High fidelity power

30dB Quieting
1 0 Microvolts 11 2 dBf

min 35dB
± 2dB

30-16,000 Hz

± 2dB
30-15,000 Hz
3020.000 Hz

0 08% WRMS

25 watts/Ch
12 watts min RMS

perch into
4 ohms, 30-20,000 Hz with

0.8% THD max

Dolby' a the regstered trademark of Dolby Labs
DEO the ,)' DBX

CONCORD
Anything else Is a compromise.
CONCORD ELECTRONICS. 6025 Yolanda Avenue
Tarzana Cal,forna 91356 (213) 344-9335
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You are cordially invited

to listen to 128 BES speakers

in our new demonstration room...

The Hollywood Bowl.

Or; at any of our fine BES dealers.

ARIZONA: ARIZONA CONSTRUCTION SPECIALISTS, Phoenix. CALIFORNIA: UNIVERSITY STEREO. all 16 stores in Hollywood. North Hollywood, Sherman Oaks, Bellflower. Canoga Park.
Costa Mesa. Culver City, Glendale, Long Beach, Marina del Rey. Orange. Pasadena. Santa Monica, Torrance. West Covina. Westminster. CALIFORNIA SOUNDWOR KS. Lancaster. KOYAMATSU
TV, Canyon Country. MIDWEST STEREO. Whittier. NEWPORT AUDIO. Newport Beach. NORTHRIDGE AUDIO CENTRE. Northridge. GENESIS AUDIO. El Toro. SOUND GENESIS, San Francisco.
COLORADO: U.S. STEREO, all 10 stores in Arbada, Boulder. Colorado Springs, Denver, Englewood, Ft. Collins. Lakewood. Littleton. Northglenn. SCHAAK ELECTRONICS. Denver. FLORIDA:
THE ELECTRONICS STORE, Orlando. PLAYBACK, Ft. Lauderdale. QUALITY HI -Fl. Tallahassee. SOUNDS GREAT STEREO. Miami and North Miami Beach INTERNATIONAL PURCHASING
GROUP. INC. Miami. GEORGIA: BACK DOOR STEREO, Atlanta. HAWAII: ADRIAN'S TV AND STEREO. Wailuku. Maui. IDAHO: BOISE CAMERA. Boise. ILLINOIS: FI-SONICS. Schaumburg.
HOMESTAR, INC., Palatine. MR. D'S. Charleston. SCHAAK ELECTRONICS, all 9 stores in Aurora. Bloomingdale, Chicago, Lombard, Orland Park. Schaumburg, Vernon
Hill. Villa Park. IOWA: ALL STATE ELECTRONICS. Des Moines. GREAT SOUNDS AUDIO. Dubuque. KANSAS: AUDIOTRONICS, Lawrence. MASSACHUSETTS:
LECHMERE SALES. all 5 stores in Cambridge. Dedham. Danvers, Framingham. Springfield. MICHIGAN: SCHAAK ELECTRONICS, all 13 stores in Dearborn. Grand
Rapids. Grosse Pointe Woods. Kalamazoo. Lansing. Livonia, Novi, Portage. Royal Oaks, Southfield. Sterling Heights, Troy MINNESOTA: SCHAAK ELECTRONICS.
all 17 stores in St. Paul. Minneapolis. W. St. Paul, Blaine, Brooklyn Center, Burnsville, Duluth, Edina, Maplewood. Minnetonka. Moorhead. Rochester, Roseville. St. Cloud.
NEBRASKA: CHANEY MUSIC CENTER. Fall City STANAL SOUND. Kearney. NEW HAMPSHIRE: LECHMERE SALES, Manchester NEW JERSEY: FAD COMPONENTS.
Fairfield. THE SOUNDING BOARD. Ridgewood. NEW MEXICO: HUDSON AUDIO, Albuquerque. NEW YORK: LYRIC HI F I. New York. TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO,
Buffalo. SOUNDSTAGE AUDIO. Fresh Meadows. Queens. HOMESTYLES APPLIANCE. Mt. Kisko. CONTINENTAL SOUND, Rego Park. AUDIBLE ESTHETICS. Manhasset.
NY, AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS. Manhasset. AUDIO DEN LTD., Lake Grove. AUDIO EXCHANGE. Garden City. NORTH DAKOTA: SCHAAK ELECTRONICS, Fargo.
HOUSE OF SOUND. Bismarck. TOTAL ELECTRONICS. Fargo. OHIO: ALLIANCE SEWING CENTER. Alliance. B d B APPLIANCE (WEST), Middleburg Heights and
Cleveland. OKLAHOMA: SPECTRUM ELECTRONICS. Oklahoma City. PENNSYLVANIA:
GLOBE PRINT. Hazleton. SOUND TRAK ENTERPRISES, Erie. R S ELECTRONICS. Seneca. BES speakers. Music in the round.
PROCOM SYSTEMS. Pittsburgh. TEXAS: SOUND INVISIONS, Dallas THE SOUND MACHINE. 345 Fischer Street, Costa Mesa, CA 92626. (714) 549.3833
Midland. KAY/GEE ELECTRONICS. San Angelo. WASHINGTON: T -V -S INC.. Everett and
Seattle. WEST VIRGINIA: SOUND INVESTMENTS. Morgantown. WISCONSIN: SCHAAK For more information, our toll free number (except R. S.V P
ELECTRONICS. Eau Claire and Superior AUDIO ANALYST. Madison in California) is 800-592-4644. Telex: 67-8373.

CIRCLE NO. 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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which provides a 6 -dB boost at 55 Hz with a
"Q" of 0.8, extends the bass response of
typical bookshelf speakers by about half an
octave without any effect on midrange re-
sponse. The bass and treble tone controls
have also been designed to effect the mid-
range only minimally. The phono signal-to-
noise ratio is 75 dB with a cartridge con-
nected. Ultrasonic and infrasonic filtering is
included to reduce the effects of radio -fre-
quency interference and record warps.

The digital -synthesis AM/FM tuner has
a stereo signal-to-noise ratio of 76 dB and
an FM IHF usable sensitivity of 1.9 micro-
volts. Capture ratio is 1.4 dB. Dimensions
are 161/2 x 111/4 x 31/4 inches. Price: $298.

Circle 127 on reader service card

"Media Unit" Features
Customized Components
0 Furniture designer Ron Seff offers a
custom-built porphyry -lacquered "media
unit" with polished copper trim and bronze -
glass doors for $18,000. The unit shown

measures 50 x 22 x 87 inches, but it can be
built to order in any size. Lacquer finishes
available include faux malachite and faux
marble.

The equipment in the cabinet was select-
ed or designed by Audio Design Associates
(ADA) and includes a Technics auto -re-
verse open -reel tape deck, an ADA FM 600
tuner, a custom-built digital clock, an ADA
SC -10 switching unit to control up to eight
pairs of speakers, two BGW-250E ampli-

tiers, a Soundcraftsmen equalizer, a Dual
N21s cassette deck, a Phase Linear 8000
turntable with cartridge, a Zenith VR9750
Beta -format VCR, and a 19 -inch Zenith
color television set. The electronic compo-
nents have custom-built matching copper
plates. Price for the complete package is
just over $40,000. Similar units can be cus-
tom designed and fitted out according to
any desired specifications. Ron Seff Show-
room, Dept. SR, 232 East 59th Street, New
York, N.Y. 10022. Audio Design Asso-
ciates, Dept. SR, 602-610 Mamaroneck
Avenue, White Plains, N.Y. 10605.

Circle 128 on reader service card

Mura's Shirt -Pocket
Stereo FM Receiver
0 Mura's Hi -Ex "Executive" Hi Stepper
portable FM receiver is claimed to be the
world's smallest personal stereo. It meas-
ures 3/8 X 211/16 x 37/s inches and weighs 21/2
ounces. Features include a vernier tuning

control, a high/low tone -control switch, an
LED stereo indicator, and a 3.5 -millimeter
stereo headphone jack. The unit comes in a
velveteen pouch that can be looped through
a belt or carried in a pocket. Also included
are Mura's SB-60 Stereo Bud earphones,
which fit directly into the ear canal. Rated
response of the headphones extends from 20
to 20,000 Hz. They use samarium -cobalt
magnets and have diaphragms 9 micromet-
ers thick. The headphones weigh 1/2 ounce
and have a 4 -foot cord that serves as the
radio's antenna. Price: $59.95.

Circle 129 on reader service card

Radio Shack Introduces
"Personal" Receiver
0 The new Realistic STA-12 (Radio
Shack No. 31-1965) measures only 23/8 x
103/s x 63/4 inches and is rated at
5 watts per channel into 8 ohms with no

more than 0.9 per cent total harmonic dis-
tortion from 40 to 20,000 Hz. A rear -panel
switch boosts output power when the unit is

used in a monophonic background -music
system. An "Auto -Magic" circuit fine tunes
and locks in FM stations for drift -free re-
ception. Other features include pushbutton
controls for power and loudness compensa-
tion. LED's serve as stereo and tuning indi-
cators. There are separate volume and bal-
ance controls and a headphone output. The
input -selector switch controls tape, phono,
FM, and AM sources. Price: $119.95.

Circle 130 on reader service card

Boston Acoustics
Rev ses A100 Speaker
 Boston Acoustics' A100 Series II two-
way acoustic -suspension speaker system re-
places the company's A100 model. The new
system uses two completely new drivers de-

signed and manufactured by Boston Acous-
tics: a 10 -inch low -frequency driver said to
provide response to well below 40 Hz and a
1 -inch high -frequency driver said to deliver
accurate response beyond 25,000 Hz.

The cone of the woofer is formulated
from a mixture of wool and cotton fibers
(no paper or wood pulp). The tweeter has a
hemispherical diaphragm with a contoured
faceplate to preserve uniform frequency re-
sponse over a wide listening angle. For max-
imum durability at high power levels, the
tweeter uses high -temperature voice -coil in-
sulation, flexible -tinsel lead wires, and
magnetic -fluid cooling. The grille cloth is
supported on a diffraction -corrected sup-
port frame to help eliminate early reflec-
tions. The wood -grained vinyl -veneer cabi-
net comes with a black pedestal base.

System frequency response is specified as
38 to 25,000 Hz ± 3 dB. Crossover frequen-
cy is 2,000 Hz. Power -handling ability is 75
watts (measured according  to the DIN
45573 standard). Dimensions are 321/2 x 16
x 83/s inches. Price: $185 each. Boston
Acoustics, Dept. SR, 130 Condor Street,
Boston, Mass. 02128.

Three Subwoofers from
M & K Sound Corp.

Three new subwoofers from M & K
have integral amplifiers with outputs rang-
ing from 400 watts in the Volkswoofer-1B
(shown on page 18) to 100 watts in the
Volkswoofer-3B. All models use the same
basic circuitry, which includes an electronic
low-pass filter that rolls off the woofer's re -
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sponse above 100 Hz at 24 dB per octave.
(This frequency can be lowered, if desired,
by any external electronic crossover.) The

VW-1B's amplifier uses a bridged configu-
ration to power its 12 -inch polypropylene
driver with its 38 -ounce magnet. A high-
pass filter rolls off the amplifier below 20
Hz at 12 dB per octave, resulting in a low -
frequency rolloff of 24 dB per octave for the
subwoofer as a whole. The amplifier circuits
in the 200 -watt Volkswoofer-2B and in the
Volkswoofer-3B do not use a bridged con-
figuration.

All models have a low-level input that can
be driven by a preamplifier or electronic
crossover and a high-level input driven by a
main amplifier or receiver. Input imped-
ance of the low-level input is 15,000 ohms;
the high-level input's is 600 ohms. Frequen-
cy response of the VW -1B is given as 20 to
100 Hz ± 3 dB, for the VW -2B and VW -3B
24 to 100 Hz ±3 dB. The amplifiers' total
harmonic and intermodulation distortion
are both below 0.2 per cent. The VW -1B
measures 173/4 x 183/4 x 171/4 inches and
weighs 50 pounds. The other two models are
slightly smaller. Prices: VW -1B, $650;
VW -2B, $520; VW -3B, $450. Miller &
Kreisel Sound Corp., Dept. SR, 10391 Jef-
ferson Boulevard, Culver City, Calif. 90230.

Circle 131 on reader service card

Proton Car Amplifiers
Feature Soft Clipping
0 Proton's new 22 -watt -per -channel P222
and 50 -watt -per -channel P250 (shown) car -
stereo power amplifiers both feature Soft

Clipping circuitry. The system is said to
protect car speakers by insuring that if the
amplifier is overdriven, the output wave-

form is always rounded instead of being
flatly "clipped" into a square wave; this re-
duces the level of high -frequency distortion
products and thereby the chances of driver
damage. Soft Clipping is also claimed to
yield a psychoacoustical volume increase of
3 dB compared with normal amplifiers.
Other features of the two units include out-
put stability into 2 -ohm loads and high- and
low-level inputs. The P250 also has a
bridged -output capability as well as cur-
rent, voltage, and thermal protection.
Prices: P222, $129.95; P250, $259.95. Pro-
ton Corp., Dept. SR, Pacific Tower Plaza,
1431 Ocean Avenue, Suite B, Santa Moni-
ca, Calif. 90401.

Circle 132 on reader service card

Telarc's Stereo -System
Test and Setup Album
0 The "Omnidisc" from Telarc Records
(DG 10073-4, distributed by Audio-Tech-
nica) is a boxed set of two discs with an in-
struction manual. It is intended for "do it
yourself stereo makeovers." The first side is

an engraved tone-arm/cartridge-alignment
gauge for proper setup of both pivoted and
radial -tracking tone arms. The second side
contains test signals (sine waves and pink -
noise bands) for adjustment and evaluation
of other turntable and system characteris-
tics, including phasing, frequency response,
noise level, channel identification, and
imaging. Third -octave pink -noise bands aid
in room and speaker equalization. For test-
ing cartridge tracking ability, side three
contains excerpts from five earlier Telarc
discs recorded at levels that are increasingly
difficult to track. The last side contains spe-
cially recorded musical excerpts meant for
testing and demonstrating a system's imag-
ing characteristics. All material was digi-
tally recorded, including the test signals.
Price: $29.95.

Circle 133 on reader service card

Canton Car Speaker
Frees Rear View
0 The Canton Pullman auto speaker is
meant to be installed centrally on the rear
deck of a car. A T -bolt in the base of the
aluminum case permits fastening the speak-
er at any point over the length of the case.
The unit's ultra -low profile leaves an unob-
structed view through the rear window. The

speaker has a nominal impedance of 4 ohms
and a power rating of 50 watts rms. Fre-
quency response is 45 to 30,000 Hz. The

drivers are two 41/2 -inch woofers, one 1 -inch
midrange, and one 3/4 -inch dome tweeter on
each side of the stereo array. Dimensions
are 371/2 x 4 x 5 inches. Price: $400. Canton
North America, Dept. SR, 254 First Ave-
nue North, Minneapolis, Minn. 55401.

Circle 134 on reader service card

Discwasher's "CareSet"
For Cassette Decks
10 Said to combine all one needs for proper
tape -deck care in a carry -around storage
case, Discwasher's Tape Deck CareSet
costs less than its contents would if pur-
chased individually. The Perfect Path cas-
sette head cleaner removes tape residues
from heads, and the capstan-pinch-roller
cleaner, designed to function in all cassette
machines, is said to clean better than any

other method available, including
cleaning with cotton swabs. A small
of special C.P.R. cleaning fluid is also in-
cluded in the CareSet. The fluid is formu-
lated so as not to harm a recorder's rubber
pinch -rollers. Price: $14.95.

Circle 135 on reader service card

hand
bottle

NOTE: All product descriptions and specifi-
cations quoted in these columns are based
on materials supplied by the manufacturers.
who will respond directly to reader requests
for further information.

Domestic inflation and fluctuations in the
value of the dollar overseas affect the price
of merchandise imported into this country.
Please be aware that prices quoted in this
issue are therefore subject to change.
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AKAI CASSETTE DECKS
MODEL CS -F 39R AUTO -REVERSE DK $244.00
MODEL GXF-31 COMPUTER CONTROL 198.00
MODEL GXF-71 IN STOCK I

ADC SOUNDSHAPER EQUALIZERS
MODEL SS -110 IC NEW BAND EQUALIZER S 70 00
MODEL SS -2 IC - 12 BAND EQUALIZER 180 00
MODEL SS -3 IC - TOP OF THE LINE 227 00

DUAL TURNTABLES - LOW MASS UNITS !

WRITE OR CALL FOR ALL LOW PRICES !!!!

JVC ELECTRONICS - DECKS - ETC.
MODEL DD -7 SUPERBUY DECK $27500
MODEL KD-D4 SPECIAL 179 00

WRITE FOR NEW '82 AND '83 MODELS !!!

KENWOOD DEALS - WRITE FOR OTHER MODELS/
MODEL KR -725 DIGITAL RECEIVER 5189 00
MODEL KT -815 TUNER SPECIAL 120 00

MARANTZ SPECIALS !!
SR -8100 SUPER RECEIVER DEAL .

SR -1000 SPECIAL PURCHASE PRICE
SD -3030 CASS. DECK W/DOLBY B&C

PIONEER DEALS
MODEL PL -2 BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE
MODEL PL -5 FULL AUTO DIRECT DRIVE
MODEL SX-6 DIGITAL QUARTZ RECEIVER
MODEL CT -6R DOLBY B/C AUTO REV

SANSUI ELECTRONIX
D-350M/B CASSETTE DECK/BLACK
59002 SUPERB RECEIVER DEAL

SONY SUPERDEALS !!!
PS-LX2 SEMI AUTO DD TURNTABLE S 97 00
TCFX-77 CASS. DK. W/DOLBY° B & C 264 00
STR-VX4 SUPER QUARTZ RECEIVER ... 259 50

TEAC CASSETTE DECK DEALS !!
MODEL CX-400 SUPERDEAL CASSETTE $19000
MODEL V3-RX DECK W/dbe 280.00
MODEL V -70C DOLBY' B&C PEAK MTR S229 00

TECHNICS ELECTRONICS
SL -5 NEW LINEAR TRACKING TABLE $126.00
SL-DL5 LINEAR TRACKING/FULL SIZE. 142.00
RS-M255X NEW dbx CASSETTE DECK 238.00
RS -M205 CASSETTE DECK SPECIAL' 95.00

SEE A BETTER PRICE? LET US KNOW !II

PORTABLE STEREO SYSTEMS

JVC PC3 "QUARTET"' 274 00
JVC RCM80 "MAXI -PORTABLE 275 00
TOSHIBA KT -S2 MICRO w/HEADPHONES 82 50

SPECIAL
S148 00
WRITE

S 75 00
95 00

200 00
175 00

S240 00
SPECIALI

SAVE  MONEY 

TIME  FREIGHT

CASSETTE TAPES

SONY UCX-S.90 NEW HIGH BIAS TAPE. $30.00/10
SONY METALLIC 90 METAL BIAS 45.00/10
SONY METALLIC 60 METAL BIAS 33.00/10
SONY EHF-90 HIGH BIAS TAPE 27.00/10
SONY FECR-90 HIGH BIAS PREMIUM 28.00/10
TDK MA -C90 METAL CASSETTE TAPE S49.50/10
TDK SAX -C-90 NEW PREMIUM TAPE 38.00/10
TDK OD -C-90 OPTIMUM STD. BIAS 27.00/10
TDK SA -C90 SUPER AVALIN TAPE 24.50/10
TDK C-90AD NEW AUDUA TAPE 20.00/10
BASF PRO II OR III C-90 SPECIFY S22.00/10
MAXELL C-60UD ULTRA DYNAMIC 23.00/12
MAXELL C-90UD ULTRA DYNAMIC 29.50/12
MAXELL UD-XL-C60 TYPE I OR II 29.50/12
MAXELL UD-XL C-90 TYPE I OR II 39.50/12

REEL TO REEL TAPE

TDK LX -35-90 NEW 7 IN $60.00/10
TDK LX -35-180M NEW 10Y2 IN 170.00/10
MAXELL UD-35-90 ULTRA DYNAMIC 7 57.50/10
MAXELL UD-35-90 XL1 BAC KOATE D XL 69.50/10

VIDEO TAPE

TDK L-500 BETA TAPE
MAXELL L 750 BETA TAPE
FUJI T-120 VHS 2-4-6 TAPE

AUDIO TECHN ICA CARTS
MODEL 155 -LC $10500
MODEL 140 LC 66 00
MODEL 125 -LC 49 00

S 90 00/10
115.00/10
120.00/10

SHURE CARTRIDGES
V-15 TYPE 4 SPECIAL!
V-153 HE S7000
M-97 HE 49.00

AUTOMOTIVE STEREO

PIONEER KE-2100 ELECTRONIK READOUT SWRITE
PIONEER KP 8500 AM -FM CASSETTE $140.00
PIONEER KE-5100 DIGITAL DECK 215.00
PIONEER UKP-7600 MINI -SIZE DECK 199.00
TS -695 6x9 3 -WAY SPKR SYSTEMS 82.50
TS -696 6x9 2 -WAY SPKR SYSTEMS 66.00

WRITE FOR ALL PIONEER AUTOMOTIVE PRICES I!!
JENSEN RE -518 ELECT. DIGITAL $240.00
JENSEN RE -512 ELECT / MINI-CHASIS 211 50
JENSEN J-2033 6x9 TRIAX' II SPKRS 94.00
JENSEN J-2037 6x9 CO -AX SPKRS 68.00
WRITE OR CALL FOR OTHERS INCLUDING SANYO!!I!

HEADPHONES

SONY MDR -50T NEW SUPERLIGHTWEIGHTS $33.00
KOSS MODEL HV-K STEREOPHONES 41.50
KOSS MODEL PRO -4X NEW PRO PHONES 49.50
SENNI-IF!`v R HD -40 NEW LIGHTWEIGHTS 20 no

  11111111~ 10  ems.

12 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago 60611

- send for free price list -
Phone Now TOLL FREE  Name

: iiCI ztz City
1-312-664-0020 1-800-621-8042  Address

"u : State Zip 



Why have 45,000
audiophiles
purchased

Magneplanar
speakers?

 LIFE -LIKE IMAGE-Full height,
width and depth of soundl.

 LOW COLORATIONS-No box
resonance to color sound.

 UNIFORM DRIVE-All parts of
diaphragm driven; not just apex
of cone.

 LOW MASS- 0005 inch Ihick
diaphragm for c!ear, crisp sound.

 RESISTIVE LOAD-Ideal for
amplifiers.

 PHASE RESPONSE- Tweeter,
midrange/bass on same diaphragm.

 ELEGANT SCREENS-A beautiful
alternative to boxes in the
living room.

Prices starting at $475.00 per pair

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street

White Bear Lake, MN 55110
CIRCLE NO. 56 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Audio Q. and A.

Car Stereo Equalizer
n rye been thinking of adding an equal -
%.4 izer/booster to my car system. Do
you think that's a good idea?

LARRY WEISS
Boston, Mass.

AIt all depends. Long-time readers of
this column know that I'm a great

partisan of "touch-up" equalization as a
means of increasing the realism of repro-
duced music in the home. In a car, equali-
zation serves the same purpose and can be
even more necessary. In addition, an equal-

equate speaker mounting. Keep in mind,
however, that a heavy bass boost applied to
a speaker whose cone suspension and voice
coil aren't designed to take it can cause
damage. A bass boost of "only" 3 dB (and
equalizers usually have a range of 10 dB or
more) is equivalent to doubling the applied
power from the amplifier.

How do you know if you've used exces-
sive equalization? Simple-if the previous-
ly clean sound becomes muddy or harsh, or
if you hear snapping sounds on peaks, your
midranges or woofers are about to be in
trouble, if they are not already. Excessive
treble boost, however, will give no early
warning-your tweeters will just quietly
burn out.

Miniplug Mishaps
n The headphone miniplug on my
..4 Walkman -type cassette player has
just broken for the third time. I know it's
the plug because wiggling the wire will
cause it to work for a moment. Is there
some way I can fix it permanently?

SUSAN ALISON
Bronxville, N.Y.

AA
It isn't that miniplugs (or the wires

going to them) are particularly frag-
ile, it's just that the headphones that come
with personal portables are given a harder
time by some users than anticipated by the
designers. Most failures occur because of
stress at the point where the wire from the
phones enters the rear of the plug. The bet-
ter plugs have either an inch -long spring-

like section or a soft -plastic extension com-
ing out of the rear. The purpose is to distrib-
ute the strain on the plug wiring when the
player is bouncing about in a purse, pocket,
or backpack.

Readers can add their own strain relief
by wrapping 4 or 5 inches of 1/2 -inch -wide
surgical or plastic tape several times around
the body of the plug and then extending the
wrapping up along the wire for several more
inches, using fewer layers as you go up the
cord. The purpose, of course, is to ensure a
smooth bend in the phone cord if it is
plugged into the player and the headphones
are pulled at a right angle to it.

Pulsing Woofers
QWhen my playing volume level is set
 relatively (but not excessively) high,

the woofers in my speaker systems pulsate
wildly. I can stop this by using the "low"
filter on my receiver, but this adversely
affects bass response. I have found that by
running the signal through my tape deck
and engaging its subsonic filter. I can stop
the pulsing without degrading sound quali-
ty. Both my speakers and receiver will be
replaced shortly. Should that solve the
problem?

WARREN TRIONE
Detroit, Mich.

AYou apparently have a bad, but unrec-
ognized, case of acoustic feedback-

which is what happens when the output of
your speaker somehow gets back to and
vibrates your turntable. I would suggest
that you make sure your turntable is both
physically and acoustically isolated from
your speakers. Write to the manufacturer of
the turntable for suggestions about special
isolation techniques for your specific model.

There are various accessory turntable
isolators available, and they can work either
well or hardly at all depending on how
effectively their particular design copes
with the frequency of the acoustic feedback
in a specific installation. Buy any of them
only with a money -back guarantee since
there's no way of knowing in advance how
well it will work in your setup.

Your cassette deck's filter stops the "pul-
sations" by reducing the energy at the feed -
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back frequencies. Apparently your receiv-
er's "low" filter does the same thing, but it
operates at too high a frequency and hence
also reduces the audible bass energy. Since
replacing your receiver and speakers is not
likely to cure the underlying acoustic -feed-
back problem in your installation, you
should attack it at the source by improving
the isolation of your turntable.

Garage Listening Room
/ am considering modifying a 24 x 18-

-11  foot garage for use as a stereo listen-
ing room. What changes should I make to
produce the best possible acoustical envi-
ronment? Can you recommend any publica-
tions on this subject?

LINDY E. BAILEY
Dothan, Ala.

A Be assured that constructing an acous-
r% tically ideal home listening room is
no more complicated (9 than constructing
an ideal concert hall. In respect to the room
itself, there are two major considerations:
the reflectivity and absorption ratios of the
room surfaces and the room dimensions,
which will determine the distribution and
frequency of the standing waves within it.
In addition, the placement of the speakers
and the listener's location relative to adja-
cent walls will also have significant effects
on the sound reaching the listener's ears.
Given all these variables, a certain amount
of trial and error is necessary to optimize
the results in a room-or concert hall.

With respect to room dimensions-
assuming you have some control over
these-James Moir's out -of -print book
High Quality Sound Reproduction (Mac-
millan, 1958) quotes some preferred ratios
of height to width to length published in the
Journal of the Acoustical Society of Amer-
ica back in 1942. For a small room, the sug-
gested ratios are I to 1.25 to 1.6; for an
average room, I to 1.6 to 2.5; and for a large
room, I to 1.25 to 3.2. The purpose of these
ratios is to optimize the frequency and spa-
tial distribution of standing waves.

A smallish room-say, 8 x 10 x 12 feet-
is unable to do full justice to the low bass
frequencies, below about 100 Hz. This is
not to say that a speaker system cannot
deliver low frequencies into a small room,
only that the room will not allow a given
speaker's full bass potential to be realized.

An excellent Tab book by F. Alton Ever-
est, The Master Handbook of Acoustics,
explains almost everything you need to
know about the practical aspects of acous-
tics in general as well as what is involved in
setting up a home listening room (Tab
Books catalog number 1296, $12.95, post-
age included, from Tab Books, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214). The one area in which
the book is lacking is a discussion of room -
boundary effects and how they influence
speaker performance. Speaker designer and
manufacturer Roy Allison wrote an article
on the subject ("The Speaker and the Lis-
tener") for this magazine in August 1976.
Reprints of it along with other interesting
related material are available free. Send a
self-addressed, legal -sized, stamped enve-
lope (40¢ postage) to Allison Acoustics,
Dept. SR, 7 Tech Circle, Natick, Mass.
01760. 0

PURE
GENIUS

The Carver Magnetic Field
Power Amplifier M -400a

201 watts minimum
continuous power per
channel into 8 ohms, 20
Hz -20 kHz, with no more
than 0.05% T.H.D.

Within this 7 -inch, 9 -pound cube is, quite possibly, the most
powerful story in the history of high fidelity amplifier design.

The genius of a music loving physicist was turned loose and the
result is an elegant technology that substantially reduces the massive
bulk, weight, and cost of high power audio amplifiers. Conventional
amplifier power supplies are very costly and inefficient because they
produce a constant high voltage level at all times- irrespective of the
demands of the everchanging audio signal - even when there's no
audio in the circuit at all!

In sharp contrast the M-400a's power supply is signal responsive
and highly efficient. It produces exactly and only the power the ampli-
fier section needs from moment to moment to carry the signal with
complete accuracy and fidelity.

Once the crudeness of conventional power supplies was over-
come, a wholly uncompromised signal path was designed: Fully com-
plementary topology from input to output; the latest, fastest, highest
current transistors; direct coupling; linear metalized film capacitors;
precision laser trimmed resistors; vapor -deposited 24 Karat gold
connectors; and finally, an output inductor whose corner frequency is
almost a quarter of a megahertz.

Audition the Carver M -400a and hear the difference: transparency,
openness, detail. Without the clipping, distortion, and constraint of
lesser amplifiers. With Carver the pure sound of music can be, very
affordably, yours.

CARVER
Powerful  Musical  Accurate

P.O. Box 664 14304 N E. 193rd Pl. Woodinville, WA 98072
CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Tope Talk

Level Markings
n What is-or should be-the relation
Lie between Dolby level and the 0 -dB
level marking on a cassette deck? On some
machines they seem to be different while on
others they are the same.

JAMES SYRACUSE
Los Angeles, Calif.

AA
The point marked 0 dB on a meter

 or-more frequently today-a fluo-
rescent record -level display bears no neces-
sary relationship to the Dolby indication,
though there are practical reasons why cas-
sette -deck manufacturers often make them
coincide.

The Dolby level-a magnetic flux of 200
nanowebers/ meter for cassettes-repre-
sents a specific amount of recorded magne-
tism on the tape and is used as the reference
point for the Dolby encode -decode noise -
reduction process. There are other compa-
rable magnetic reference points. Originally,
for example, the Philips cassette (using tape
formulations then available) used 165
nWb/m for 0 dB, which is 1.7 dB lower
than the Dolby level. Similarly, the DIN
(and now IEC) standard uses 250 nWb/m
as its reference point, which is 1.9 dB higher
than the Dolby level. Tapes today are, of
course, rather better than when the original
Philips specifications were drawn up, so an
upward move from 165 to 200 nWb as a
0 -dB record level is certainly not unreason-
able. But by the time a cassette is recorded
to a 250-nWb/m magnetic level it is usually
getting rather close to the maximum tolera-
ble distortion point.

The purpose of a 0 -dB marking on a
record -level indicator has nothing to do
with whether or not the Dolby system is to
be used. It exists simply to warn the record-
ist that he's getting close-within a few
decibels-to the maximum undistorted re-
cording level, but how much safety margin
a manufacturer should allow is an open
question. In the days when most indicators
were average -reading (VU -type) meters a
greater allowance had to be built into the
system because such instruments tended to
under -read brief high-level peaks. The
widespread adoption of peak -reading indi-
cators eliminates the need for very much
leeway, and, consequently, in many recent

decks I've tested only 2 or 3 dB have been
allowed between what is called 0 dB and the
onset of serious distortion. That brings us
very close to Dolby's 200 nWb/m, so com-
bining the two markings makes some sense.
Further, since the fluorescent displays so
popular today have only a limited number
of elements and must "gloss over" fraction-
al parts of a decibel, small inaccuracies are
likely to go unnoticed anyway.

Cassette Squeal
from time to time when playing a cas-

\-4 sette I get an awful screeching from
the machine as the tape passes over the
heads. Sometimes changing cassettes
solves the problem, and sometimes a tape
will play well one time and badly the next.
The deck manufacturer suggests that the
capstans must be dirty and that I may be
using the recorder excessively. Before I give
up on cassettes, what is your advice?

MIKE WILLIAMS
Harleysville, Pa.

ADon't give up on cassettes-it'shap-pened to me with open -reel too! The
deck manufacturer's suggestion of cleaning
the capstans-or, rather, the black rubber
pinch -rollers that press the tape against the
capstans-is the obvious place to start, for
if these develop a glaze from oxide ruboff it
will obviously lower the frictional force that
pulls the tape across the heads. Any slip-
page at the capstans will be transmitted
along the length of tape between the head
and the pinch -roller, and that will certainly
cause both mechanical and recorded squeal-
ing. In time the rubber may lose its resilien-
cy, for which the cure is a new pair of pinch -
rollers.

There are other possibilities as well. A
dual -capstan system' might be adjusted so
that the rear capstan is supplying slightly
too much hold -back tension, undermining
the ability of the take-up capstan to pull the
tape smoothly. Alternatively, the head
"gate" carrying the heads and pinch -rollers
in a cassette deck may not be closing tightly
enough to press the rollers against their
captans properly. Since your problem is
intermittent-always the hardest kind to
fix-if cleaning or replacing the pinch -roll-

ers doesn't do the trick, I'd take the deck to
a manufacturer -authorized service center,
where they will have the proper equipment
to detect and repair a slightly out -of -toler-
ance drive -tension condition.

The Right Tape
n I le been told that one should use nor-
\ -3(  mal ferric -oxide cassettes for rock
music and high -bias tapes for classical. Do
you agree?

ALVIN BEAR
Pine Ridge, S.D.

Awould tend to go along with the
advice you've been given, with one

proviso. When you're making a recording in
which you have a serious interest, it is more
important to get a premium grade of either
ferric or high -bias tape than it is to distin-
guish between their respective ultimate the-
oretical capabilities.

Ferric -oxide cassettes are designed to use
120 -microsecond playback equalization;
high -bias and metal tapes use 70 microsec-
onds. What this means is that in theory
there will be slightly more hiss on a ferric
cassette than on a high -bias one, all other
things being equal-a rare condition. Since
much rock music tends to vary in dynamics
from loud to louder to loudest, there is
almost always enough program signal on
the tape to mask the slightly greater hiss.
With classical music, on the other hand,
much of the artistic effect is produced by
dynamics ranging from very soft to very
loud, and in the quietest passages the play-
back hiss differential may become audible.
Similarly, the high-level concentration of
high -frequency information tends to be
greater with some of today's rock and elec-
tronic instruments than it is in most works
written for conventional instruments, and
here, if anywhere, premium ferric oxides
should have a slight advantage. Again, how-
ever, the differences are so small I suspect
that in a blind test you wouldn't be able to
tell whether you were hearing a good ferric
tape or a good high -bias tape.

Dubbing Deck
tfy receiver has full two-way dubbing

%AI  facilities, and I want to be able to
make tape copies, so I need a deck for play-
back only. Because space is so limited in
my system I tried a small battery -operated
playback unit, but the sound quality was
poor. Does anyone make a component -
quality playback -only cassette deck?

JEFF WAYNE
Brooklyn, N.Y.

AThere are two solutions to your prob-
lem. I did find one playback -only

cassette deck, the Sony TC-PB5, in STEREO
REVIEW'S 1983 Tape Recording & Buying
Guide, and it's possible that there are oth-
ers. Since space is at such a premium in
your setup, however, you might wish to get
a "dubbing cassette deck," of which there
are quite a few listed. These contain two
separate cassette drives (usually one is for
playback only, the other for recording and
playback) and are designed for precisely
what you have in mind. 0
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Polk Stereo Dimensional Technology'"
'quite literally a new dimension in the sound"

-Stereo Review

"the result is always better than would be achieved by conventional speakers

"Hirsch Houk Lab's tests of the
Polk SDA-1 speaker show that it does
indeed add a new dimension to
stereo sound ... completely without
any undesirable side effects ... it
borders on the spectacular . . the
result is always better than would be
achieved by conventional speakers
... quite literally a new dimension
in the sound . . . beautifully bal-
anced . . . the speakers sound
superb."
-Stereo Review r e( 198?

All Right, Reserved

SDA-1 achieves irae 3-dmensional
sound by eliminating Interaural

Crosstalk ftstortioo (ICD)

The zudible berefits are
extraordin3ry.

rr

-Stereo Review
You must Fear the SDA-1

Use the reader's service to receive
tne location of your nearest Polk
dea er as well as information on the
award wirning SDA-1 and all ou-
superb sounding speakers (from
3prrox. $99.95-$850 each).

Polk Audio, Inc. 1915 Annapolis
Rd., Bak'more, MD 21230. I -

Canada, Rolution Audio.

polk audio
The Speaker Specialists
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Technical Talk
ByJulian D. Hirsch

Closing Pandora's Box
LETTERs from readers constantly remind

me of the difficulty of expressing com-
plex technical subjects in a fairly rigorous,
yet simple and unambiguous manner. Too
often, what is intended as a clarification
raises more questions than it answers-an
equivalent, at least from my standpoint, of
opening the legendary Pandora's box. This
month I will try once again to incarcerate
some of these liberated hi-fi imps and to
close the lid of our journalistic box on them.

In our recent test report on the dbx Model
228 noise -reduction system and dynamic -
range expander (September 1982), I com-
mented on the enormous peak power de-
mands of such wide -dynamic -range pro-
gram material as a digitally mastered, dbx-
encoded disc (which is comparable in dy-
namic range to digital playback of a digital
recording, as in the forthcoming Compact
Disc system). Several readers wrote in
alarm, fearing that their modestly powered
music systems would be inadequate for the
digital age or that the high peak powers
would endanger their speakers.

Part of the confusion derives from a mis-
understanding about the terms "average"
and "peak" as applied to either sound -pres-
sure or electrical -power levels. In the report,
I stated that at an average power output of
a watt or two, corresponding to a moderate
listening level, short -duration peaks in the
musical waveform drove the amplifier to
several hundred watts output. These high -
power peaks were of very short duration (a
few milliseconds in most cases) and would
be unlikely to damage any speaker, regard-
less of its design ratings.

Most speaker damage occurs through
thermal burnout, which is caused by a sus-
tained high -power input over a relatively
long period. You are far more likely to burn
out a speaker with typically compressed
rock music from a continuously overloaded
20 -watt amplifier than with a good uncom-
pressed digital recording played through a
500 -watt amplifier. The former situation
clips the amplifier more often and for long-
er durations than the latter, and a clipped
amplifier puts out lots of high -frequency
distortion. Amplifiers are even less likely
than speakers to be damaged by overdriv-
ing, because of their protective circuits as
well as the unmistakable warning provided
by the distortion from severe clipping.

It is safe to say, then, that no one need
fear damage to any hi-fi system component
from playing program sources with a dy-
namic range far in excess of the usual limits
of analog -recording media. But what about
damage to one's aesthetic sensibilities? If a
500 -watt amplifier can be driven to its lim-
its so easily by these programs, won't using
a much less powerful amplifier result in ex-
cessive distortion?

Well, to quote from Porgy and Bess, "it
ain't necessarily so." If it were, the future of
digital audio would be in grave jeopardy.
Fortunately, even severe clipping of a very -
short -duration peak is rarely audible. Even
when you are listening carefully in an effort
to hear expected clipping, you may not hear
it-and in any case it is a very minor con-
tributor to the total program distortion.

Then there is the matter of a person's pre-
ferred listening level. This is one of the ma-

jor unknowns when recommending ampli-
fier power requirements for conventional
music systems. It is possible to determine,
with reasonable accuracy, how much ampli-
fier power will be needed to produce a given
average sound -pressure level in a room of a
specified size if the room's acoustic qualities
and absorption characteristics are known
or assumed. However, individual listening
preferences for reproduced sound level dif-
fer so widely that, everything else being the
same, some people might find a 10 -watt
amplifier sufficient while others would find
500 watts inadequate.

I suspect that most people tend to play a
music system at whatever volume seems
comfortable and appropriate. If you hear
obvious distortion, it seems (to me) natural
to turn the volume down to reduce its irri-
tating effect. If the distortion is in the pro-
gram itself, you might choose to try to re-
duce it by bandwidth limiting (with filters
or tone controls) or simply to stop listening.
Surely the same approach would be used in
dealing with occasional peak clipping. If it
is audible, a very slight touch of the volume
control will probably remove it; a barely au-
dible volume reduction of 3 dB cuts the
power level (number of watts required or
delivered) in half. In my view, no one need
be overly concerned about the possibility
that the digital age will make his present
audio components obsolete. Digital play-
back units can be added even to systems
with moderate -power amplifiers and low -
output speakers and still offer very satisfac-
tory, and noticeably cleaner, sound.

(Continued on page 26)

Tested This Month
Jensen AVS-1500 Audio/Video Receiver  Sherwood S-6000CP Cassette Deck

Allison:Seven Speaker System  Pioneer PL88F Automatic Record Player
Ace Audio Model 4100-X24 Filter
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JENSEN
AUDIO + VIDEO u COMPONENTS

We call it Audio -Video ". And it is
home entertainment so extraordinary,
so amazing, it will send shivers up your
spine.

That's because Jensen Audio -Video
_s like nothing you've seen or heard
.3efore. You don't just sit and watch it...
you experience it.

It begins with the heart of the system,
:he AVS-1500- receiver. This single com-
ponent combines a 133 channel, cable-
1-eady video tuner. An AM/FM tuner. And
a high power integrated amplifier. The
AVS-1500 lets you do some truly amazing
zhings. For example, with the press of a
s:ngle button, you can control the audio
and video ele-
ments of a
stereo
simulcast.
And you can
do it from
across the
room. Be-
cause the
audio and
video func-
tions can
be operated
by wireless
remote
control.

Jensen
Audio - Video
also brings high
fidelity sound to your
favorite television

the sound track frcrn "Jaws" with the
same impact in your living room that it
had in the theater.

Then there is the high resolution 25 -
video monitor. The color and clarity of its
picture will make movies seem so real,
you can almost smell the popcorn.

Since Jensen Audio --Video is a com-
ponent system, you needn't buy it all at
once. Start with the receiver and spe-
cially engineered vIteo speakers. Use
them with your current audio compo-
nents and color television. Add the
video monitor next. Or perhaps the
stereo video recorder. Whatever suits
your needs and your budget.

To really understand what
we mean by

"goose
bumps,"
you'll have
to visit
your Jen-
sen Audio
+ Videc re-
tailer for
a demon-
stration.
See it. Feel
it.. Experi-
ence it.

For the
location of

the retailer near-
est you. call us toll

free at (800) 323-
0707. In Illinois,

call (312) 671-5680.
programs and A .1 deo and A1S are

of Jensen Sointl Laboratenes

movies. Imagine ensen
introduces
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On the other hand (and there always
seems to be another hand!), a major benefit
of true digital playback (not playback of an
analog disc made from a digital tape) lies in
its capability to give completely natural, un
clipped, and essentially unlimited program
dynamics. Although this is only one of the
many advantages claimed for digital -audio
systems, I suspect it may be one of. the prin-
cipal contributors to realistic sound repro-
duction. But to obtain this quality it is nec-
essary for every part of the recording/re-
production chain, including the playback
amplifier and the speakers, to have enough
headroom to handle the tremendous dy-
namic range (more than 90 dB) that
sparked this entire discussion. Like all com-
ponents, speakers have a finite limit to their
output. If the speaker's acoustic output does
not remain proportional to the amplifier
output over the full dynamic range (because
of signal compression inherent in the speak-
er's design or construction), the advantage
of a high -power amplifier will be reduced.

(I do not propose to reopen Pandora's box
with a necessarily brief discussion of the
peak -sound -level output limitations of
speakers. I have learned that an oversim-
plified treatment of a complex subject is of-
ten worse than useless, and at this time I am
more interested in nailing the lid shut than
in swinging it wide open once more!)

Opinions vary widely as to the proper
place of digital recording in the hi-fi proc-
ess, and the matter is by no means settled.
There will be plenty of time for controversy,
but I will say now that a limited exposure to
the medium has made me optimistic that it
will prove to be the greatest advance in mu-
sic reproduction in our time. Let's wait and
see how it turns out.

AND now for something completely dif-
ferent. The "Technical Talk" column last
September, concerning the question of
whether every component necessarily has a
sound quality of its own, elicited the ex-
pected reader response. This varied from es-

sentially complete agreement with my con-
tention that not all parts of a music system
need contribute to its sound to vitriolic con-
demnation of my lack of discernment.
Much of the latter variety was highly emo-
tional and sometimes incoherent (the usual
approach being, "If I can hear it and you
can't, you must be dear). Those who dif-
fered with me but chose to deal with the
subject in a relatively rational manner
usually followed a technically logical line of
reasoning up to a point but then leaped to
unsupported (and possibly unsupportable)
conclusions where I was unable to follow
them.

I will admit that one of my hopes in writ-
ing that column was to stir up a reaction,
somewhat like opening the lid of Pandora's
box and beating on the side to agitate the
demons resident therein. In that I was suc-
cessful, but I am not at all sure that they
can ever be returned to confinement. No
matter-a thorough airing of these charged
views is a healthy thing for all of us. 0

Equipment Test Reports
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories: Julian D. Hirsch and Craig Stark

I I 1:17.11 VI I

Jensen AVS-1500 Audio / Video Receiver

THE components of Jensen Sound Labora-
tories' novel modular audio/video en-

tertainment system have not only been
carefully engineered for compatibility with
each other, they have also been "human -
engineered" for ease and convenience to the
nontechnical consumer. At the heart of the
system is the AVS-1500 receiver, combin-
ing a high -quality AM/FM-stereo tuner,
an integrated amplifier rated to deliver 50
watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads from 20
to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.05 per
cent total harmonic distortion, and a 133 -
channel TV tuner. All tuning functions use
digital synthesis under microprocessor con-
trol, and all control settings are "memo-
rized" so that they are restored when the
receiver is next turned on.

The video display of the system is a high -
definition monitor available in either 19- or

25 -inch (diagonal) size. The audio outputs
are delivered to compact columnar speak-
ers that Jensen designed specifically for
this application. They have a very low ex-
ternal magnetic field, permitting them to be
placed directly against the video monitor (if
that is desired) without distorting either the
linearity or the color values of the picture.
The speakers are available in two versions,
essentially identical except for height, for
use with the 25- or 19 -inch monitor.

To complete the system, Jensen offers a
deluxe VHS videocassette recorder (VCR)
that complements the receiver in its flexibil-
ity and styling. Separate wireless (infrared)
remote -control units are supplied for the re-
ceiver and the VCR, permitting their instal-
lation for maximum convenience without
loss of operating flexibility.

We used the entire Jensen audio/video

system in our subjective evaluation of the
AVS-1500 receiver, although laboratory
measurements were performed only on its
AM, FM, amplifier, and TV -audio sections.
The operating features of the complete au-
dio/video system are so numerous that we
do not have the space here to list most of
them, much less comment on them in any
detail (see box on page 32 for Jensen's specs
and ratings for the other components in the
system). Our specific remarks about the
video components or the related control fa-
cilities of the receiver will be limited to
those features we used sufficiently to form
opinions about.

The AVS-1500 receiver is 17 inches wide,
18 inches deep, and 4$/s inches high, and it
weighs 27 pounds. Its entire exterior is fin-
ished in satin silver. The top and bottom
edges of the front panel are rounded, and no
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knobs are visible in normal operation. All
AM and FM tuning, TV -channel selection,
input -source selection, and volume adjust-
ment are accomplished by means of flush -
mounted, flat strip switches that respond to
light pressure.

The inputs include FM, AM, TV, VIDEO I
and VIDEO 2, TAPE, PHONO, and SIMUL (for
reception of FM/TV simulcasts). There are
six radio -preset channels (PI, P2, etc.), each
of which can be used for both an AM and
an FM frequency. To the right of these on
the front panel of the AVS-1500 are pres-
sure strips for selecting TV channels (the
channel number appears in a black window
next to the selector), adjusting volume, and
tuning (for AM and FM stations). The
blackout window between the volume and
tuning controls contains a digital display of
FM and AM frequencies. LED readouts of
signal strength and volume setting, and
identification of the various special operat-
ing modes of the receiver.

At the left of the panel are the illumi-
nated power button and a DOOR button.
Pressing the latter causes a hinged section
of the panel to swing downward across its
full width, revealing a number of less -often -
used controls. These include the bass and
treble tone controls and the balance control
as well as pushbuttons for the ACOUSTIC EN-

HANCE and SYNTHETIC STEREO modes (these
are used to enhance mono program sources
and will be described later), loudness com-
pensation, independent switching of two
sets of speaker outputs, mono/stereo mode,
memory set (for the station -preset con-
trols), scan (for automatic tuning to the
next receivable station), and CATV (for se-
lecting cable -TV channels). There is also a
DECODER button for connecting a video
game or CATV decoder to the system.

At the left of the concealed area are a
headphone jack and a knob to select the
program source for headphone listening,
which is independent of the source being
heard or watched through the regular re-
ceiver outputs. This knob can be used to se-
lect all the normal signal sources except
VIDEO 2 (for a videodisc player) and AM. A
small knob controls headphone volume, also
independently of the regular volume con-
trol. The remaining knob control is for the
DNR (dynamic -noise -reduction) circuit.
Advancing it clockwise increases the effect
of the DNR circuit, which rolls off the high -
frequency response in a manner controlled
by the signal level and its high -frequency
content to reduce audible hiss without a
subjective loss of highs.

A couple of operating features of the
AVS-1500 are both unusual and functional.

. and you say that every full moon it changes into
a 750 -watt transistorized super amplifier?"

First, the volume setting is indicated by a
row of LED's that looks like the system em-
ployed in some receivers using microproces-
sor -controlled digital volume adjustment.
The resemblance is merely superficial, how-
ever, since the AVS-1500's volume is con-
trolled by a conventional potentiometer
driven by a small motor, which provides a
smooth volume change instead of the dis-
crete steps of a digital system. Second, the
lower control knobs are normally flush with
their subpanel, which allows the door to
close flush with the top front panel of the
receiver. The knobs cannot be turned when
the door hinges open, but pressing and re-
leasing a knob causes it to emerge from the
subpanel for easy operation.

On the rear apron of the Jensen AVS-
1500, besides the expected input and output
jacks for the stereo receiver functions, there
are standard phono jacks for VIDEO I, the
video and audio inputs and outputs from a
videocassette recorder (VCR), and for VID-
EO 2, which is intended for use with a non -
recording accessory such as a videodisc
player and therefore has only a video input
jack. The receiver provides stereo audio out-
puts for tape recording the sound portion of
a videodisc. Although standard phono plugs
are used for the video connections, the video
connecting cables are 75 -ohm coaxial
types.

Also on the rear apron is a phono-jack
output for the video -monitor connection, as
well as a coaxial jack for connecting the
VCR r.f. output to the TV. A remote -con-
trol connector to the Jensen TV monitor
switches its power from the power switch of
the receiver (its picture -tube heater is al-
ways on so that the picture appears almost
immediately). In addition to the binding -
post AM and FM (300- and 75 -ohm) an-
tenna terminals and a pivoted AM ferrite -
rod antenna, there are coaxial antenna
jacks for the VHF TV antenna, the decoder
input (which can also receive a home -com-
puter signal), and an AUX antenna input, as
well as 300 -ohm UHF TV antenna binding
posts. There are two a.c. outlets, one of
them unswitched (for the VCR, so that its
clock and timer settings will be retained
when the receiver is turned off).

The infrared wireless remote control is
exceptionally compact (61/4 x 21/4 X 9/16

inches) and contains buttons for the six pre-
set AM or FM channels, numerical input
buttons for the TV channels (from 2 to 83,
plus all currently used CATV channels), all
input selections except for the VCR, an au-
dio -mute switch, and a system power
switch. In addition, the remote control has
miniature duplicates of the channel -selec-
tion, volume, and tuning pressure controls.

The Jensen AVS- I 500 audio/video re-
ceiver is supplied with the remote control, a
full set of audio and video connecting ca-
bles, a 75- to 300 -ohm antenna -matching
transformer, and an FM dipole antenna.
Price: $990.

 Laboratory Measurements. Because of
the large size and mass of the AVS-1500
(relative to its power rating), its top, over
the heat sinks, became only moderately
warm during its one -hour preconditioning
and the high -power tests that followed.
With both channels driving 8 -ohm loads at
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From the Driving Force:

The graphic equalizer
that combines

high power,
low distortion

and 7 -band control.

anasonic

FADER

Panasonic presents the Composer- The graphic equalizer for your car
that's not just an ordinary graphic equalizer. It's a low -distortion' 7 -band
equalizer with a built-in 50 -watt (25 walts'channel) power booster. To
give you crisp, clean, turbo -charged music.

In addition there are the exclusive Panasonic Key Frequency
Compensators. For 50°° more sound control where you need it most:
the critical 125'200 -Hz frequency range.

The Panasonic Composer gives you another exclusive. It's called
Optimum Frequency Range. A series of yellow indicators that guide you
to the settings that will deliver the best possible sound in a car interior.
And there's more.

A brilliant LED display gives you instantaneous power readings. And
an angled illuminator lets you keep track of your settings in the dark.

So when you're looking for a graphic equalizer, remember not all are
created equal. Some are Panasonic. The Panasonic Composer.

Panasonic.car audio
The driving force
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1,000 Hz, the output waveform clipped at
64 watts per channel, for a clipping -head-
room rating of 1.1 dB. With 4 -ohm loads,
the clipping power was 85 watts per chan-
nel. The AVS-1500 is not rated for driving
2 -ohm loads, and because of its role as a
center for a specific audio/video system,
with specified (or at least recommended)
peripherals, we would not expect it to be
used with such a load. Nevertheless, it de-
livered about 20 watts per channel to 2
ohms, at which point the internal protective
relay shut off its outputs. With the pulsed
dynamic -headroom test signal, the maxi-
mum output was 80 watts into 8 ohms, for a
dynamic -headroom rating of 2 dB, 92 watts
into 4 ohms, and 130 watts into 2 ohms.

The 1,000 -Hz distortion was about 0.002
to 0.006 per cent in the output range of 1 to
50 watts, reaching 0.01 per cent at just over
60 watts. With 4 -ohm loads, the distortion
was slightly higher, 0.006 to 0.007 per cent
up to 30 watts and 0.015 per cent at 80
watts. At the rated 50 -watt output into 8 -
ohm loads, the distortion was less than 0.01
per cent from 70 to 2,000 Hz, rising to
about 0.02 per cent at 30 Hz and to just
under 0.1 per cent at 20,000 Hz. At reduced
output powers the distortion curve was very
similar. The second -order intermodulation
distortion, with input signals at 18 and 19
kHz, was -72 dB, and the third -order dis-
tortion was -79 dB, both referred to 50
watts. The amplifier slew factor exceeded

our measurement limit of 25, and it was
stable with reactive loads.

The tone -control response characteristics
were conventional, although almost all the
control action occurred in the last part of
the knob rotation from its center setting.
The loudness compensation boosted both
low and high frequencies moderately. With
loudness compensation on and at the maxi-
mum volume setting, the amplifier response
rolled off slightly above 2,000 Hz, to -5 dB
at 20,000 Hz, but with loudness compensa-
tion off and the tone controls centered it
was flat. The RIAA phono response was
within +1, -0 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

For a reference output of 1 watt, the am-
plifier required an input of 22 millivolts
(mV) through a high-level (TAPE) input and
0.35 mV through the PHONO input. The re-
spective A -weighted noise levels were -77
and -73.5 dB referred to 1 watt. Phono
overload occurred at comfortably high lev-
els of 160 to 175 mV, depending on fre-
quency. The input impedance of the phono
preamplifier was 47,000 ohms in parallel
with 70 picofarads.

The noise reduction afforded by the DNR
system was 10.5 dB (CCIR/ARM weight-
ing) at its maximum setting. The effect of
DNR on the static frequency response was
very slight at intermediate settings, but at
the full setting of the control the response
rolled off at 6 dB per octave above a fre-
quency that varied between 10,000 and
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1,000 Hz for signal levels between 0 and
- 30 dB (referred to 50 watts).

We made limited tests of the two signal -
enhancing systems of the AVS-1500 in or-
der to establish their operating principles.
The ACOUSTIC ENHANCE mode cross -couples
the two channels with a phase shift between
them that varies with frequency. Its princi-
pal audible effect was to roll off the highs
and boost the bass, and it imparted an en-
hanced sense of lateral spread to the sound.
The SYNTHETIC STEREO-intended primari-
ly as an enhancement of mono TV sound-
introduces a slight time delay on the mono
signal, affecting frequencies below 10,000
Hz, before adding that signal to the original
on one channel and subtracting it from the
other. The resulting frequency response ex-
hibits a "comb" characteristic, with sharp
output nulls occurring at intervals of 150
Hz. The audible effect of this was to
"spread" the sound so that it was no longer
likely to be mistaken for mono, imparting at
times a feeling of listening to "out -of -
phase" stereo sources. Neither of the two
sound -enhancing systems would be of great
value for normal stereo reproduction, but
they might be useful with close speaker
spacing (for example, if the speakers
flanked the video monitor).

The FM tuner had a usable sensitivity of
12.8 dBf (2.4 microvolts, or µV), exactly as
rated. The stereo sensitivity was established
by the switching threshold of 19 dBf (5 µV).
The respective mono and stereo 50 -dB
quieting sensitivities were 15 dBf (3 µV)
and 36 dBf (35 µV). The ultimate signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N) of the FM tuner was a
good 77 dB in mono and 71 dB in stereo,
and the respective distortion readings at a
65-dBf (1,000-µV) input were 0.065 and
0.22 per cent. The FM frequency response
was +1.5, -1 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz.
The channel separation was better than 35
dB up to 6,500 Hz, with a maximum of
about 55 dB at 1,000 Hz and a minimum of
30 dB at 15,000 Hz. The frequency re-
sponse of the AM tuner section was ± 1.5
dB from 35 to 1,750 Hz and down 6 dB at
3,000 Hz relative to the 1,000 -Hz level.

The IHF IM distortion of the FM tuner
was measured with test signals at 14 and 15
kHz. In mono, the second -order (1,000 -Hz)
distortion product was -77 dB, and the
third -order products at 13 and 16 kHz were
at -50 dB. In stereo the readings were not
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No conventional turntable
delivers the accuracy and control of this one:

Technics SL- 6 Programmable Linear Tracking Turntable.
The problem with a conventional turntable tonearm is
that it arcs across the record surface. So it is capable of
true accuracy at only two points in its arc. Where the
stylus is precisely aligned with the record groove.

-he Technics SL -6 Linear Tracking Turntable goes
beyond that. It actually duplicates the straight-line
motion of the cutting arm that originally mastered the
record. This enables the Technics SL -6 to deliver true

V accuracy at every point on the record. First note to last.
There is none of the tracking error, skating force error
or distortion that accompanies a traditional tonearm.

And the SL -6 ensures this accuracy with some
outstanding technological advances. Including a
micrccomputer-controlled system that constantly
moni:ors the stylus -to -groove angle and automatically
makes corrections.

But linear tracking is just the beginning. There's the

precise control you get wch the Technics random access
programmable microcomputer. At the touch of a button,
you can set the SL -6 to play any selections you want, in
any order. You can even repeat or skip selections.

There are still more features that help the Technics
SL -6 perform so impeccably. A precision direct -drive
motor. Sensors that automatically select the correct
playing speed.

Our patented P -Mount plug-in cartridge system
delivers optimum tonearm cartridge compatibility along
with simplified cartridge irstallation.

And all of this technology has been neatly placed in
a turntable about the size of a record jacket.

Accuracy, control and musical pleasure beyond the
conventional. The Technics SL -6 Programmable Linear
Tracking Turntable. Just one of the -sophisticated and
"intelligent" turntables from Technics.

Technics
The science of sound
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very different, -73 and -52 dB, respec-
tively, besides the usual display of addition-
al IM products arising from the FM de-
modulation process (at levels between -65
and -80 dB, and therefore not audible un-
der normal program masking conditions).

We made two measurements of the TV
tuner's audio performance and obtained a
frequency response of ± 1.5 dB from 30 to
20,000 Hz. The audio signal-to-noise ratio
of the television section was 49 dB (A -
weighted). This may not seem like much
compared with a typical FM -stereo tuner
specification, but TV audio is broadcast
with one-third as much carrier -frequency
deviation as FM stereo, which automati-
cally results in a worse theoretical S/N.

 Comment. Judged as a conventional
AM/FM stereo receiver, the Jensen AVS-
1500 performed very satisfactorily, and it is
uncommonly handsome. It does just about
everything one expects of such a receiver,
and it does it just about as well as any other
we have used. The FM tuner disconcerted
us briefly when we found that it has no in-
terstation noise muting if one tunes "manu-
ally" (stepping the station frequency by
pressing the TUNE controls). In the SCAN
mode, however, the audio is muted as the
tuner steps in the selected direction until it
stops at a signal of suitable strength.

The remote control worked perfectly, and
the motor -driven volume control was easy to
master (it operates slowly and smoothly
enough to prevent any excessive "over-
shoot"). The combination of the signal -en-
hancing and DNR circuits enabled us to
hear almost any program, including TV
sound, at its best. Yet it does not prevent a
purist from listening to stereo as it was
meant to be heard. Although we did not

THE JENSEN AUDIO/VIDEO SYSTEM

FOR
those of you wishing some infor-

mation on the other components in
Jensen's video -component system, here
is a collection of manufacturer's specifi-
cations and ratings.

AVS-3250 Monitor. Dimensions: 247/8
x 221/2 x 14 inches. Weight: 92 pounds.
Video input level: 1 volt peak -to -peak
(p -p), 75 ohms. Horizontal resolution:
350 lines. Picture tube: 25 inches (diag-
onal). Price: $1,050.

AVS-5250 Speaker. Dimensions: 221/2
x 8 x 9 inches. Weight: 18 pounds.
Vented two-way system with passive ra-
diator. Low -frequency driver: 51/4 -inch
polypropylene cone, magnetically
shielded. Passive radiator: 51/4 -inch
polypropylene diaphragm. High -fre-
quency driver: 1 -inch soft dome with sa-
marium -cobalt magnet, magnetically

shielded. Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
Rated frequency response: 55 to 18,000
Hz. Price: $125 each.

AVS-4400 Stereo Videocassette Re-
corder. Format: VHS. Three speeds
(SP, LP, EP). Maximum recording time
(T-120 cassette): SP, 120 minutes; EP,
360 minutes. Channel coverage: VHF 2-
13, Cable A -W, UHF 14-83. VHF -out-
put signal: Channel 3 or 4, 75 ohms.
Video output: 1 volt p -p, 75 ohms. Video
input: 1 volt p -p, 75 ohms. Horizontal
resolution: 240 lines. Video signal-to-
noise ratio: more than 45 dB. Audio sig-
nal-to-noise ratio: greater than 46 dB
(Dolby -B system on). Audio frequency
range: 70 to 10,000 Hz. Timer: 14 -day
programmable (eight programs). Di-
mensions: 181/8 x 145/8 x 61/8 inches.
Weight: 261/2 pounds. Price: $1,595.

make any measurements on the AVS-5250
speakers, they sounded fine.

The ability to operate two sets of speakers
from the receiver means that one can al-
ways enjoy a favorite pair of speakers for
stereo listening while retaining the utility of
the Jensen speakers for TV. (The external
magnetic field of many speakers prevents
their use in close proximity to a TV moni-
tor, but we were unable to detect any exter-
nal field from the Jensen AVS-5250 speak-
ers even with a sensitive gaussmeter.)

As a TV receiver, the AVS-1500, used
with the AVS-3250 25 -inch monitor, was
very impressive. One could hardly ask for
better picture quality, and the accompani-
ment of equally good TV sound made the

combination most attractive. The same
reaction extended to the AVS-4400 VCR, a
feature -laden supplement to the system.

Video is certainly here to stay as a key
part of our home entertainment systems,
and we must say that Jensen has done a su-
perior job of integrating it with audio, re-
taining the best of both with no significant
sacrifice or compromise of performance or
flexibility in either one. In fact, we felt that
the styling of the electronic components of
the system was superior to most current
stereo components, exhibiting a rare combi-
nation of good taste, good engineering, and
functional design. -Julian D. Hirsch

Circle 140 on reader service card

HDING the line of moderately priced
Sherwood cassette decks is the Model

S-6000CP, which features three heads, Dol-
by -B and Dolby -C noise -reduction systems,
and a logic -controlled, solenoid -operated

transport. The recording and playback
heads are made of wear -resistant Sendust
bonded into a single structure. Because the
recording and playback heads are separate
elements, the user can instantly compare

the signal going to the tape with the re-
corded result, and the head -gap widths can
be optimized (during manufacture) for
their respective functions. A single d.c. mo-
tor with electronic -governor speed regula-
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"The Butcher, the Baker, the Audio Systems Maker."
Often you read messages [ruin

manufacturers who talk only alx nit
their products. Yet, in your world of
audio listening pleasure, you value
an even higher level of understanding.
After all, music which soothes, stimu-
lates and entertains is also on a high
level of your daily activities.

Everybody listens.
At Alpine/Luxman, we're proud

of the quality car and home audio
which we produce for you.

Yet, more than just the equipment,
your special value is delivered by
sxcial people. These special people

are a very select fainily of independent
retail audio dealers.

Often you find yourself at the
supermarket:to buy bread, meat and
ice cream and other daily needs. But
for special tastes, special people and
special occasions, you visit a specialty
butcher shop, bakery and ice cream
parlour with many flavors. And the
specialty audio store is the same.

The Alpine/Luxman dealer is
a professional audio consultant who
is long term and dedicated to your
personal music enjoyment in your
car or your home. Because they are so

ca -chilly selected, we back them today
an:1 years from today.

For the location of your nearest
Alpine/Luxman Audio Specialist,
ca I is toll -free at (800) 421-1395: in
California at (800) 262-415C.

We want more for you.

Reese Haggott
Executive Vice President

ALPINE / LUXMAN
AUDIO SI )I IA1 IS I ti

«[.` 198:1Alpine Electronics of America. Inc
19145 Gramercy Place, Torrance. Cz ifornia 911514
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Lion drives both the capstan and the reel
hubs.

The cassette well is rather unconvention-
ally located on the right-hand side of the
front panel; it is illuminated, and its door
hinges are mildly air -damped. Cassettes are
mounted, tape openings downward, into the
customary slides behind the door. Twelve -
segment peak -indicating fluorescent dis-
plays show the recording and playback lev-
els, and they are calibrated from --20 to
+- 8 dB, with 0 dB corresponding to the Dol-
by level. The FAST FORWARD, REWIND, RE-
CORD, PLAY, and PAUSE buttons have built-
in LED indicators and operate with a light
touch slightly below their centers. Small
pushbuttons select between tape and source
monitoring, set bias and equalization for
three tape types (ferric, Cr02, or metal),
and control an FM -multiplex filter recom-
mended for dubbing stereo broadcasts.
Three similar pushbuttons are used to select
either no noise reduction or the Dolby -B or
Dolby -C systems; LED indicators are pro-
vided for the latter two. Vertical slider con-
trols set the recording level, but there is no
separate playback -level control. A three -po-
sition slide switch, in conjunction with the
three -digit mechanical counter, provides for
optional memory rewind and replay func-
tions. A FINE BIAS control is provided, and
the manual indicates recommended settings
for a number of popular cassettes. For un-
listed tapes, the procedure for using inter -
station FM hiss for fine -bias adjustment is
also described. A front -panel jack is pro-
vided for a pair of stereo headphones.

The rear panel of the S-6000CP contains
the microphone jacks and the usual line -lev-
el input and output connectors. There is no
provision for remote control or timer activa-
tion. Overall, the deck measures 171/2 inches
wide, 14 inches deep, and 5 inches high, and
it weighs about 15 pounds. Price: $399.95.

 Laboratory Measurements. Sherwood
supplied the actual zassettes -TDK MA
(metal), TUK SA (Cr02 equivalent), and
I'DK AD (ferric)-that were used for fac-
tory setup and checkout of our sample of
the S-6000CP, so we used these for our own
measurements. However, the FINE. BIAS con-
uol had a range mule than adequate to
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The upper curves indicate overall record -playback response at the manufacturer's indi-
cated 0 -dB recording level using the tapes designated on the graph. In the center are the
same measurements recorded at -20 dB relative to the upper curves, a level convention
ally used for tape -deck frequency -response measurements. Bottom curves show playback
response from calibrated test tapes and indicate performance with prerecorded tapes.

achieve comparable results using Maxell,
Sony, Fuji. and BASF formulations of all
types. Playback equalization was checked
using our IEC standard BASF calibration
tapes. In the chrome position (70 -microsec-
ond), tape -replay accuracy was within +0,
-1.6 dB over the entire 31.5 -Hz to 18 -kHz

test -tape range. With the ferric (120 -micro-
second) tape, the playback response curve
was virtually identical up to 10 kHz, above
which it gradually declined to --4.5 dB at
our 18 -kHz limit. Overall record -playback
frequency response, measured at the cus-
tomary - 20 -dB level, was extremely flat
with the metal tape; response at 20 kHz was
down by less than 2 dB. The high -frequency
-3 -dB points for the Cr02 type and the
ferric -oxide formulations were 18 kHz and
a little over 17 kHz, respectively. All tapes
reached --3 dB at approximately 27 Hz on
the bass end. At a 0 -dB recording level, re-
sponse was down by 10 dB at 10 kHz with
TDK AD (ferric) and TDK SA (Cr02-
equivalent); it did not drop off by this
amount until a little over 15 kHz with the
metal TDK MA.

Third -harmonic distortion of a 400 -Hz
tone at 0 dB (200 nanowebers/meter. the

"This littlelittle mini -stereo unit delivers quite a punch,
but if it ever gets hot, just blow on it."

Dolby level) was very low: 0.38, 0.64, and
0.68 per cent with TDK AD, SA, and MA.
respectively. To reach the 3 pet cent distor-
tion point used for signal-to-noise measure-
ments required increasing the input levels
by 6.9, 6, and 6.4 dB for the ferric, chrome -
equivalent, and metal tapes. On an un-
weighted basis, with no noise reduction, sig-
nal-to-noise ratios were between 55 and 56
dB for all three tapes. With Dolby -B and
CCIR/ ARM weighting, signal-to-noise ra-
tios ranged from 68 to 69 dB, and with Dol-
by -C (CCIR/ARM-weighted) they in-
creased to 77 dB (metal), 77.2 dB (chrome -
type), and 77.7 dB (ferric).

Wow -and -flutter, measured with a Teac
MTT-111 test tape, was 0.04 per cent wrms
and 0.06 per cent with DIN peak -weight-
ing. The Dolby calibration was. exact, and
Dolby tracking was within 1 dB throughout
the frequency range, using either the Dol-
by -B or the Dolby -C system, at recorded
levels of --20, -'30, and -40 dB. At the
line inputs a signal level of 64 millivolts
(0.064 volt) was required for a 0 -dB indica-
tion, which produced an output level of 0.46
volt. Microphone sensitivity was 0.36 mV
with a 600 -ohm input (recommended input
is 600 to 6,800 ohms), and the overload
point of the microphone circuitry measured
200 mV, which represents a healthy mar-
gin. Fast -forward and rewind times for a C-
60 cassette were somewhat slow, averaging
108 seconds.

 Comment. Direct source -vs. -tape com-
parison produced virtually no audible deg-
radation in copies of most program materi-
al, though music with extremely demanding
high -frequency content did require the use
of metal tape to preserve the treble range
fully. When we compared the S-6000CP
with our reference deck, using top-quality
InSync, Mobile Fidelity, and JVC prere
corded cassettes, our listening tests con-
firmed that our sample of the Sherwood
unit was a close competitor when playing
material meant for 70 -microsecond equali-
zation, though the extreme highs suffered
somewhat with demanding material requir-
ing 120 -microsecond equalization. During
our record -playback tests, Dolby -B pro -
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vided adequate noise reduction for most
musical selections, though the improvement
made by Dolby -C was distinctly audible
during the quietest passages of music hav-
ing a very wide dynamic range. Mechani-
cally, the deck was extremely quiet in oper-

ation. Any criticism we might have would
probably concern the closely spaced push
buttons, which occasionally invited pressing
the wrong one, but except for lab-, sting
purposes these not after. be pushed
during normal recording and playback All

in all, the Sherwood S-6000CP represents a
highly attractive audiophile value in terms
of both appearance and performance.

-Craig Stark

Circle 141 on reader service card

Allison:Seven
Speaker
System

SOME years ago, Roy Allison conducted a
study that indicated that the room in

which a speaker is placed, and the physical
relationship of the speaker and the room,
can produce a significant change in the ac-
tual acoustic low -frequency power response
of the system. This is in addition to the nor-
mal standing -wave and room -resonance
phenomena that usually cause variations
in the low -frequency sound -pressure level
throughout a room. The undesired interac-
tion between room and speaker can be mini-
mized by designing the speaker to operate
together with the room as a system. From
the beginning, therefore, Allison loudspeak-
er systems have featured what Allison
Acoustics calls "Room -Matched" design.

The low -frequency power output of a
speaker can be optimized for mounting
against one, two, or three room -boundary
surfaces (walls, floor, or ceiling). All Alli-
son speakers have been designed to take ad-
vantage of this fact, although the various
models differ considerably in their physical
configuration and in their recommended
placement.

The new Allison:Seven is a relatively low-
cost, floor -standing, two-way speake, de-
signed to be placed against a wall but at
least 2 feet from a corner. Because of their
broad dispersion, a pail of .Nllison:SeN.er.
speakers need not be placed against the
same wall and will operate effectively when
facing at right angles to cach other. The
oak -veneer cabinet is 271/2 inches high and
95/s inches square, and each speake, weighs
22 pounds.

The 8 -inch woofet of the kllison:Seven
faces upward, and in the recommended
placement its edge is within an inch of :he
wall. (This is necessary to avoid the partial
cancellation of mid -bass outpu, that occurs
whenever a woofer is located ,a foot Jr sc
from a wall.) The woofer operates in a
sealed (acoustic -suspension) enclosure with
a volume of 1,775 cubic inches, and it icso
nates at 52 Hz. It classes over to the tweeter
at 2,000 Hz, with 6 -dB -per -octave slopes
The speaker has no level 0:- balance cont-ols

The forward -facing .,.weeter is located
near the top of the front surface of the cab-
inet. Its voice coil is cooled and damped by

Perrofluid, and the tweeter has the patented
Allison convex diaphragm, which gives ex-
cellent dispersion by virtue of being de-
signed to simulate a pulsating hemisphere.
The diaphragm is not hemispherical in
shape, however. It resembles a rounded
cone reminiscent of a giant spherical phono
stylus.

The low -frequency response of the Alli-
son:Seven is specified as -3 dB at 41 Hz
and - 6 dB at 34.5 Hz. The system imped-
ance is rated at 4 ohms, and its sensitivity is
specified as 8i dB at 1 meter for a 1 -watt
input. The Allison:Seven is sold in pairs,
and the price is $450 per pair.

 Laboratory Measurements. The close-
.niked woofer response of the Allison:Seven
was unusually flat and extended, varying
+0.5, 1.5 dB from 60 to 1,100 Hz. The
response fell off at 12 dB per octave below
60 Hz, and there was a 7 -dB dip at 1,500
Hz. The high -frequency response, meas-
ured in the reverberant field of the room,
showed the usual variations in the mid-
range, where speaker -room interaction was
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Piuneer LaserDisc YOU MAY NEVER
LISTEN TO A RECORD AGAIN.

Since the very beginning, there's been
an enormous gap between the feeling of
being at a concert and the feeling of its
reproduction.

Stereo could give you great sound, but
the picture was missing. TV could give you
the picture, but with sound never worth
listening to.

At last, picture and sound come together
in Pioneer LaserDiscT"

It's stereo as good as the best conven-
tional audio records made today. It's a pic-
ture as good as if you were in the TV studio
itself. Its a remarkable combination of

sight and sound that gives you a sense of
performance, a feeling of being there you've
simply never experienced at homy before.

There are a lot of systems that show you
movies at home. And we believe bat Pioneer
LaserDisc is clearly the best of them. But if
you care about music, if you really care
about music, there simply is no other way.

For the Pioneer Video Showcase Dealer
nearest you, call (800) 621-5199,'
or write Pioneer Video, Inc..
200 West Grand Avenue,
Montvale, NJ 07645
'(In Illinois, 800-972-5855)

Credits: Pioneer Artists and Pioneer Video Imports.
Simulated TV picture of Pioneer Artists' "The Music of Melissa Manchester."
Available titles subject to change without notice. 01982 Pioneer Video Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
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unavoidable, but it was exceptionally uni-
form from 5,000 to 20,000 Hz, where the
output varied only +0.5, -2 dB.

There was a peak of about 5 dB in the
room curve at 1,500 Hz, corresponding to
the dip measured in the woofer output in
the close-miked measurement, as well as a
smaller 3.5 -dB peak at 4,500 Hz. When we
spliced the two curves to derive a composite
frequency response, there seemed to be a
marked difference between them at 1,500
Hz. However, we concluded that the 7 -dB
dip in the close-miked woofer response was
not significant since it was caused by the
tweeter output refracting around the edge
of the cabinet (that path length was consist-
ent with an interference effect at 1,500 Hz).
Thus the composite, room -corrected curve
was used to give the unit's frequency re-
sponse, which was an excellent ± 2.5 dB
from 54 to 20,000 Hz.

The impedance of the speaker was about
4 ohms at 20 Hz and between 100 and 200
Hz. It fell to 3.5 ohms in the 10,000- to
15,000 -Hz range and reached a maximum
of '19 ohms at 57 Hz and from 1,500 to
2,000 Hz. The sensitivity of the speaker was
almost exactly as rated, with a measured
sound -pressure level of 87.5 dB at I meter
with 2.83 volts of random noise.

The bass distortion was measured with

input levels of 2 and 6.32 volts, correspond-
ing to 1- and 10 -watt power levels. At I
watt, the distortion was between 1 and 1.4
per cent from 100 Hz to 60 Hz, rising slow-
ly to 4.3 per cent at 20 Hz. At 10 watts, the
distortion readings were in the range of 3 to
4 per cent down to 50 Hz and climbed to
11.2 per cent at 20 Hz. We found with our
IQS 401-L FFT analysis system that the
phase response of the Allison tweeter was as
impressive as its other attributes, resulting
in a group -delay characteristic that re-
mained between 0.3 and 0.4 milliseconds
from 2,000 to 20,000 Hz.

 Comment. Over the years, we have
tested most of the Allison speakers as they
have appeared, and we have found them,
despite their wide differences in size and
price, to be uniformly excellent and gener-
ally very similar in their sound properties.
The Allison:Seven is in that tradition.

In our listening room we were unable to
place the speakers directly against the wall
behind them because of baseboard heating
fins and other obstacles. Much of the time,
the speakers were about one foot from the
wall. If this had any adverse effect on their
performance, we were unaware of it. The
sound was smooth, balanced, and without
any apparent emphasis or de -emphasis of

any part of the audio spectrum. The disper-
sion of the speakers was excellent, and there
was no sense of spatial separation between
the sounds from the woofer and tweeter.

The Allison:Seven is a compact speaker,
and its pale oak finish is attractive. When
given the opportunity, the system delivers
an impressive level of clean, deep bass that
seems almost inconsistent with its dimen-
sions and light appearance. Considering
that we did not have the speakers placed op-
timally for flat bass output, their perform-
ance is all the more impressive.

Priced competitively with a number of
good but conventional "bookshelf' speak-
ers, the Allison:Seven offers definite advan-
tages over many of them in both audible
and visible terms. It is an excellent value,
and the only possible disadvantage we can
see for it is the requirement of a closely
backing wall for theoretically optimum re-
sults. Allison claims, however, that no mat-
ter where the speaker is placed, its bass re-
sponse will always be at least as good as a
conventional speaker in the same location,
and this seems to have been confirmed in
our tests. Smooth, well-balanced sound,
compact, and relatively inexpensive-a nice
combination. -Julian D. Hirsch

Circle 142 on reader service card

Pioneer PL88F Automatic Record Player

THE Pioneer PL88F automatic single -
play record player is a completely inte-

grated design that includes a high -output

moving -coil cartridge, the PC -41 MC. It is
front -loading, and its quartz -controlled di-
rect -drive turntable and tone arm are

mounted on a drawer that slides in and out
at the touch of a button. The unusual design
of the record player permits it to be
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...and then came
Super Feed -forward.

Not many years agc a "high
fidelity" amplifier delivered 5 watts
with 5% harmonic distortion.Today.
distortion levels of 0.05% -or even
0.005%- in amplifiers with hundreds

f watts and a much wider frequency
range are almost routine.

Reducing harmonic distortion
as usually been achieved by using

negative feedback. But too much
egative feedback can introduce a

new kind of distortion,TIM (Transient
Intermodulation Distortion) that audi-
ly degrades the musical sound.

To reduce TIM and ether forms of
esidual distortion. Sansui developed
s DD/DC (Diamond Differential!

Sasnad ILL PIVIIISZER RAVI TU-S9

Direct Current) drive circuit.Then, to
eliminate the remaining vestiges of
high-level, nigh -frequency distortion
in the amplifier's output stage, Sansui
engineers perfected a unique circuit
which, though proposed years ago,
has now been realized in a practical
amplifier design. Super Feedforward.
the new SEnsui technique, takes the
leftover distortion products present in
even an optimally -designed amplifier,
feeds them to a separate, error cor-
recting circuit that reverses their polar-
ity. then combines them so they cancel
themselves out against the regular
audio signal. What's left is only the
music, with not a trace of distortion.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Sansul Electric C.,) Ltd ToKyo japan
A.) t 74 ^FP. ^F'APO

Whie Super Feedforward circuitry
puts Sansui's AU -D 11 and AU -D 9
amplifiers in a class by themselves,
all our amplifiers are renowned for
their musicality, versatility, and respect
for human engineering. Add a match-
ing TU tuner to any of Sansui's AU
amplif ers and you'll appreciate the
diffe-ence 35 years of Sansui dedi-
cation to sound purity can produce.

For the name of the nearest
audio specialist who carries the
AU -D 11 and AU -D 9 or other fine
components in Sansui's extensive
line of high fidelity products, write:
Sansui Electronics Corp., 1250 Valley
Brook Avenue, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071.

MIS Mel CA/.VI . . 1.111C
TLiCIOR OVCILE 10.11 man
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"stacked" with other components. Its styl-
ing matches that of other Pioneer products,
and its heavy steel cabinet will support as
much as 80 pounds.

The PL88F is also capable of some un-
usual electrical integration with Pioneer
cassette decks. In this mode of operation,
the tape deck automatically goes into PAUSE
whenever the pickup lifts to move to anoth-
er band of a record or when a record is com-
pleted. Another of the unconventional fea-
tures of the PL88F is its microprocessor
control system, which can be programmed
with front -panel buttons to play up to eight
different bands on a record in any desired
sequence. In fact, as many as fourteen pro-
grammed selections may be played auto-
matically by selecting some of the eight
available bands more than once. The system
is programmed by pressing the numbered
buttons in the desired sequence, which
lights a red LED in each button. The light
blinks while that selection is being played
and goes out when it is finished.

The PL88F has several modes of opera-
tion: automatic, programmed, indexed,
manual, and repeat. The INDEX SCAN button
is convenient for searching the bands of a
record to check on their contents, since
pressing it causes the first 10 seconds of
each band to be played automatically in se-
quence. Repeat operation is available at any
time; pressing the REPEAT button causes the
entire cycle (in the programmed sequence if
a program has been entered) to be repeated
until the button is pressed a second time.

For manual operation, the only mode
available while the turntable drawer is ex-
tended from the front of the unit, the MAN-
UAL ARM SET/CLT button is pressed. This
causes the arm to move from its rest posi-
tion (out of sight deep within the cabinet)
and stop over the outer lead-in groove of the
record, at which time the turntable starts
rotating. The ARM ELEVATION button must
be pressed to lower it to the record (alter-
nate pressure raises and lowers the pickup,
and a red LED shows that it is off the rec-
ord). In the manual mode, the arm can be
cued by hand, or it can be cued by means of
the internal servomotor by holding in either
the START or STOP button to move the arm
inward or outward over the record.

In ordinary automatic operation, the
OPEN/CLOSE button is first pressed to move

the turntable out for loading a record. The
clear plastic window that covers most of the
front -panel area swings up into the cabinet,
then the entire turntable/arm system moves
out smoothly so that it is exposed as far as
the center spindle (the arm is not visible at
this time, since it is stored deep within the
unit). When the record has been placed on
the platter's rubber mat, the OPEN/CLOSE
button is pressed again, causing the turnta-
ble to move into the cabinet and the window
to swing down over the opening in the front
of the record player.

To begin play, the START button is

pressed (a single touch on START will also
initiate the closing of the door before start-
ing the playing operation). When the cycle
begins, the arm swings out over the record
and stops above the lead-in groove. During
its movement, an optical sensor in the enc of
the arm counts the number of "dead" bands
between recorded portions of the record
(this information is used during pro-
grammed play for determining the arm po-
sition). The platter then begins turning, the
arm descends, and the record is played in
accordance with the selected mode. At the
conclusion of playing, the arm lifts and
moves inward to its storage position, and
the turntable motor shuts off. The OPEN/
CLOSE button must be pressed to remove the
record.

On top of the PL88F's motorboard, visi-
ble when the door is closed, are green lights
that show turntable speed (331/2 or 45 rpm)
and a red light that glows when the speed is
exactly locked to the quartz -crystal fre-
quency reference. When the turntable
stops, only the red light goes out. The speed
must be selected manually by pressing the
front -panel SPEED button (which toggles be-
tween the two speeds). Also on the motor -
board, accessible when the turntable is out,
is a three -position sensitivity switch for the
optical sensor. The NORMAL setting is suit-
able for almost all records.

The straight tubular tone arm is factory
set for a nominal 2 -gram tracking force.
The antiskating correction is also fixed. The
tracking force is not user -adjustable, al-
though the stylus set -down point is. The Pi-
oneer PC -4I MC cartridge is a high -output
moving -coil design with a replaceable sty-
lus. Because of its high output, it should be
connected to the moving -magnet cartridge

".. . We apologize for the stereo image's seeming to come
from your ceiling, but we are experiencing technical difficulties."

input of a preamplifier, and it operates into
the normal 47,000 -ohm termination.

The cabinet of the Pioneer PL88F is fin-
ished in satin gold with a dark brown con-
trol panel. It measures 161/2 inches wide,
131/4 inches deep, and 33/4 inches high and
weighs about 223/4 pounds. Price: $400.

 Laboratory Measurements. Because of
its totally integrated design, setting up the
Pioneer PL88F involves little more than un-
packing it, placing the platter and mat
(which together weigh about 2 pounds) on
the spindle, and removing the stylus guard
from the cartridge. The output of the PC-.
41 MC was by far the highest we have ever
measured from a moving -coil cartridge,
about 4 millivolts at a 3.54-cm/sec stylus
velocity (the channel levels were balanced
within 0.4 dB). We terminated it in 47,000
ohms shunted by capacitance values from
70 to 300 picofarads. As to be expected
from a moving -coil cartridge, the capaci-
tance had not the slightest effect on the
measured frequency response.

The frequency response with the CBS
STR 100 test record was flat up to 6,000
Hz, rising to a 5 -dB peak at 10,000 Hz and
returning to the midrange level at 20,000
Hz. This performance was confirmed by the
response to the 1,000 -Hz square waves on
the CBS STRII2 test record. The 10,000 -
Hz resonance was visible as one cycle of
ringing with an amplitude of about 12 per
cent of the square -wave amplitude. The test
record's inherent ringing, at about 40 or 45
kHz, was visible across the full square
wave, indicating that the cartridge response
extended well beyond the audio range. The
channel separation was in the 22- to 27 -dB
range up to about 6,000 Hz and exceeded
10 dB all the way to 20,000 Hz. There were
several small glitches in the frequency -re-
sponse curve, at 100, 160, and 450 Hz as
well as at 6,000 Hz and 12,000 Hz, all of
which corresponded to discontinuities in the
crosstalk response. The high -frequency res-
onances were undoubtedly in the moving
system of the cartridge proper, but the low-
er -frequency resonances could also have
been a property of the tone arm.

The measured tracking force was 1.9
grams, and the vertical tracking angle of
the stylus was 30 degrees. The arm's anti -
skating adjustment appeared to be correct.
The horizontal tracking error was less than
0.6 degrees per inch, and at most radii it
was less than half that much. When we
played the Shure TTR-102 test record, the
intermodulation distortion of the cartridge
was quite low, from 1.2 to 3 per cent at ve-
locities of 6.9 to 27 cm/sec, and it did not
mistrack at all on this rather demanding
record. The high -frequency tracking distor-
tion, with the 10.8 -kHz tone bursts of the
Shure TTR-103 test record, was also quite
low, from 0.6 to 1.3 per cent over the rec-
ord's range of 15 to 30 cm/sec.

Playing our other high -velocity test rec-
ords, the PC -41 MC acquitted itself quite
well, the chief exception being in the case of
the 300 -Hz tones on the German HiFi Insti-
tute Record Number 2. The highest level it
could track without distortion was 50 mi-
crometers amplitude, although at 60 micro-
meters the distortion was barely audible.

(Continued on page 42)
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BASF Chrome.
The world's quietest tape

is like no tape at all.
today. onlione high bias
tape is abbe -0 combine out-
standing sw.sitivity in the
critical high frequency
range with t le lowest back-
ground ncae of any oxide
tape in the -dforld

That tape is BASF's
Professional II

Professional II is like no
other tape because it's
made like nD other tape
While ordinary high bias
tapes are :Lade from modi-

fled particles of ferric oxide,
Professional II is made of
pure chromium dioxide
These perfectly shaped and
uniformly sized particles
provide a magnetic me-
dium that not only delivers
an absolute minimum of
background noise but out-
standing high frequencies
as well

Like all BASF tapes. Pro-
fessional II comes encased
in the new ultra -precision
cassette shell for perfect
alignment. smooth, even

BASF 90iii
Professionalll
chrome [C,r0,)/hIgh

bias

70 usE9

BASF

movement and consistent
high fidelity reproduction

With Professional II yo.i. _I
hear ail of the music anc
none cf the tape. And isn t
that what you want in
a Tape'

BA.f,-res

5 .3 ':5 4k-mot)
The difference in noise ievei between
PRO It and ordinary high bias tape s
greatest where the human ear is most
sensitive (2-6 kHz)

1-41.10/4

SF

All EAEF tape
GUARANTEEciA =la cassettes

come with a
lifetime guarantee E hould
any BASF cassette e \.er
tail-except for abuse or
mishandling -simply
returr. it to BASF for a free
replacemen-

Fldlity Sound Lab.
BASF :
chosen by Mobile FidelitySoimd Lab for
their Original Master Recording High
F i.y Cassettes These state -of -the art

--::ccded cassettes are du-licated
re a, I ( I I) from the ongincl recording
studio Master tapes of some o -the most
prominent recording artists our lime

-01111111pm.

For the best recordings you'll ever make.
BASF Systems. Crc. . Dnve. Beitori:Massdchusens 0 i 73e CIRCLE NO 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD



We consider this marginally acceptable
tracking performance for a high-fidelity
cartridge.

The Shure "Audio Obstacle Course"
records were played with reasonably good
results. The ERA IV record could be played
in its entirety without audible mistracking,
and with the new ERA V record the car-
tridge mistracked at level 3. The tone -arm
resonance, as determined with the aid of
this record, was at 11 Hz, although the res-
onance was quite broad and could be de-
tected over a range of 8 to 12 Hz.

The turntable performance was what one
would expect from a good direct -drive,
quartz -controlled design. The rumble was
-33 dB unweighted and -60 dB with
ARLL weighting, and the rumble was a
maximum in the 5- to 10 -Hz range. Flutter
was only 0.06 per cent weighted rms (JIS)
and ± 0.08 per cent weighted peak (CCIR),
and it was predominantly at about 10 Hz.
The turntable speed was 0.3 per cent high,
although this is well within the possible er-
ror in the frequency recorded on the test
record.

The automatic cycling times were fairly
typical of other automatic record players.
From the time when START was pressed to
the beginning of play was 13 seconds. The

fastest shutdown was achieved by pressing
the OPEN/CLOSE button, which brought the
turntable to a stop in 8.5 seconds (when
only the STOP button was pressed, the shut-
down required 12 seconds).

 Comment. All the operating features of
the Pioneer PL88F worked as intended and
with a satisfying smoothness and quietness.
The programmed mode was very easy and
convenient to use. Pioneer is quite specific
about the limitations of the optical sensing
system (transparent or colored records and
certain types of "dead bands" can confuse
the system and require either automatic or
manual play).

The turntable itself is obviously a good
one and generally comparable to other
quartz -controlled turntables we have tested.
The PL88F has somewhat better than aver-
age isolation against base -conducted vibra-
tion in the low audio range (20 to 1,000 Hz)
but is quite sensitive to jarring. Perhaps
with a heavy stack of amplifiers and tape
decks weighing it down, it would be more
difficult to jar.

We are somewhat puzzled about Pio-
neer's choice of a moving -coil cartridge for
this player. True, it has a very sizable out-
put, it is essentially independent of load

conditions, and its stylus is readily replace-
able by the user. However, it has a few
shortcomings-the prominent, relatively
undamped stylus resonance at 10,000 Hz,
the 2 -gram tracking force required by its
0.3 x 0.7 -mil elliptical stylus, and the undis-
tinguished lower -midrange tracking abili-
ty-that we feel could have been eliminated
or lessened by choosing any of a number of
moving -magnet cartridges, including (no
doubt) those made by Pioneer. The lack of
access to the internal portions of the PL88F
might also be frustrating to those users who
like to modify or upgrade individual compo-
nents. Even with the steel cover removed,
virtually none of the mechanical operating
parts of the PL88F are 'accessible.

It seems to us that this record player
should have its greatest appeal to those who
need its front -loading and stacking features.
The PL88F sounds quite good and gives no
obvious clues to its peaked high -frequency
response. Moreover, the mechanical engi-
neering is very clever and all of it works
nicely. If you find its listening qualities ac-
ceptable and can use its unique operating
characteristics, the Pioneer PL88F is an ob-
vious choice. -Julian D. Hirsch

Circle 143 on reader service card

Ace Audio
Model 4100-X24

Filter

WirlF11114,1

ACE AUDIO
low -distortion
active stereo

electronic tiller
Power: 1 Walt, 120

or 240 VAC.

made by
ACE AUDIO CO

East Northport. NY
11731-2399

Connections

Aridikane
.

IN IN OUT OUT
R L R L

AE AUDIO is a small company specializ-
ing in the design and manufacture of

inexpensive accessories that can make a sig-
nificant improvement in listening quality.
Typical of their products is the Model 4100-
X24 infrasonic/ultrasonic filter.

It is generally appreciated that widening
the bandwidth of a signal -transmission sys-
tem (such as the audio recording and play-
back chain) substantially beyond the pro-
gram requirements can only degrade per-

formance, since doing so will add noise
without any improvement in the accuracy
of reproduction ("fidelity," if you prefer).
To restrict an audio system's bandwidth to
audible frequencies, the Ace Model 4100-
X24 combines low -frequency and high -fre-
quency filtering. It is designed for insertion
in the tape-recording loop of an amplifier or
receiver (or between the preamplifier and
power amplifier in a system using separate
components). The filter, which has a nomi-

nal fixed gain of unity, attenuates the re-
sponse below 20 Hz at a rate of 24 dB per
octave and above 20,000 Hz at 12 dB per
octave. Between those limits it is essentially
distortionless and noise -free.

The filter is intended to remove rumble
from the signal path and to prevent any pos-
sible high-level ultrasonic signals from
causing slew -induced distortion in ampli-
fiers subject to such effects. Because the
Ace filter consumes only 1 watt from the

so.

I
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Ace Model 4100-X24
(Continued from page 42)

120 -volt a.c. line, it can be left on at all
times or switched by another component.

The Model 4100-X24 uses a Texas In-
struments TL072CP operational amplifier
to form an 18 -dB -per -octave Bessel (linear -
phase) filter at the low end of the audio
range, and this is supplemented by a 6 -dB -
per -octave passive filter to provide the de-
sired attenuation slope. The unit has an out-
put impedance of 1,500 ohms, and it is suit-
able for connection to an amplifier input
impedance of 10,000 ohms or greater. How-
ever, the actual low -frequency cutoff point
will be affected by the total load on the fil-
ter, and the user is advised to replace a pair
of internal 10,000 -ohm resistors by higher
values (given in the instruction booklet) if
the associated amplifier input impedance is
less than 70,000 ohms.

The Ace Model 4100-X24 is physically
compact, measuring 43/8 by 51/4 by 2 inches.
It has no controls, its only features being the
four phono jacks for the inputs and outputs.
Price: $142. Other Ace filters offer differ-
ent combinations of cutoffs and slopes at
prices from $98.50 to $142.

 Laboratory Measurements. The gain of
the Model 4100-X24 was slightly under
unity (depending on the load). With a high -
impedance load it was -0.6 dB, and with a
standard IHF load of 10,000 ohms in paral-

lel with 1,000 picofarads, it was -2 dB. All
our measurements were made with the IHF
load. The maximum unclipped output was
6.7 volts (7.8 volts with a high -impedance
load), and the noise was less than our 100 -
microvolt measurement limit. The 1,000 -
Hz distortion ranged from 0.0032 per cent
at 1 volt to 0.0063 per cent at 5 volts (the rat-
ed distortion is less than 0.015 per cent).

The frequency response of the filter was
essentially flat from 50 to 10,000 Hz and
was down about 0.5 dB at those limit fre-
quencies. It rolled off at low frequencies to
-4 dB at 20 Hz (this would have been the
-3 -dB frequency if we had changed the in-
ternal resistors in accordance with the man-
ufacturer's suggestions), and it continued to
fall at the rated 24 dB per octave to about
- 33 dB at our lower measurement limit of
5 Hz. At high frequencies the output fell to
-2 dB at 20,000 Hz, reaching -16 dB at
100 kHz and -33 dB at 300 kHz.

 Comment. The measured performance
of the Ace Model 4100-X24 filter con-
formed to its published ratings in all signif-
icant respects. This device is obviously
meant to be left in an amplifier signal path
and forgotten, requiring no further atten-
tion from the user after its initial installa-
tion. We found that its four phono jacks
were rather close together (some molded
plugs will be crowded, but all of ours fit),
but we did not encounter any other prob-
lems in using the filter. We installed it in
the tape -monitor circuit of a moderately
low -power receiver so that we could switch

it in and out of the system with the tape -
monitor switch. A slight gain drop could be
heard when it was switched in.

To demonstrate the filter's benefits, it
was only necessary to play a record contain-
ing low-level program material and turn the
volume up to a rather high level (adding a
bit of bass boost from the tone controls
made the demonstration even more dramat-
ic). The low -frequency record and turntable
noise was plainly audible, even with speak-
ers having a limited bass response, since this
noise spectrum is broad and random and ex-
tends well into the audible range. Switching
in the filter made a dramatic change. The
entire background "cleaned up," the agi-
tated infrasonic flutter of the woofer cones
disappeared, and the lowest -level musical
passages became audible without the murky
accompaniment of the infrasonic "garbage"
that lurks beneath the recorded program.

We have long been aware of the impor-
tance of eliminating the potential distor-
tions from out -of -band signal components,
but most amplifiers and receivers simply do
not have adequate filters for that purpose.
The Ace filter does the job, and does it su-
perbly. This could be a very valuable system
accessory for anyone who regularly listens
to wide -dynamic -range recordings. If your
system is plagued by low -frequency acous-
tic feedback, jarring of a turntable from
floor vibration, or similar ills, this little box
could provide economical relief.

-Julian D. Hirsch

Circle 144 on reader service card

KLH has a resounding voice of authority
when it comes to reproducing sound...
over a quarter -century of history -making
speaker technology. Technology
exemplified in the new SERIES 500
loudspeakers.
Four, not -so -typical speakers that make
moderately priced amplifiers sound
magnificent...and quality amps sound
unbelievable! Quality demonstrated in the
KLH-512 (shown) with its 12" woofer,
back -sealed mid -range driver, flared cone
tweeter and hickory grained vinyl finished
high density particle -board cabinet.
The KLH Series 500 speakers...Four very
compelling reasons to drop by your local
audio retailer...and see what a sound
tradition can do for your audio system.

a sound tradition
built on a

quarter -century
of audio expertise

litar  ou
NIL Mr. And the listening is easy.
KLH Research & Development Corp., 7 Powder Horn Drive
Warren, New Jersey 07060-0227  (201) 560-0060

CIRCLE NO. 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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. The purpose of a turntable
is to remain quiet. It should

contribute no noise or vibration
./ to the sounds picked up by

the cartridge.
That's why our new T -Series

turntables all use belt drive.
/ The belt drive provides acoustic
isolation from motor vibrations. It liter-

/ ally separates the Motor from the platter
and spindle. This avoids the noise prob-

.' lems inherent in direct drive, where the
motor is connected directly to the platter.

A belt design, of course, requires more
careful engineering to achieve a constant
platter speed. But we considered it well
worth the effort.

In fact, we wen: to great
lengths to make be T -Series
among the finest turntables
you can buy. Doirg so
required using massive
platters; wooden bases that
provide isolation from room
vibrations; as well as disc
stabilizers and vibration -
absorbent platter mats!

We also used low -mass
tone arms to handle
warped records, and
capacitance trim to elec-
trically match. your

And even though Harman Kardon's
new T -Series delivers features found
only on the world's most expensive turn-
tables, we haven't made ours expensive.

Harman Kardon turntables start at less
than $200. You can see them at quality

audio retailers. But you certainly won't be
able to hear them

'Available on T40 and T50 models.

TO KEEP A
TURNTABLE QUIET

YOU HAVE TO GIVE IT
A BELT. T20 T-/-0 O0

harman kardon

For your nearest dealer, call I8M)O-528-6050, ext. 870, or write Harman Kardon, 240 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, NY 11797-2057. In Canada, Gould Marketing, Montreal H4T 1E5. BELT DRIVE
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How
Good

Is
Car Stereo

Stereo Review Tests
Ten Car Stereo Systems

in the Lab and on the Road

By Julian D. Hirsch and
Christopher Greenleaf
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INCE the audiophile of the Eighties
seems determined to have music
wherever he goes, it was only a

matter of time before equipment manu-
facturers made serious efforts to pro-
duce music systems of hi-fi quality for
automobiles. STEREO REVIEW is launch-
ing a program of car stereo testing in-
tended to give readers the same product
guidance that is found in our test re-
ports on home audio equipment.
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Car stereo units will be thoroughly
bench tested by Julian Hirsch of
Hirsch/Houck Laboratories and road
tested by Christopher Greenleaf, who is
a music and hi-fi equipment reviewer, a
restorer of keyboard instruments, a

free-lance recording engineer, and the
owner of a middle-aged Volvo sedan. In
future issues they will evaluate individ-
ual car stereo units, but to start off we
thought it would be best to check out
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the products of a cross-section of car
stereo manufacturers. For this article
we asked each company to lend us its
best all -in -one car stereo unit with an
AM and FM tuner, a cassette player,
and a power amplifier all built into an
in -dash box. In some cases the unit
tested is that company's top -of -the -line
model; in others-where the manufac-
turer also makes higher -priced separate
components-the unit we tested may

NIFICENT

5140T TO THE

OILING /
EMPIRE STATE
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SEPARATION STRIPS

JAR TAPE
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not represent the absolute top perform-
ance available from that manufacturer.
So don't expect home -system perform-
ance from these units, although some
produce a very convincing sound, espe-
cially when you consider the listening
environment. We just wanted to see
what could be achieved when all those
circuits are jammed into a 6 x 6 x 2 -
inch box and bounced over pothole -rid-
dled, multipath-infested roads. -G.S.
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E, I NJ a casual comparison between
typical home and automotive

acoustic environments suggests that
true "high fidelity" performance is a
difficult, if not impossible, goal for a
car stereo system. The interior volume
of most automobiles is closer to that of
a large speaker enclosure than to a nor-
mal living room. As a result, listening
to a car stereo is not unlike sitting in-
side a speaker enclosure with the speak-
ers mounted on the outside facing in
(and with the inevitable addition of
high levels of engine, road, and wind
noise). Under the circumstances, it is
remarkable that automobile sound can
be as good as it sometimes is.

These same conditions also make it
quite impossible to judge the ultimate
performance quality of a car stereo re-
ceiver solely from bench tests and near-
ly as difficult to judge it by purely sub-
jective "road tests." A combination of
the two is required, and even so one
cannot predict with 100 per cent reli-
ability how any given automotive music
system will actually sound installed in a
consumer's vehicle.

In our test program, the car stereo
units were each bench tested at Hirsch -
Houck Laboratories in accordance with
the only available "standard" proce-
dure, the so-called "Ad Hoc Commit-
tee" proposal generated in October
1979 by representatives of fourteen
manufacturers of car stereo equipment.
It was subsequently adopted by the
EIA (Electronic Industries Associa-
tion), which issued it as the "Consumer
Products Interim Standard No. 1" in
March 1981.

The procedures of this standard were
derived from existing IHF (now EIA)
tuner and amplifier standards. The cas-
sette -player test procedures also gener-
ally follow current practice. The testing
process is complicated by the unified
construction of a car receiver, which
prevents independent access to the tun-
er and cassette -deck outputs or to the
amplifier inputs. Thus, the unit can
only be tested as a whole, by injecting a
suitably modulated FM signal at the
antenna jack and measuring the audio
output across 4 -ohm load resistors at
the output (most car stereo ratings are
based on driving 4 -ohm loads). For the
tape -deck measurements, standard test
cassettes were played. The power
source was a tightly regulated 14.4 -volt
power supply (the supply voltage called
for by the standard).

It was difficult or impossible to make

certain typical performance measure-
ments on the individual sections of the
receiver/cassette units. For example,
we could not measure distortion or
noise levels of the FM tuners alone but
had to measure the total noise and dis-
tortion of the tuners and amplifiers to-
gether. As a result, the performance of
the weaker section generally deter-
mined the measured result. Our meas-
urements were further complicated by
the fact that many of the receivers
(those rated at more than 5 or 6 watts
output) use "bridged" output stages
that do not allow either side of the load
to be grounded.

Our results are presented in tabular
form in the chart on pages 50 and 51.
Some of the numbers will look strange
to anyone who is familiar only with
home stereo equipment. For one thing,
amplifier power in car receivers is often
advertised with the same total disre-
gard for reality that once plagued the
high-fidelity industry before the FTC
established ground rules for advertised
power ratings. Most of the distortion
specs, however, are only too realistic,
with rated power outputs being asso-
ciated with distortion as high as 4 to 8
per cent! We measured the output pow-
er at distortion readings from 1 to 5 per
cent to establish a single value that
could be applied to all the tested receiv-
ers. That turned out to be 4 per cent
distortion with both channels driven at
1,000 Hz into 4 -ohm loads. It is instruc-
tive to realize that this corresponds to
fairly hard clipping of the waveform, a
condition that would never be tolerated
in the cheapest home system.

The tape -playback frequency re-
sponse was measured with the BASF
New Standard Test Tapes for both
70- and 120 -microsecond equalization
characteristics. Although these tapes
range as high as 18,000 Hz, only a cou-
ple of the test units had any useful out-
put at that frequency, so we finally de-
cided to rate the tape response as a
plus -and -minus variation from the 315 -
Hz reference level over a 31.5- to
12,500 -Hz range. One unit appeared to
be badly misaligned, with an upper tape
response limit of about 6,000 to 7,000
Hz, but most had at least reasonable re-
sponse over the full range.

In the lab, we did not listen to any of
the receivers except through head-
phones to monitor tuning of the test sig-
nal. Any attempt to listen critically un-
der home conditions would have been
useless for judging the performance of

these systems. The subjective, listening
part of the evaluation occurred during
road testing by Christopher Greenleaf.
He had no access to our lab test data
prior to conducting his tests, and even
though I came to some conclusions
about the relative merits of several of
the units based on their measured per-
formance, it is quite possible that some
of his conclusions are different from
mine.

Most of the test samples came from
regular production runs and were sup-
plied with the manufacturer's usual
operating and installation instructions.
We found considerable variation in the
clarity of these instructions, although
they would no doubt be perfectly ade-
quate for a professional installer. For
most of the units with "bridged" out-
puts we were warned against using
grounded speaker returns or otherwise
having a common ground between any
of the speakers, which could damage
the receiver, but several omitted that
warning. One of the receivers (the Del -
co) appeared to be an engineering pro-
totype or pilot -run model, and therefore
the fact that its performance was sub-
standard in some respects should not be
given undue weight.

To return to the question posed by
this article: is hi-fi sound possible in a
car? Obviously, I cannot answer that
merely on the basis of measuring the
performance of ten car receivers. Also,
different people have different stand-
ards for what constitutes "hi-fi." Nev-
ertheless, I would guess that-properly
installed, with good speakers-most of
the units I tested would do a fine job.

I recently heard and used one car
stereo system that I would have no
hesitation in describing as "hi-fi." Be-
cause Of its unusual nature, it could not
be tested with the others. The Delco/
GM/Bose music systems are designed
as complete stereo installations for par-
ticular GM car models. The speakers
are placed in critically determined loca-
tions, and the four channels of amplifi-
cation are individually equalized for the
specific model so as to create a sound
field within the car that gives the same
stereo and spectral balance for both
driver and passengers. The design is so
effective that the radio does not have
(or need) a left/right balance control.
Judging from the overall electrical and
acoustical test data supplied by Bose,
the approach seems to be effective.

I was even more convinced by the few
days I spent in the sybaritic luxury of a
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new Cadillac Seville equipped with a
Delco/GM/Bose music system (avail-
able only as a factory -installed option
on the top -of -the -line GM models this
year). My ears told me that this was a
real high-fidelity system whose sound
was certainly comparable to that expe-
rienced by the majority of people using
reasonably good home stereo compo-
nents. In fact, it was superior to most
home systems in many ways, since
every listener was sitting in the ideal
"stereo seat" and hearing an equalized
signal with a flatter response than
would probably exist in an unequalized
home installation.

I must, therefore, conclude that it is
possible to experience good, high-fideli-
ty stereo sound in a car, but also that it
is likely to be an expensive and uncer-
tain quest for most people. As in the
home, the installation of the system is
vitally important, but, unlike in the
home, one does not have the option of
moving things around after the initial
installation; once speaker holes have
been cut, that is where they must stay.

It should be edifying, however, for au-
diophiles who are unduly impressed by
the performance specifications of home
components to contemplate the rela-
tively limited power, high distortion
(several per cent at any reasonable lis-
tening volume), and other characteris-
tics of the car stereo receivers we tested.
They are undoubtedly among the best
of their kind, corresponding in some
cases to "high -end" home components.
Although they cannot begin to compete
with the latter (or even the least -expen-
sive home components) on "specs,"
they somehow manage to sound unbe-
lievably good in actual operation. There
should be a lesson in that, I think.

-Julian D. Hirsch

Music lovers need not totally com-
promise their listening habits

when they step into a car, as I discov-
ered during extensive road tests of ten
new auto sound systems. Many of the
operating features found on very good
home systems appear on the newest car
audio gear, although a few of them are

CAR STEREO UNITS: OPERATING FEATURES

of questionable use on the road. With
noise reduction, effective tone controls,
digital tuners, and, in one case, extraor-
dinary control over imaging-the latest
generation of in -dash units generally
provides a level of performance that
was unheard of when car stereo first hit
the road.

Living with these ten units over a pe-
riod of time was an education in human
engineering. A few units' controls were
inconvenient or confusing, but most
were handy and useful.

Most of the tape players have a cou-
ple of features that were uncommon un-
til recently: smoothly functioning auto -
reverse (with dual capstans) and selec-
tion -search capability. In addition, all
ten units have locking fast -wind modes.
Most of the tape transports are solidly
built. They boast steady pitch and
should survive the decline of America's
transportation "infrastructure" (our
streets, bridges, highways, tunnels, and
so forth) relatively unperturbed. In the
interest of cutting down on faceplate
clutter, many of the decks have no eject

Suggested Retail Price $499.95 $329 $529.95 (a) $319.95 $420 $379.95 $399.95 $289.95 $399.95

Tuner Type Digital Analog Digital Digital Analog Digital Digital Digital Analog Digital

Presets (AM, FM) and
Tuning Aids

5, 5 (b) 5 total 6, 6 (b, c) 4, 4 (b, c) 2, 3 5. 5 (c) 6, 6 (b. c) 6, 6 (c) 5 total 5, 10 (c)

Local/Distant (DX)
Switch

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No No

Mono/Stereo Switch No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Automatic High -Blend Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Noise Reduction Dolby -I3 Dolby -I3 Dolby -B (f) DNR Dolby -B Dolby -B Lolby-13 DNR None Dolby -13

Ignition -Off Tape
Operation

Ejects None Elects Disengages None None ejects Disengages None Disengages

Tape Music Program
Sensor

Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No Yes

Front -Rear Fader Yes (d) Yes Yes (d) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Loudness Switch Yes No Yes (e) Yes No Yes No No No Yes

Built -In Clock No No No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Unless otherwise indicated in text. all units have auto -reverse cassette transports sepa-
rate bass and treble tone con rols, 70- and 120 -microsecond tape equalization. and au-
tomatic antenna control leads
(a) Dealer -installed option, see text
(b) Has station -seek feature (moves to next clear signal and holds it)

(c) Has statoon-scan feature (samples each successive signal for five seconds and then
moves on unless stopped by user)
(d) Requires accessory amplifier to power rear speakers controlled by fader
(e) Has three -band bass equalization (see text)
(f) dbx noise -reduction module is available
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41.

button; pressing the fast -forward and
reverse buttons simultaneously ejects
the cassette. Alpine's design is even bet-
ter-a tap on the tuning knob and the
cassette pops out.

Three of the units have digital clocks,
and seven have electronic station -preset
tuner memories. Since turning off the
car's ignition shuts down anything con-
nected to the main fuse box, an addi-
tional power line to the car's battery as-
sures an uninterrupted trickle of cur-
rent for these units' clocks and memo-
ries. On some units the same line also
powers the mechanism that ejects the
tape when the car's ignition is shut off,
which keeps the deck's pinch -roller
from being dented by the capstan. Al-
ternatively, on some of the units the
pinch -roller disengages when the power
is shut off.

The tuners-seven digital or "elec-
tronically tuned" and three analog-
also showed a concern for convenience.
None were encumbered with needless
features, unlike some entries in the
home -audio field, and every preset
worked accurately, consistently, and
(with one or two exceptions) conven-
iently. Most of the tuners have effective
muting during scan, seek, or manual
tuning operations, and the Concord
unit has as many useful features as a
good home tuner.

(As most makers use the terms,
"scan" and "seek," now commonly seen
printed on many digital tuners' face -

plates, designate similar but not identi-
cal functions. In seek tuning, the unit
moves to the next station strong enough
to be received clearly, then locks it in.
During scanning the tuner moves to the
next strong station, plays it for several
seconds, then moves to the next. Unless
the user stops the sampling process at a
station he wants to listen to, the tuner
will keep scanning to the end of the dial
and then start over again.)

The tone controls are very complete
on most of the ten models. At home I
seldom, if ever, touch the loudness but-
ton, but in my car I use it often. A prop-
erly shaped loudness contour boosts
those portions of the audio spectrum
that need emphasis at low listening lev-
els. If the engineers are thoughtful, the
loudness contour duplicates very little
of the effect of the bass and treble con-
trols. Built-in equalization in car ster-
eos has now reached a degree of sophis-
tication that makes a separate equalizer
less necessary, though that is still the
logical choice for fine tuning.

In the past, noise reduction was Dol-
by -B or nothing. Now the big competi-
tor is National Semiconductor's DNR
(Dynamic Noise Reduction) system.
Unlike Dolby -B and its improved cou-
sin, Dolby -C, which require encoding
when a tape is recorded and decoding
during playback, DNR works on radio
and tape signals without an encode/de-
code cycle. Essentially, DNR rolls off
extra -musical high -frequency noise un-
less there is sufficient treble material to
hide it. Another coded system making
an entry into car stereo is dbx. Whereas
encoded Dolby -B tapes are listenable
without decoding-they will have an
unnatural but not too objectionable tre-
ble boost-dbx-encoded tapes must be
decoded to be listenable. One of the
units tested here (the Concord) accepts
a plug-in dbx module.

Antennas were not a part of the tests,
but I was able to compare the perform-
ance of my car's original antenna on the
right front fender and a new, powered -

retracting one on the left rear. With the
car's heater/blower and wiper motor as
electrical -noise sources and the moving
metal windshield -wiper arms as an ef-
fective source of interference, I was
amazed at how much quieter the ster-
eos were using the rear antenna despite
its 11 -foot cable and extra connection
joint, as opposed to the unbroken 21/2-

foot cable to the antenna up front. A
good antenna could be a relatively inex-
pensive solution to local electrical and
multipath interference, and, of course,
a retractable antenna is less of an invi-
tation to vandals and would-be car
thieves than a fixed one.

Once Julian Hirsch finished labora-
tory testing the ten units, it was my
turn to test them out on the road. Each
received as closely as possible the same
use and abuse on a carefully chosen test
track along city streets, and all were
also subjected to various less -formal
critical drives in town and far out in the
country.

The course for the controlled road
tests was principally in the old down-
town area of Brooklyn, on nearby ex-
pressways, and on a midtown Manhat-
tan street that has what may be the na-
tion's worst conditions for both AM and
FM reception. The structures encoun-
tered in the test included the high,
steel-girdered Kosciusko Bridge, which
features an unimpeded view of most of
the New York City radio transmitters
but has some high -interference metal
uprights; the Brooklyn Bridge with its

studded steel roadway and tire -punish-
ing approaches; the granite -block,
cobblestone -like streets of old Brook-
lyn; and a lamppost -infested stretch of
the Brooklyn -Queens Expressway that
offers unusual forms of FM interfer-
ence along with deteriorated concrete
sectional pavement.

My Volvo's acoustics are probably
about average; the back seat sounds

CAR STEREO UNITS:
LAB TEST RESULTS

Measured Power Output
in watts per channel at 1,000 Hz into 4 ohms at
4 per cent total harmonic distortion

Signal -to -Noise Ratio (A -weighted)
in decibels referred to 1 watt (higher is better)

Tone -Control Range
in decibels referred to the
center setting

100 Hz

10.000 Hz

FM Mono Usable Sensitivity
in AV (or dBf) with 75 -ohm input (lower is better)

Mono 50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity
in 1iV (dBf) with 75 -ohm input (lower is better)

Stereo 50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity
in AV (dBf) with 75 -ohm input (lower is better)

Frequency Response
in decibels from 30 to 15,000 Hz referred to
1,000 Hz (±0 is ideal)

FM Capture Ratio
in decibels at 45 or 65 dBf (lower is better)

Alternate -Channel Selectivity
in decibels (higher is better)

Image Rejection
in decibels (higher is better)

Stereo Separation
in decibels at 100 Hz, 1,000 Hz, and 10,000 Hz

Tape Playback Frequency Response
in decibels from 31 5 to 12.500 Hz
referred to 315 Hz ( 0 is ideal)

120 As EO

70 As EO

Flutter
in per cent (lower is better)

wrms

weighted peak

Tape Speed Error
in per cent (lower is better)

Tape Playback Signal -to -Noise Ratio
in decibels referred to 250 nWb m at
1,000 Hz (higher is better)

A weighted

CCIR ARM with
Dolby (or DNR)
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great but the front has some problems
with deep bass and part of the central
midrange. The car is quiet enough to
hear low-level details (provided I have
the windows up) but too noisy at road
speeds for me to be finicky about pia-
nissimo tuner or tape background
noise. My shock absorbers . . . well,
reading what follows will tell you what
has been happening to them!

The speakers involved in the test
were installed in the front doors and on
the rear deck. We chose this arrange-
ment, rather than something more so-
phisticated. because this is how 95 per
cent of all four -speaker systems are in-
stalled. The pair in back are Jensen
Triax II's. those in front Philips Model
X741 4 -inch coaxials. Each speaker is
installed with both wires going to the

hook-up terminal, not grounded to the
car's chassis, since the bridged outputs
of many of the amplifiers in the units
we tested require ungrounded returns.
In cases where the leads were meant to
be grounded together, I did so at my
testing terminal. (The speakers, wiring,
and automatic antenna were installed
by Phil's Auto Radio in Brooklyn.)

In -dash installation of the receiver/
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cassette units would not only have re-
quired lots of time and aggravation, it
would also ruin my dashboard for nor-
mal use. Instead, I made up two double -
screw terminal strips and screwed each
strip to a lacquered block of rosewood
(no point in having it look bad!). The
terminals extend out from the under -
dash space and contain power and vehi-
cle grounding, the eight speaker con-
nections, and a sensor wire for the auto-
matic antenna that all ten units are
equipped to trigger. The antenna cable
was taped together with the rest of the
wire in this bundle, and the whole as-
sembly permits easy hookup of any
unit. To subject the tape transports to
somewhat harsher shock and vibration
conditions than normal, each unit was

clamped during the test to a special
mount on the transmission hump; it
thus became, in effect, part of the car
body. Dashboards, in contrast, while
also physically attached to the car
body, tend to have a slight isolating ef-
fect because of their relative flexibility
and lightness.

My country driving was not on a reg-
ular course, but it gave me the chance
to compare reception of some of the
same stations I normally receive in
New York from up to 140 miles away.
The Berkshire hills of western Massa-
chusetts afforded valleys, peaks, and a
mix of local and distant stations --a per-
fect test for tuners in a rural setting.

My TDK metal -tape test cassette
contains selections from three different

Alpine 7146. As the photograph shows,
this unit departs somewhat from traditional
car stereo designs. Except for the three
knobs on each shaft, the visible controls are
light -touch pushbuttons that have none of
the mechanical feel of typical two -position
switches or buttons. The controls are very
easy to locate and use. For example, a light
tap on the tuning knob will quickly unload a
cassette (the tape will also be ejected if the
car's ignition is switched off). Another in-
novation is the "SelecTouch" plate, whose
four corners rock to key in (or out) the loud-
ness compensation, Dolby -B, the Music
Sensor (program search in fast -wind tape
modes), and the dual -function switch for
ferric, chrome, or metal tape equalization
and FM local -distant tuning mode.

There are ten illuminated presets, five
each for AM and FM. Even at dusk they
present an easy target for stabbing fingers.
Manual tuning is by a rotating knob with a
click for each step up or down on the digital
readout. I found myself taking the "ex-
press" route (the presets) to get near the
stations I wanted, then the manual "local"
the rest of the way.

Despite the presence of a fader control,
the 7146 should have an add-on external

records. The scherzo from Jeanne -
Louise Farrenc's Nonetto (1849) is a
masterpiece of woodwind and string
balance (from Leonarda LPI 110). Joni
Mitchell's Night in the City, from her
first album (Warner/Reprise RS
6293)-one of the most beautifully re-
corded popular records I know-has a
very delicate midrange and critical high
frequencies on top of a solid bass. Otto
Olsson's mammoth Second Symphony
for solo organ (from a two -disc Pro-
prius album, 7825/26) is not only mag-
nificently recorded but has about the
deepest bass I've heard on any record;
the rock -steady pitch of the large Swe-
dish organ provides a true test of tape -
transport stability.

-Christopher Greenleaf

amplifier if used with rear speakers (Alpine
recommends its Series 3000 components
and suggests possible combinations of them
in the manual). The modest power of the
7I46's own amplifier is sufficient for front
speakers, and it can even drive a rear pair if
they are wired in parallel-but then there's
no way of controlling the front -rear bal-
ance, which will then depend only on the
relative efficiency of each speaker pair.

Road testing this unit was a lesson in con-
venience and control flexibility. The bass
and treble controls gave sufficient tonal
variation to satisfy picky listeners, and the
loudness button complemented them nicely.
Using all three, 1 was able to tailor even vo-
cal music to my finicky taste. The fact that
the loudness compensation uses curves quite

different from those of the treble and bass
knobs certainly plays a major part in this
ability to shade tone quality.

Both AM and FM stations could be tuned
quickly and quietly, and once a station was
set, reception was quite adequate in diffi-
cult metropolitan areas. In the country,
even distant stations were received clearly
and held firmly, although a mono/stereo
switch would have been helpful to reduce
noise on weak signals. The tape transport
was nothing short of superb. There was no
way I could encourage the unit to "eat" or
otherwise mangle even a cheap C- I20. Nor-
mal road bumps and vibration had little ef-
fect on pitch stability, and even brick pave-
ment caused only brief (but audible) jars in
especially uneven parts of the street.

Clarion 7500R. This is a basic in -dash
unit with an unfussy appearance and con-
trols whose functions are obvious. It should
appeal to car owners who want a good ster-
eo music source, both radio and tape, but
neither need nor want all the features it's
possible to cram in. The five mechanical
presets are no different from those found on
nearly any other analog tuner, and they se -
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lect the same dial position whether the tun-
er is set for AM or FM reception, which
makes for a total of five choices for AM and
FM combined, not five each. They are a lit-
tle stiff to set, but lock quickly and firmly in
place and appear not to wander at all.

The tape -eject mechanism is activated by
pressing both fast -wind buttons (forward
and reverse) together. At the left of the cas-
sette bay, the direction -change button is
easily accessible by feel. Underneath it are
the Dolby -B switch and the one for tape
equalization. Under the fast -wind buttons,
and also accessible by touch with little pos-
sibility of mistake, are the AM/FM select-

or and the switch for automatic program
search for taped selections. Fading and bal-
ancing are allotted to the large dials on the
tuning and volume knobshafts. They work
similarly, and the balance control has a cen-
ter detent. The volume knob doubles (tri-
ples?) as the bass and treble tone control
too, depending on whether it is pushed in
(bass), pulled out (treble), or in the center
position. The unit has a cable with a DIN
plug for an optional equalizer.

Both in and out of the city, AM reception
was listenable and clear, but FM always
had a strong hiss, even on "hot" nearby sta-
tions with no interference. Even careful tun-

ing failed to get rid of the hiss entirely, and
a change of antennas had no effect. Ampli-
fier power was certainly sufficient, but
strong bass would have required loudness
compensation to be convincing. Percussive
low -frequency notes, such as those from the
electric bass on a Steeleye Span album, had
some authority, but the profound bottom
notes of a large pipe organ never quite made
it into the picture, though the same speak-
ers have reproduced them at other times.
Some of New York's worst potholes caused
some obvious tape -transport instability, but
not enough to be objectionable. Normal
bumps and vibration had little effect.

Concord HPL-130. If adjustability and
flexibility are important to you, the HPL-
130 may be the kind of unit you'll want.
Once 1 learned my way around the very
business -like control panel, I found the
layout both efficient and logical, with the
possible exception of the six preset buttons
along the bottom of the digital station read-
out. The buttons are small and easily con-
fused, but the amount of time I needed to
get the station I wanted (a second or so) was
never sufficient to impair my driving con-
centration.

The first nice touch is the balance con-
trol. It is not among the concentric knobs on
the volume or tuning shafts but is instead a
rather small knob at the far left of the cen-
tral face plate. Once I set the balance to my
taste, there it usually stays, so I was happy
to see this function removed from the busy
shafts. The left knob is for volume and is
also the fader if you push it in and turn it;
the outer dial on the shaft is the bass -equal-
izer level control, about which more shortly.
Pushing the tuning knob, on the right shaft,
keys in the tuner scanning function, and the
outer dial is the treble control. Bass, treble,
and fader controls have center detents, and
the tuning knob rocks a few degrees left or
right to adjust the tuned frequency up or
down.

Between the cassette bay and the readout
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panel are fully ten controls nestling close to-
gether. From the left, these are for balance,
tape equalization, Dolby -B, loudness com-
pensation, muting, high -blend in/out, dis-
tant/local tuning, AM/FM, tuner/tape se-
lection, and bass equalization. The last is a
three -position switch that centers the bass -
control band at 40, 80, or 120 Hz in order to
adjust the low, middle, or upper bass; it's a
decidedly handy adjunct to the usual bass
control. One auxiliary input can also be
controlled from the front panel. Cassettes
are ejected automatically when the car's ig-
nition is shut off.

I was at first daunted by the HPL-130's
busy look, but my apprehension about "too
many" features quickly faded as I got used
to the controls. The 'fine bass equalization
and very good loudness contour ironed out
tonal problems quickly and neatly. The
tape/tuner switch permitted me to hit the
eject button (which also controls fast -for-
ward and reverse) without getting the dis-

tracting high -volume radio racket that so
often follows the disengagement of a car
tape player.

All I can say about the tuner and tape
transport is that I was almost unable to
make them sound unmusical. Multipath
distortion and distant stations were no prob-
lem. Where a signal was too weak even for
the effective high -blend circuit, the mono/
stereo switch gave me very nice mono FM
instead of flickering stereo, always a good
choice to have. The tape transport was ruf-
fled only by high-speed driving on the worst
part of the granite -block section of the test
track. Power was satisfyingly ample for the
one pair of speakers the unit drives; an ex-
ternal power amplifier must be added for a
second pair controlled by the fader.

The Concord HPL- 130 is truly an audio-
phile'S car stereo, but I doubt that its im-
pressive array of features will long intimi-
date anyone who can appreciate very exact
control over his music on wheels.

Defeo ETR-520. The ETR-520 is a deal-
er -installed option on all General Motors
cars (Chevrolet, Buick, Oldsmobile, Pon-
tiac, and Cadillac). The price varies from
car to car but basically depends on how
many speakers come with the "standard"
car. On the Olds Toronado, which has four
speakers as standard equipment, the ETR-
520 option costs $328, while on a Pontiac
Firebird, which comes without radio or
speakers, the ETR-520 costs $590 but in-
cludes four speakers. If you don't plan to
buy a new GM car, you can still buy the
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ETR-520 as a replacement part from an
AC-Delco supplier, but the price varies
from dealer to dealer.

Purchasing peculiarities aside, this unit
has a decidedly Detroit look to it, with shiny
surfaces, large-scale lettering, and relative-
ly simple operation. Both knob shafts are on
the driver's side, and the cassette bay ac-
cepts tapes business -end first. (Most others
use the more compact narrow -end loading
format.) Controls are widely spaced and
present an uncluttered appearance. The
built-in five -band equalizer has controls at
50, 250, 1,000, 3,500, and 10,000 Hz. The
sliders offer a considerable adjustment
range and, used with the loudness button,
can tame many anomalies in a car's acous-
tics. The DNR noise -reduction system is
switchable, and it works on all three pro-
gram formats: AM, FM, and tape. A two -

position tape -equalization switch rounds
out the complement of signal -processing
controls.

I find that I seldom use more than four
station presets, so it was no disappointment
to discover that the ETR-520 has only four
each for FM and AM. The seek control
finds and locks in the next powerful station,
while the scan control allows sampling,
stopping in turn at each sufficiently strong
station for five to ten seconds, then moving
on; a second touch of the same button locks
the tuner on whatever station happens to be
playing at the moment.

During my road test the AM tuner pro-
vided consistently listenable reception with
relatively quiet background noise. On FM
the tuner sometimes "chuffed" or made a
spitting sound in especially appalling recep-
tion areas, but the sound, helped by an au -

Fujitsu Ten CR-1134. This model looks
simpler than it is. Buyers attracted by its
relatively high power and printed specs see
an essentially straightforward faceplate
whose features, though certainly not ex-
hausting the possibilities of today's in -dash
controls, enable users to deal successfully
with a wide variety of car acoustics, tape
characteristics, and reception conditions.

The volume knob also works as the fader
(when pushed in) or as the center-detented
balance control (when pulled out). On the
same shaft is the bass tone -control knob.
The tuning knob shares the right-hand shaft
with the treble -control knob. Except for the
hard -to -get -at Dolby -B button next to the
tuning knob, the faceplate controls are logi-
cal and accessible. Below the Dolby switch
is a button doubling for tape equalization
and FM mono/stereo. Opposite this, next to
the volume control, are the program (tape-

direction reverse), fast -forward, and fast -
reverse buttons.

The analog tuner has five presets, two for
AM and three for FM. To switch from FM
to AM or vice versa, one of the appropriate

tomatic high -blend circuit, remained mu-
sical under most conditions. I missed a
mono/stereo switch, but not desperately.
Generally, the FM performance was quite
good, but in a few bad -reception areas the
sound was unambiguously unpleasant
(noisy and distorted).

A smooth fader and adequate power
made for very good allotment of the power-
ful bass sound between my efficient rear
speakers and less efficient front ones. The
tape transport made it through my test
course with good results, even meeting the
expressway largely unruffled and mostly on
pitch. The sketchy owner's manual has one
fine feature: a guide to North American
FM stations indicating the program format
of each station. Arranged by state and lo-
cality, it's a great help on long trips through
regions of unfamiliar ether.
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presets must be pressed. Though small, the
tuner dial is readable and sufficiently illu-
minated to be clear even at dusk, when visi-
bility both outside and inside a car is at its
worst.

Though the mono/stereo switch is help-
ful, especially in the country, I found that
the unit's own automatic mono/stereo
switchover worked well. FM sound quality
was good in all areas except some of New
York City's concrete canyons, where r f.
overload and multipath are rampant. The
AM sound quality was okay. Tape transport
sometimes went briefly out of whack over
very bad surfaces, especially corrugated
bridge grids at 30 mph, but was otherwise
problem -free.

I have one complaint about the tone con-
trols: treble seems to be affected very high
up, but it is difficult to affect anything low-
er. As a result, resonances or underempha-
sized notes must remain more or less as they
are unless a significant portion of their
character lies in the high treble. This would
probably be unimportant in cars whose
acoustics favor the lower part of the treble
spectrum. The bass knob has a more encom-
passing effect and reaches up into the mid-
range. A loudness contour would have been
welcome.

Overall, this is a fairly uncomplicated
unit with moderate performance and an ap-
pealing look. It delivers good sound without
requiring elaborate adjustments.

Jensen RE -520. This particular Jensen
model combines just about all of the fea-
tures a well-equipped car stereo is likely to
need. There is sufficient differentiation
among the various groups of buttons to al-
low very quick familiarization with the
many functions, and after -dark use is easy
and sure, with certain exceptions mentioned
below.

In a line across the top are six buttons:
FM/AM, stereo/mono, loudness, automat-
ic tape search, tape equalization, and Dol-
by -B. Below the display panel (which serves
as the cover for the cassette bay as well) are

fast -wind controls and another button that
either changes the tape direction or acti-
vates the tuner frequency display. The lat-
ter function is necessary since the time is
normally displayed. Just to the right of

these three buttons are the preset buttons
for five channels each in FM and AM. The
eject button at the right of the faceplate is
not quite as accessible as it might be. The
tuning knob on the far right rocks left or
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right to tune up or down the spectrum and
can be rotated to adjust the clock. On the
same shaft are the balance and fader con-
trols, both with center detents. The volume
knob on the other shaft switches power on
and, when pushed in, starts station scan-
ning; pushed in again, it holds the station
being sampled. Treble and bass knobs share
the same shaft. Despite a projecting lug on
the rear knob of both shafts, it was difficult
to separate the rear and middle knobs. At
night this proved distracting.

The RE -520 permitted enough tonal ad-
justment to make an equalizer unnecessary.
(Incidentally, any unit with a good fader, as
this one has, provides in effect a fourth tone
control beyond bass, treble, and loudness,
namely the different characteristics of the
front and rear speakers. I ended up using
this particular fine -adjustment all the time,

and even minute shifts in front -to -back bal-
ance substantially changed the tone quality
of the sound). Bass and transients were
clear and solid at moderate to low volume.
The treble was, if not exceptional, clean
even in massed vocal passages and ear -
wringing brass chords. Distortion became
audible only when I nudged the volume
high enough to be unpleasant anyway.

Sharp vibration, such as on the studded
metal roadway of the Brooklyn Bridge,
caused regular small breaks in the tape mo-
tion, but a bumpy Massachusetts country
lane had no effect at all. Tire chatter caused
by ripples in the road surface also shook up
the transport, but not enough to endanger
the tape or my patience. AM reception was
respectable, and FM was quite good in the
city and in the Berkshire hills. An automat-
ic local/distant switch adjusts sensitivity

JVC KS -R7. The KS -R7 is loaded with
controls, and a quick look reveals its flexi-
bility. Some of the controls, however, are
just a shade too small for real convenience,
especially the eject button, one of a cluster
of four small, square buttons in the upper
right corner. The others in that area are
stereo/mono, AM/FM, and tape equaliza-
tion/mute off. The six preset buttons, both
AM and FM, are also too close together for
comfortable use. The left cheek of the face-
plate has, from top to bottom, a program
button (tape -direction change), Dolby -B/
distant/local, (tape) Music Scan, and one
of the fast -wind buttons. The other side has
the cluster of four mentioned earlier and the
other fast -wind button, and next to the lat-
ter are the seek and scan buttons. The vol-
ume knob also controls balance when
pushed in, and the rear dial on the same
shaft serves both for treble and (when
pushed in) bass control. The other shaft has
manual tuning on the main knob and the

fader on the rear one. The unit also has an
automatic power -off tape -eject system.

The very clean reception of FM in down-
town Brooklyn surprised me greatly. Sub-
urban and country driving only confirmed
this impression of clean, open, and crystal-
clear reception. Even distant stations did
not sound weak or unclear when I switched
to mono in the country. Despite my best ef-
forts to challenge the unit with bad multi -
path, such as from the steel cage around the
Brooklyn Bridge and its nearby tall build-
ings, the tuner performed remarkably well.
When there was multipath interference,

and selectivity to local conditions, so I did
not miss an on/off button for it. Since I lis-
ten to the radio a lot while traveling, this
impressed me. As usual, the stereo/mono
switch was a nerve saver on long trips. At
one point, atop a southern Massachusetts
hill, I could receive stereo broadcasts from
New York, Boston, and Albany! The but-
tons far the five AM and five FM presets
are a bit small and close together, but famil-
iarity soon made them easy to use.

My main complaint about the RE -520
was the sensitivity of the volume knob to ac-
cidental brushes. It is distracting to cope
with a sudden jump in gain when you're
concentrating on driving and using another
control. That aside, I thoroughly appre-
ciated how much Jensen has shoehorned
into this neat package and enjoyed having it
along for the ride.

though, it was loud and unmistakable. AM
was quite good.

A fine tape transport and obviously effec-
tive Dolby noise reduction and tape equali-
zation made for enjoyable listening. The
bad -road -surface test did little to faze the
unit; neither vibration nor sudden shocks
caused pitch wobbles or audible skips. I

missed a loudness button, but the bass and
treble controls worked satisfactorily,
though the treble affects only the very high
frequencies. Altogether, this is a sonically
exciting unit. I only wish a little more atten-
tion had been paid to human engineering.

Lear Jet A-15. My first impression of the
A-15 was of a deliberately "high-tech" ap-
pearance. Its quiet all -black faceplate and
knobs seem to promise performance rather
than just good looks. The owner's manual is
reasonably complete and quite usable,
though apparently an awkward translation
from a Korean original.

Six AM or FM preset buttons join push-
button controls for AM/FM, local/distant
reception, DNR, memory, digital clock/fre-
quency display, fast -wind functions, and
cassette eject. The left knobs are for bass/
treble and volume/balance; the right shaft
holds the fader and tuning knobs. The tun-
ing knob also switches station scanning or
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tape direction. The rear knobs have pro-
truding lugs for grasping and indicating po-
sition; they seem to be made of a less than
top -grade plastic and tended to wobble on
the shafts after a period of use.

The DNR noise reduction works for both
FM and tape playback, and it does the job

expected of of it. Considering the unit's disap-
pointing FM performance, the DNR was a
blessing. Cross -modulation in strong signal
areas was quite noticeable, and multipath
on bridges and near tall buildings (that is,
wherever I drove in the city!) made FM un-
listenable. Changing to my second antenna
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caused no noticeable improvement. The ab-
sence of a mono/stereo switch made it even
harder to enjoy FM with this unit. AM re-
ception, on the other hand, was very good;
distant stations came in clearly and without
much interference even in downtown Man-
hattan. [Shortly after we finished these

road tests, Lear Jet notified us that it was
putting an improved tuner section in the A-
15 and other models-Eds.]

The tape transport is stable and resisted
most of my attempts to put it off its stride,
although road -surface ripples and the re-
sulting rear -tire chatter garbled the sound

briefly. The tape -transport controls are log-
ically arranged and easy to use. It is un-
usual to find such good AM reception (it
was among the best of the units I tested),
but the FM lagged far behind. The A-15 is
physically attractive, and I had hoped for
better performance.

Panasonic CQ-S768EU. This is a rela-
tively straightforward car stereo unit except
for a genuinely unique "ambience" circuit,
which makes the sound from the left speak-
er appear to be coming from outside the car
to the left of the driver! The analog tuner
incorporates an automatic high -blend op-
timizer, which is not switchable. The unit
has a traditional look with its moving -point-
er dial and five presets that move the point-
er to the same position whether the tuner is
set for AM or FM. The tuning knob is set
for fine tuning, so using it to move from one
end of the dial to the other is time consum-
ing; it's best to use a preset to get to the
general area and then use the knob.

I looked in vain for any indication of a
noise -reduction system, if any. Both tape
player and tuner have a minimum of con-
trols: tape equalization, FM/AM, am-
bience, eject, and fast -wind functions. The
right knob shaft handles tuning and the
front -rear fader. The volume knob switches
the unit on, pulls out to control treble, and
pushes in for balance. The second knob on
the left is for bass. There are no center de -
tents on any of the knobs.

This was the first unit I installed for test-
ing, and it was also the last. I enjoyed the
ambience effect so much that I had to try it

out again. What this model lacked in con-
trols, it made up for in clarity and quality of
sound (at reasonable volume levels), even
with my Volvo's less than perfect acoustics.
Tape playback, whether or not there is some
kind of noise reduction, was listenable and
quite stable. I noticed less than first-rate
performance only in exceptionally critical
low-level orchestral music, much of which
disappeared under outside wind noise any-
way. The ambience circuit doubled as a
loudness contour and certainly comple-
mented the well -designed bass and treble
controls. The slight right -left and front -rear
delay caused general expansion of the car's
apparent acoustic size. It made listening to
tape or FM a liberating experience, espe-
cially in contrast with the normal imaging
of car speakers. I listened to talk shows with
the ambience off, however, since speech
seemed more intimate without it.

Signal interference on FM-multipath,
cross -modulation, fading, and picket-fenc-
ing-was manifested as a "pop" rather than
as a hashy sound or a ripping "chuff."
Strangely, this turned out to be less irritat-
ing than I expected, and the tuner's fair to
good multipath resistance and nice distant -
station reception made it a pleasant driving
companion. AM reception was good with-
out being exceptional.

The tape transport ranked in the middle
of the field. It resisted large shocks but par-
tially succumbed to vibration and tire danc-
ing on road ripples. At no time did I fear for
the safety of my test tape. The ambience
effect is the best of the many good features
in this deck and is well worth the cost. To-
gether with the generally quite good tone
controls it makes for smooth and very relax-
ing auto sound, a good tonic against the ten-
sions of driving.

Pioneer UKE-7100. Pioneer's concise and
informative manual describes well the
many features of this unit. The only one it
lacks-and it was the only one of the ten
units I tested that did-is a front -rear fad-
er. On a $400 deck this is a puzzlement,
since most car owners opt for two pairs of
speakers, not one. Of course, you can wire
the left front and rear speakers together and
do the same on the right, but this locks you
into an unalterable balance between the
pairs, and you must stay within the 2- to
8 -ohm speaker -impedance range. (Most car
stereo dealers can install an outboard fader
control, however.)

Under the five preset buttons (which se-
lect five AM and ten FM stations, the latter
in two switched groups of five) are buttons
for loudness, local/distant, mono/stereo,
clock display, tape equalization, Dolby -B
noise reduction, and memory. A button in-
corporating tape direction indicators serves

to reverse the tape player. Just above, the
two fast -wind mode buttons eject the cas-
sette when pressed simultaneously. Right
below these are the clock controls.

The tuning knob and the AM/FM 1/
FM 2 selection knob are on the right, and
on the left are the treble, bass, and volume/
balance knobs. The unit comes with a silver
faceplate with black lettering and a black
faceplate with white lettering.

The digital tuner performed well. Both on
rural roads and on city streets, I got listen -
able FM as long as I avoided very distant

stations and was not in very acute multipath
areas. Of course, I used the mono/stereo
switch a lot on long trips away from strong
stations. The AM sound was fine and the
tuning very stable. I had no complaints
about the tape -transport mechanism. It did
act up on a corrugated bridge surface, but
otherwise the pitch and tape -to -head con-
tact were just as they should be.

All I lacked for complete satisfaction was
a fader. The unit's sound was clean and ton-
ally pure, and the equalization controls
were both handy and effective.
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How to
ClEan a
Stylus

By David Ranada

I think I'm on safe ground when I assert that most
phonograph -system distortion heard anywhere in the world
stems not from poor cartridge -tracking ability, nor from
discs cut too "hot," but from dirty styli. Many a
demonstration put on by a reputable high-fidelity
manufacturer has been ruined by a minuscule, and in some
cases not so minuscule, speck of dust stuck on a stylus.

How do you recognize dirty -stylus distortion? That's
harder to generalize about. Surely, if the accumulation of
junk on the stylus tip is visible to the naked eye or if the
stylus keeps jumping grooves, something should be done.
Invisible -dirt distortion can generate what sounds like
incipient mistracking: a sense of strain in such complex
program material as massed choral singing or an
ensemble of strings. The difference is that dirty -stylus
distortion does not go away if the recorded levels go
down; even low-level material may sound distorted. A dirty
stylus can generate "inner -groove sound" from the first
grooves of a record.

If you wonder whether the distortion you are hearing
comes from a dirty stylus, the easiest way to find out is
to clean the stylus. If the distortion vanishes, you've found
its source. With generally clean records, a stylus should
be thoroughly cleared at least after every ten discs are
played. Dirty or dusty records may require alcohol -and -
brush treatment after every side.

There are almost as many stylus -care products
available from stereo -accessory manufacturers as there
are tape -deck -care items. Some products duplicate, in
possibly more expensive form, the tools and procedures
covered here. Others have special cleaning fluids
designed not to harm any stylus assembly or use an
unusual mechanized procedure said to be more foolproof
than a hand-held brush. These products bear investigation
if you don't trust yourself for the steady hand necessary
for a good stylus -cleaning job.

Photos, I, 5, and 6 courtesy Pickering & Co., Inc.; 2, 3, and 4 by Geoff Rosengarten

1
Would you want this mess to bobble through your record grooves?
This scanning -electron micrograph dramatically shows the dust,
dirt, and debris that can accumulate around a stylus. The greater the

accumulation, the less accurate the sound reproduction. Most of this glop
can be removed by very simple stylus -cleaning procedures.
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My method of stylus cleaning involves these three
elements. First comes the cartridge, preferably removed
in its headshell from the tone arm. You might want to

remove only the stylus assembly for cleaning-if that's possible
with your cartridge-but I find that styli alone are too small
and hard to manipulate compared with a whole cartridge. If
you cannot readily remove your cartridge from the tone arm,
you'll just have to be a bit more careful during the cleaning
process.

I've used concentrated isopropyl alcohol (not the more
commonly available rubbing -alcohol mixtures) for years with
no ill effects on any cartridge. (Vodka will do in a pinch!)
However, alcohol might damage the elastic suspension holding
the stylus cantilever, especially if too liberally applied. Check
with your cartridge's manufacturer if in doubt. Most, if not all,
commercially available stylus -cleaning "fluids" are alcohol -based.
"Dry" cleaning (without fluids) isn't always effective.

You can use the tiny brushes supplied with top -of -the -line
cartridges. I like to use the very small camel's hair or sable
brushes available from artist -supply stores or hobby shops. They
are inexpensive ($2 to $3 at most), last for decades, and,
because of their relatively long handles, are difficult to lose.
Most important, a large handle balances better in the hand
and is much easier to control. A wayward brush can demolish
an unsuspecting stylus assembly.

3 Using a brush lightly moistened with alcohol, I start by
cleaning the stylus shank (or cantilever). Many
stylus -cleaning devices seem to neglect this area of the

cartridge. It should be cleaned if for no other reason than to
reduce the added moving mass caused by the dust and dirt.
Always brush a stylus and cantilever from the rear of the
cartridge to the front. In other words, the brush should pass over
the cartridge only in the same direction that the record groove
does. Brushing in the opposite direction risks certain cartridge
destruction. Slight movements from side to side of the brusi
or stylus are not harmful, so you need not be overly concerned
with these. Never press too hard: the bristles should give way,
not the stylus assembly.

4 I clean the stylus last, and I clean it until it appears
completely free of debris. Then I clean it again just to
make sure. (An invisibly small particle is enough to clog

up both the stylus and the sound quality.)

A clean stylus and cantilever. The actual business end
of the stylus assembly is the cone -shaped, highly
polished tip. Only a small portion of the tip contacts the

record groove.

6 Just how small a portion that is can be seen from this
photo of a stylus in a stereo groove. Compare this with
Photo No. 1 and irragine all the dirt and debris in that

picture applied to this stylus. The necessity of stylus cleaning
should oe immediately apparent. (Also apparent in this picture
are "horns," small ridges thrown up at the rim of the groove
by the cutting stylus. Some record companies remove them in
the mastering procedure since they are believed to cause added
disc noise. Telefunken's DMM-Direct Metal Mastering-process
of disc cutting does not generate horns.)
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MAXELL IS PLEASED TO PRESENT AN
HIGHER PERFORMANCE TAPE.EVEN

If you're familiar with Maxell UD-XL tapesyou probably find it hard to believe that any
tape could give you higher performance.

But hearing is believing. And while we can't play our newest tape for you right here on
this page, we can replay the comments of Audio Video Magazine.

"Those who thought it was impossible to improve on Maxell's UD-XL II were mistaken.
The 1981tape of the year award goes to Maxell XL II -S."

How does high bias XL IS and our normal bias equivalent XL I -S give you such high
performance? By engineering smaller and more uniformly shaped epitaxial oxide parti-
cles we were able to pack more into a given area of tape. Resulting in a higher maximum
output level, improved signal-to-noise ratio and better frequency response.

o keep the particles from rubbing off on your recording heads Maxell XL -S also has
an improved binder system. And to eliminate tape deforma-
tion, XL -S comes with our unique Quin-Lok Clamp/Hub
Assembly to hold the leader firmly in place.

Of course, Maxell XL IS and XL I -S carry a little higher
price tag than lesser cassettes.

We think you'll find it a small price to pay for higher
performance. IT'S WORTH IT.
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Best of the Month
Stereo Review's Selection of Recordings of Special Merit

Exceptional Singing by
All Five Principals in

London's Digital Figaro

ION DON'S new digital recording of
Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro,

directed by Sir Georg Solti, is the
eighth stereo version in the catalog.
None is without merit, but none is with-
out faults either. In the case of the new
set, however, the balance is so tilted to-

ward its virtues that, were I to build a
new record library with only one ver-
sion of the opera in it, I would probably
choose this one.

First of all, it has an ideal Figaro in
Samuel Ramey. He is vigorous, dy-
namic, and youthful sounding, charac-
terizing the role with the right combi-
nation of cunning and defiance, and the
tricky tessitura fits his voice perfectly.
Also excellent is the Almaviva of
Thomas Allen. This young English bar-
itone's previous recordings have sug-
gested that he has a light, lyric voice,
but there is plenty of substance in his
tones and the right kind of imperious
elegance in his attitude to achieve the
appropriate contrast with Ramey's
down -to earth manner.

There is similar good news about the
female leads and their trouser -bearing
companion. As the Countess, Dame
Kiri Te Kanawa sings exquisitely,
though with a subdued quality that
does not project a strong enough profile
for the role. The Susanna of Lucia Popp
and the Cherubino of Frederica von
Stade are perfectly in character and ad-
mirably vocalized.

Except for the solid Antonio of Gior-
gio Tadeo, the supporting cast is not as
felicitous as in some previous record-
ings. Kurt Moll brings remarkable so-
nority to the role of Bartolo but also a
certain squareness of manner. Jane
Berbie is now a somewhat frayed -
sounding Marcellina. The slimy char-
acter of Don Basilio is often conveyed
by tenorial nasality, a quality that
comes naturally to Robert Tear. He is
undoubtedly a gifted singing actor, but
his tones, however suitable for this role,
remain unappealing. Marcellina's and
Basilio's arias, usually omitted in
staged performances, are included in
this recording.

Solii provides generally effective
tempos and a cohesive overall vision of
the opera, but his approach is rather
short on charm, and sometimes there is
not enough attention to detail. Nothing
really damaging happens, but listeners

An ideal Figaro..
bass -baritone Samuel Ramey
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who cherish certain grand moments in
this work may occasionally be disap-
pointed. To begin with, Solti, like many
other conductors, cannot resist a frantic
pace for the overture. Cherubino's aria
"Non so piit" sounds rather superficial,
though we know that Von Stade can
project it with more charm and mean-
ingful inflections. And the magic mo-
ment when the Countess steps forward
with "Almeno per loro perdono ottere
is just about thrown away. There are
times when correct musical execution is
not enough; the interpreter must find
the poetry.

Perfection is, as always, elusive.
Nonetheless, no other recorded Figaro
can match the combined strength of the
five principals in this one, and that is
quite something. -George Jellinek

MOZART: Le Nozze di Figaro. Samuel
Ramey (bass -baritone), Figaro; Thomas
Allen (baritone), Count Almaviva; Dame
Kiri Te Kanawa (soprano), Countess Al-
maviva; Lucia Popp (soprano), Susanna;
Frederica von Stade (mezzo-soprano), Che-
rubino; Kurt Moll (bass), Bartolo; Robert
Tear (tenor), Don Basilio; Jane Berbie
(mezzo-soprano), Marcellina; Giorgio Ta-
deo (bass), Antonio; Philip Langridge (ten-
or), Don Curzio; Yvonne Kenny (soprano),
Barbarina; others. London Opera Chorus;
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Georg
Solti cond. LONDON 0 LDR 74001 four
discs $51.92, 0 LDR5 74001 $51.92.

ar

"Welcome to My Love":
An Impressively Varied
Debut Solo Album by the
Talented Dianne Reeves

DI \\ NE REEVES is the kind of singer
whose talent is so striking that it

demands recognition even on a first
hearing. On her debut album, "Wel-
come to My Love" on the Palo Alto la-
bel, Reeves effortlessly traverses some
of the most difficult terrain in contem-
porary popular music. She handles
complex passages with incredible ease,
and her singing style is wide-ranging,
reminiscent at one time or another of
the bird -like lyrical warblings of Mor-
gana King, the Brazilian -flavored, in-
strument -like stylings of Flora Purim,
and the vocal brilliance of the pre pop
Dee Dee Bridgewater.

Reeves does not imitate these older
artists, but, like them, she will probably
be categorized as a "jazz singer," one of
that rare breed of vocalists who can
play authoritatively with changes
thanks to their knowledge of harmony

Dianne Reeves: not just .1 la:

and willingness to stretch music to its
limits. Yet the texture of her singing is
derived from the more accessible
nuances of popular song. Welcome to
My Love, for instance, reflects the spir-
it of black popular singing with its dis-
tinctive rhythms and inflections.

Though her name is not yet widely
known, Dianne Reeves is no newcomer.
She has toured extensively with Brazil's
Sergio Mendes-experience that has
obviously influenced the development
of her style-and she has been cham-
pioned by stalwart jazz trumpeter
Clark Terry. Her other credits include
appearances with Ronnie Laws, Chick
Corea, and Count Basie. That's pretty
heavy company to be traveling in, but
Reeves shows every indication of being
able to match their pace. "Welcome to
My Love" was produced by Phil
Moore, a star maker of earlier decades
celebrated for his ability to bring out
the best in the singers privileged to
work with him. Reeves more than mer-
its his attention.

There are so many special moments

tiger..

on this album that it is difficult to men-
tion only a few. Reeves's dazzling im-
provisations on Hesitations are surely
among the high spots, as are her sensi-
tive tribute to grandmotherly love in
Better Days and her bright Brazilian
accents on Siren Serenade. It is also
impossible to overlook her marvelous
interpretation of the Rodgers and Hart
evergreen My Funny Valentine, which
demonstrates her mastery of phrasing.
It takes a stout-hearted singer to at-
tempt that deceptively simple ballad to-
day, for it has been sung by the best,
from Sinatra to Sarah Vaughan. Suf-
fice it to say that Reeves's performance
shines even in that company.

Dianne Reeves is more than merely a
good or promising new singer. She's al-
ready wonderful. -Phyl Garland
DIANNE REEVES: Welcome to My Love.
Dianne Reeves (vocals); instrumental ac-
companiment. Welcome to My Love: Better
Days; Hesitations; Mi Vida; Siren Sere-
nade; Perfect Love; My Funny Valentine;
Passageway; Lullaby. PALO ALTO PA 8026
$8.98.
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Glenn Gould's Legacy:
A Second Towering
Statement of Bach's
Goldberg Variations

IN June 1955 a twenty -two -year -old
pianist from Toronto, then known

only to a few small recital audiences in
this country, recorded Bach's Goldberg
Variations for Columbia. Once the
record (ML 5060) was issued, Glenn
Gould was recognized virtually over-
night as one of the really significant
new artists of his time, for he packed an
astounding wealth of insight, depth,
and creative imagination into that de-
but recording.

Gould's subsequent public appear-
ances frequently proved to be contro-
versial. Before conducting the Brahms
D Minor Concerto with Gould as his so-
loist, Leonard Bernstein told his New
York Philharmonic audience that he
and Gould didn't really see eye to eye
on the interpretation. During a rehear-
sal with the Cleveland Orchestra,
George Szell is said to have remarked
of Gould, "This nut is a genius!" Even-
tually Gould withdrew from the concert
hall altogether, confining his musical
activity to recording, broadcasting, and
films. He recorded all five Beethoven
piano concertos, the Schoenberg con-
certo, Mozart's C Minor, and the Bach
D Minor, as well as some provocatively
different interpretations of the Mozart
sonatas and some unconvincing ones of
some of Beethoven's. He also recorded
sonatas by Scriabin, Prokofiev, and
Grieg, some Handel suites on the harp-

sichord, and, about a year ago. Haydn's
last six keyboard sonatas.

Most of all, though, Gould was asso-
ciated with the music of Bach. His dis-
cography includes all the partitas, The
Well -Tempered Clavier, the French
and English Suites, and the Two- and
Three -Part Inventions. In the spring of
1981, he rerecorded the Goldberg Vari-
ations-this time in stereo, of course,
and digitally. Released in time for his
fiftieth -birthday celebration on Sep-
tember 25, 1982, it proved to be his val-
edictory effort. On October 4 Gould
died in Toronto of a stroke suffered a
week earlier; he had never regained
consciousness.

It is poignantly fitting that this
unique musician's legacy should be
framed by two towering statements of
the Goldberg Variations, and sentiment
plays no part in my describing these
performances as "towering." They are
also quite different from each other,
which should surprise no one. An artist
of probing intelligence and continual
growth, as Gould was, is far less likely
to want to preserve a "celebrated" or
"classic" interpretation than to find, in
an advanced recording technology, an
impetus to explore new, or at least dif-
ferent, approaches to a work that can-
not possibly be pinned down to a single
"definitive" reading.

Gould's earlier Goldberg Variations
may well be the briskest on records at
just under thirty-nine minutes' playing
time; his remake runs just over fifty-
one minutes. The difference is ac-
counted for in part by some repeats
omitted the first time around, but there
is also, more significantly, an altogether

more expansive approach to the music.
The Aria is set forth very deliberately
now, in a rather dreamy manner, at
both the beginning and the end of the
work, almost as if to remind us of the
original, intimate objective of the com-
position-to serve as an elaborate lulla-
by. The first three variations, which
whizzed by so brilliantly in the 1955
performance, are opened up and more
fully characterized here. Throughout
the sequence one is intrigued less by
sheer drive than by an engaging warm-
heartedness and reserved wit (apt
enough after twenty-seven years of re-
thinking). Gould is quoted as de-
scribing the Goldberg Variations as
"thirty very interesting but indepen-
dent -minded pieces." He succeeds in
his new reading in bringing out the in-
dependent character of each, without
preciousness or self-consciousness,
while still projecting an essential re-
latedness that welds them into a contin-
uous whole no less seamless than the
one exhibited in 1955.

The earlier recording, which still re-
mains in Columbia's active catalog (as
MS 7096, rechanneled for stereo), does
have two advantages. One is freedom
from the vocal contribution that was to
embellish all of Gould's subsequent re-
cordings. In the new Goldberg Varia-
tions his vocalizing is audible to a de-
gree that more than a few listeners will
find distracting-and, curiously, it
sounds as if it had been dubbed in over
the piano tracks instead of recorded at
the same time. The voice is lontano,
which adds an eerie,climension to the
valedictory context, while the piano is
very much forward. The other advan-

Glenn Gould recording the
Goldberg Variations in
1955 (above) and 1981 (left)
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tage of the 1955 release was Gould's
own comprehensive annotation. Al-
though CBS has issued the new disc in
an elaborate gatefold package, there is
virtually no information on the music;
what there is in the way of notes, in
three languages, is all about Glenn
Gould, with several photographs from
both the 1955 and 1981 sessions.
(There is also a photo captioned "Orig-
inal cover design, 1955," but what is
shown is actually the totally different
cover for the rechanneled version issued
several years later.)

But no matter. The disc itself is what
counts, and what is in its grooves moves
me to say that Gould left us the two
most intriguing recordings ever made of
the Goldberg Variations. I would not
think of being without either of them-
the earlier one for its brilliance and ex-
uberance, the later one for its fuller
characterization. If pressed to make a
choice between them, though, it would
be for the new one, which strikes me as
the most stimulating and entertaining
account of this remarkable work yet re-
corded on either piano or harpsichord.
And the sound is absolutely first-rate.

-Richard Freed

J. S. BACH: Goldberg Variations (BWV
988). Glenn Gould (piano). CBS 0 IM
37779, 0 IMT 37779, no list price.

A New Album from the
Unequaled Poet of Rock:
Captain Beefheart's
"Ice Cream for Crow"

AFTER years of neglect, a veritable
deluge of media attention greeted

the last album by Captain Beefheart
(Don Van Vliet), "Doc at the Radar
Station." But, despite its relative acces-
sibility (compared with its predeces-
sors) and nearly unanimous critical
raves, the album had only modest sales.

Beefheart's new album, "Ice Cream
for Crow," has not been attended by
the same heady expectations, but in
many ways it is even better than "Doc."
It may not be as topical or as listenable,
and it doesn't nod to punk or New
Wave (or to any other style or individu-
al, for that matter). It is just the most
brilliant expression of Beefheart's
strange muse since "Trout Mask Repli-
ca." And as a poet Beefheart has no
equal in rock.

Like all his best work, "Ice Cream
for Crow" overflows with exciting, off-
beat associations ("ice cream by night,
sun cream by day") and vivid, surreal

( ((Marti Bee; heart(Don I, an Pliet)

images-appropriately, a videocassette
of the title cut was recently accepted
into the permanent collection of the
Museum of Modern Art. Beefheart's
lyrics are driven by their own crazy in-
ner logic. They're absurdly sensible and
sensitive in a way that makes you want
to laugh and cry at the same time.

Musically this album represents a re-
treat from its more ambitious predeces-
sor. The band is smaller, the sound
cruder, the arrangements less complex.
Four tracks provide most of the musical
interest: two instrumentals, carried off
with heroically manic precision by gui-
tarist Gary Lucas, and two songs, the
title cut and The Past Sure Is Tense,
that rock as hard as anything in Beef -
heart's repertoire. Generally, however,
the arrangements here play a support-
ing role, creating a dense, sputtering,
clangorous setting for Beefheart's poet-
ry. His fabled voice, alas, sounds more
ragged with each release. He doesn't

even attempt to sing here, resorting in-
stead to a raspy sort of recitative, occa-
sionally slipping into his familiar gut-
tural basso profundo. But Beefheart's
voice is still one of the most remarkable
instruments in rock, and in "Ice Cream
for Crow" it speaks for a head full of
the strangest ideas. For that, his fans
can be thankful. -Mark Peel

CAPTAIN BEEFHEART & THE MAGIC
BAND: Ice Cream for Crow. Don Van Vliet
(vocals, harmonica, soprano saxophone,
Chinese gongs, prop horn); instrumental
and vocal accompaniment. Ice Cream for
Crow; The Host the Ghost the Most Holy -
0; Semi -Multicoloured Caucasian; Hey
Garland. I Dig Your Tweed Coat; Evening
Bell; Cardboard Cutout Sundown; The
Past Sure Is Tense; Ink Mathematics; The
Witch Doctor Life; "81" Poop Hatch; The
Thousandth and Tenth Day of the Human
Totem Pole; Skeleton Makes Good. VIR-
GIN ARE 38274, © AET 38274, no list
price.
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We'll guarantee the cassette.
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tc. protect the tape. Our waved -wafer improves tape -wind.
Silicone -treated rollers insure precise alignment and smooth,
safe tape movement. To protect the tape and mechanism, we've
surrounded them with a remarkable cassette housing made
rigld and strong by a mold design unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.
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Classical Music

flews Brief/

Alberich and the Rhinemaidens in Das Rheingold

Peter Hofmann as Siegmund

ON Monday, January 24,
the PBS network will

launch the much anticipated
telecast of Richard Wagner's
Der Ring des Nibelungen (The
Ring of the Nibelung), bring-
ing the music and drama of
that monumental operatic cy-
cle into millions of American
homes. Because of its length,
the Ring, which is normally
presented in four evenings,
will be serialized for televi-
sion. Das Rheingold, the first
opera in Wagner's four-part
cycle and, at two and a half
hours, the shortest, will be
shown in its entirety on the
24th; Die Walkiire, Siegfried,
and GOtterdammerung will be
aired in two segments each on
successive Mondays (dates to
be announced).

This production of the Ring,
which might be described as
that most Germanic of operat-
ic masterpieces, was staged
some six years ago for the
Bayreuth Festival centennial
by two Frenchmen, the com-
poser -conductor Pierre Bou-
lez, who also conducts on the
live recording made at Bay-
reuth and released by Philips
(6769 074, sixteen discs), and
the director Patrice Chereau.

Chereau has set the four
operas, most daringly, in the
nineteenth century-in Wag-
ner's own time, in fact-
among the symbolic trappings
of the Industrial Revolution.
The Rhinemaidens, for in-
stance, are not at first re-
vealed as frauleins frolicking
about in river waters but as
three lusty whores hanging
out on what appears to be a
hydroelectric dam.

The cast for the video pro-
duction, made under the di-
rectorial supervision of the
BBC's Brian Large, is exactly
the same as that recorded by
Philips. Das Rheingold fea-
tures Donald McIntyre as
Wotan, Hermann Becht as
Alberich, Hanna Schwarz as
Fricka, and Heinz Zednik as
Loge.

Peter Hofmann joins the
cast as Siegmund in Die Wal-
kDre, along with Gwyneth
Jones as BrUnnhilde and Jean-

LE
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nine Altmeyer as Sieglinde.
Manfred Jung sings the title
role in Siegfried, with Donald
McIntyre as the Wanderer
and Gwyneth Jones again as
Briinnhilde. Jung and Jones
are joined in Gotterdammer-
ung by Fritz Hubner as Hag-
en, Franz Mazura as Gunth-
er, Jeannine Altmeyer as Gu-
trune, and Gwendolyn Kille-
brew as Waltraute.

The entire series, preceded
on Monday, January 17, by a
documentary on the making
of the Ring for the tube, high-
lights the tenth anniversary
season of PBS's widely hon-
ored Great Performances se-
ries. Described by the network
as the "longest -running per-
forming arts series" on televi-
sion, Great Performances is
made possible by grants from
Exxon, the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, and
America's public television
stations. This first -ever TV
Ring will be hosted by the
composer's granddaughter,
Friedelind Wagner. It is a co-
production of the Bavarian
Radio and Unitel, Munich, in
association with WNET/
Thirteen, New York. The
operas will be sung in German
with English subtitles and will
be simulcast in FM stereo at
the option of radio stations in
cities with PBS outlets. Check
local stations for exact dates
and times. 0

Fafner, Freia, and Faso!:

a

1
N September the American
conductor Lorin Maazel

became general director of the
Vienna State Opera, a post
that Gustav Mahler held for
ten years at the turn of the
century. For three seasons
Mahler was also conductor of
the Vienna Philharmonic
(which draws its personnel
from the opera orchestra), but
it has, surprisingly, recorded
relatively little of that com-
poser's music. CBS Master-
works has taken care of all
that. This past fall CBS went
into Vienna's historic Musik-
vereinsaal to record Maazel
and the Philharmonic, digi-
tally, in Mahler's Symphonies
Nos. 5 and 6. They will be the
initial releases, sometime in
1983, in the orchestra's first
complete cycle of Mahler
symphonies. 0

IT was announced last fall
I that conductor Andre Pre -
vin will become music director
of the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra in London, but not
until June I985 because of his
present commitment to the
Pittsburgh Symphony. When
he takes up his new post in
London, he will be billed as
belonging exclusively to the
Royal Philharmonic.

Previn's appointment is
striking on two counts. He will
be returning to London as a
full-time conductor/music di-
rector only six years after
leaving the London Sympho-
ny amid disagreements with
some of that orchestra's mem-
bers, who believed he had giv-
en their work an overbearing
Anglo-American bias (though
he remained exceedingly pop-
ular with London audiences).
Previn is also agreeing to join
the RPO at a time when that
orchestra is making a serious
bid to re-enter London's mu-
sical life as an artistically and
commercially viable force.

A year and a half ago the
Royal Philharmonic had just
about hit bottom financially
when it made the record al-
bum "Hooked on Classics,"
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distributed in the United
States by RCA. The album
has sold phenomenally well. It
was certified platinum by the
R IAA when its U.S. sales
passed one million copies, and
it has since achieved double -
platinum status. Royalties
from these sales have erased
the orchestra's deficit of
f 110,000, and the sales of the
recently released "Hooked on
Classics II" (RCA AFLI-
4373) should keep the RPO in
the black for some time to
come. The orchestra was in-
vited to perform excerpts from
"Hooked on Classics" during
the halftime show at the
Orange Bowl in Miami on
New Year's Day. C.B.

PRIMA DONNAS: It iS fitting
that soprano Regina Res-

nik should have returned to
San Francisco this season to
celebrate her fortieth year as
an opera singer. She made her
debut with the San Francisco
Opera only a few years after
her very first operatic appear-
ances in 1942 with the New
Opera Company of New York
under Fritz Busch. During the
recently concluded San Fran-
cisco season she sang the role
of the Countess in a new pro-
duction of Tchaikovsky's The
Queen of Spades directed by
Nathaniel Merrill and de-

signed by Robert O'Hearn.
... Meanwhile, in Paris, Gali-
na Vishnevskaya was bidding
farewell to the opera stage af-
ter thirty years. The Russian
soprano was appearing at the
Opera as the youthful Tatiana
in another Tchaikovsky opera,
Eugene Onegin, in a new pro-
duction directed by Gian-Car-
lo Menotti and conducted by
her husband, Mstislav Rostro-
povich. Vishnevskaya and
Resnik share billing in a

Deutsche Grammophon re-
cording of The Queen of
Spades (2711 019).

Beverly Sills, who has re-
tired from the stage since be-
coming general director of the
New York City Opera, has
been elected to the Board
of Warner Communications,
Inc. . . . And making her
American operatic stage de-
but Thanksgiving week was
Jessye Norman, singing Dido
in Purcell's Dido and Aeneas
and Jocasta in Stravinsky's
Oedipus Rex with the Opera
Company of Philadelphia.
The double bill was video-
taped during performance at
the Academy of Music for na-
tional telecast at a later date.
Miss Norman is, of course, no
stranger to opera on records.
Her latest is a studio -recorded
performance of Wagner's Die
Walkiire in which she sings
the role of Sieglinde. This Eu-

Coloratura soprano Edita Gruberova

rodisc album (301 143) is part
of that label's projected com-
plete digital Ring cycle.

The second release in Lon-
don Records' Mozart concert
aria series features the rising
young soprano Edita Grube-
rova (OS 26662). Her most
recent recording otherwise is
an album of French and hal-

Ditc and Tape Review/
By RICHARD FREED  DAVID HALL  GEORGE JELLINEK

STODDARD LINCOLN  ERIC SALZMAN

ALFVEN: Symphony No. 4, in C Major,
Op. 39 ("From the Seaward Skerries"). Elis-
abeth Soderstrom (soprano); Gosta Win-
bergh (tenor); Stockholm Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Stig Westerberg cond. TURNABOUT
TV 34778 $5.98, CT 4778 $5.98.

Performance: First-rate
Recording: Excellent

There is much more to the music of Swe-
den's Hugo Alfven (1872-1960) than the

Explanation of symbols:
= eight -track stereo cartridge
= stereo cassette

0 = digital -master recording
41) = direct -to -disc

= CX-encoded

Monophonic recordings are indicated
by the symbol

The first listing is the one reviewed;
other formats, if available, follow it.

picture -postcard romantic nationalism of
his Swedish Rhapsody No. I, or Midsum-
mer Vigil; his Second Symphony, for exam-
ple, is really splendid. But until the release
of this Turnabout disc, the popular rhapso-
dy was the only one of his works in
Schwann. The Fourth Symphony of 1918-
1919 is a programmatic work evocative of
idyllic and tragic love amid the windswept
isles of the Stockholm archipelago. A ger-
minal motive binds the four episodes, which
are played without interruption as one con-
tinuous movement, and wordless voices are
used intermittently throughout as an inte-
gral part of the tonal fabric. The symphony
should appeal to those whose tastes lean to-
ward a somewhat heated Scandinavian ro-
manticism. It offers abundant tone color
and emotional rhetoric rather than the more
architectural grandeurs of the mature Sibe-
lius and Nielsen, or, for that matter,
Alfven's own Second Symphony.

This performance, recorded in 1979, rep-
resents a distinct sonic improvement in bril-
liance, clarity, and spaciousness over the
earlier Discofil LP I reviewed here in 1977.

ian coloratura arias that she
recorded for Angel Records
(DS -37870), chosen as "Best
of the Month" in the July
1982 issue Of STEREO REVIEW.
Reviewing that album, George
Jellinek pronounced Grube-
rova "the reigning queen of
this excitingly acrobatic rep-
ertoire." C.B.

Stig Westerberg knows his business thor-
oughly when it comes to Swedish repertoire,
his orchestra responds with a will, and he is
lucky in having as his vocalists the peerless
Elisabeth Soderstrom and the highly gifted
Gosta Winbergh. I trust this will be only the
first in a long line of Turnabout releases de-
rived from Sweden's Bluebell label. D.H.

C. P. E. BACH: Trio Sonata in D Minor (W.
145); Trio Sonata in E Major (W. 162). J. S.
BACH: Trio Sonata in G Major (BWV
1039). TELEMANN: Trio Sonata in E Mi-
nor. Jean-Pierre Rampal, Maxence Larrieu
(flutes); Motoko Nabeshima (harpsichord).
CBS M 36670, © MT 36670, no list
price.

Performance: Glib
Recording: Sparkling

Even though the compositions are charm-
ing, even though the pearly sound of two
flutes gliding up and down the scale is rav-
ishing, and even though the harpsichord of-
fers a period bite, the monotony of the
sound on this disc becomes cloying and the
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Joshua Rifkin

A Fascinating
Bach B Minor

IT is the rare musicologist who can both
expound a theory in a scholarly article

and illustrate it with a fine performance.
Joshua Rifkin is such a musicologist: his co-
pious notes for his new Nonesuch recording
of the B Minor Mass explain why he be-
lieves that Bach's vocal works were origi-
nally performed with only one singer per
part, and the records show what such a per-
formance is like. Besides the five singers,
there is a small ensemble of early instru-
ments. The result is fascinating. Admitted-
ly, it takes quite an adjustment on the part
of the listener to accept the chamber -like
choral singing that replaces the usual

massed sonorities of a full chorus. Once that
more intimate sound is accepted, however,
there are many rewards. The most obvious,
of course, is the clarity of all the parts, es-
pecially in the many sections of intricate
counterpoint. The dramatic contrast be-
tween the "Crucifixus" and the "Et resur-
rexit" comes off very well, and all the ef-
fects we associate with a large chorus are
achieved perfectly by the smaller forces.
The only difficulty is an occasional lack of
blend. The two sopranos and countertenor
together produce a flat, white sound while
the tenor produces a broad vibrato, and the
contrast is sometimes disturbing.

The arias and duets are especially re-
warding because of the clear articulation by
all the singers and the strong playing of the
obbligato instruments. The period instru-
ments used show Bach's exploitation of un-
usual sonorities in a way that modern in-
struments cannot. The most striking exam-
ple is in the "Quoniam to solus sanctus"
with its obbligato natural horn and two Ba-
roque bassoons, but the combination of
trumpets, timpani, and oboe d'amore is
equally telling. The varied sound palette of-
fers constant delights and is, after the sing-
ing, perhaps the strongest characteristic of
this recording.

Many scholars disagree with Rifki'i's
one -person -per -part approach, and mt ny
musicians may be unhappy with the mu-
sical results. Nonetheless, he deserves full
credit for boldness and courage in organiz-
ing a performance that so clearly illustrates
his theories. This recording is, at the very
least, an interesting one, and Nonesuch has
provided fine sound. -Stoddard Lincoln

J. S. BACH: Mass in B Minor (BWV 232).
Judith Nelson, Julianne Baird (soprano);
Jeffrey Dooley (countertenor); Frank Hoff-
meister (tenor); Jan Opalach (bass); Bach
Ensemble, Joshua Rifkin cond. NONESUCH
0 79036 two discs $23.96, © 79036-4
$23.96.

music seems amorphous. Perhaps if Ram -
pal and Larrieu offered more articulation
and projected the phrase structure more
clearly, and perhaps if a cello were used to
play the bass line, we could hear more of
what the composers had in mind rather
than merely the beautiful ripple of two vir-
tuoso flutes. S.L.

J. S. BACH: Goldberg Variations (see Best
of the Month, page 63)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BEETHOVEN: Fifteen Variations and
Fugue in E -flat Major, Op. 35 ("Eroica");
Piano Sonata No. 7, in D Major, Op. 10,
No. 3. Emil Gilels (piano). DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 0 2532 024 $12.98, © 3302
024 $12.98.

Performance Powerful
Recording: Superb

Beethoven's Eroica Variations require a
pianist with a virtuoso technique to play the

notes, mature musicianship to give them
their expressive due, and a keen intelligence
to make them cohere. Emil Gilels, one of
the rare pianists combining these three
qualities, produces here one of the most
powerful and exciting performances of this
monumental work available today.

The D Major Sonata comes off well too.
Gilels brings out the wit of the outer move-
ments, the tragedy of the slow movement,
and the lyricism of the graceful minuet. But
I must chide Gilels gently for taking a short
appoggiatura in the second theme of the
first movement; ordinarily such a criticism
is merely picky, but in this case the relation-
ship of the thematic material depends on a
long appoggiatura. Still, this is a very excit-
ing record. S.L.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BERLIOZ: Les Nuits d'Ete, Op. 7. Dame
Kiri Te Kanawa (soprano); Orchestre de
Paris, Daniel Barenboim cond. La Mort de
Cleopitre. Jessye Norman (soprano); Or-

chestre de Paris, Daniel Barenboim cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON Ol 2532 047
$12.98, © 3302 047 $12.98.

Performance Excellent
Recording Excellent

Some fifteen years separate these two major
works of Berlioz. Cleopatre, of 1829, is an
extended dramatic cantata, perhaps some-
what overscaled but undeniably powerful.
Les Nuits d'Ete, originally conceived for so-
prano with piano accompaniment over the
years 1834-1841, shows the lyric Berlioz at
the peak of his powers in luminous settings
of poems by Theophile Gautier.

Cleopotre remained unpublished in the
composer's lifetime, but posterity rescued it
with several recordings, all relatively re-
cent. The best of them, Dame Janet Baker's
on Angel (S-36695), is currently unavail-
able, but I can wholeheartedly recommend
DG's beautifully engineered new one.
Jessye Norman brings intensity and a wide
range of vocal colors to this highly charged
scene. Her dramatic involvement more than
compensates for the few instances in which
her sumptuous tones are not under perfect
control.

Gorgeous is the word for Dame Kiri Te
Kanawa's singing of Les Nuits d'Ete. With
a velvety midrange and a free, soaring top,
she invests Gautier's wistful and melan-
choly moods with haunting lyricism. Unlike
some of her recorded predecessors (an illus-
trious list, to be sure), she adheres to the
composer's original choice of keys. Daniel
Barenboim provides sensitive, deferential
orchestral support in the songs and properly
incisive support in Cleopotre. G.J.

BRAHMS: Handel Variations (see REG-
ER )

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 2, in D Major,
Op. 73. Los Angeles Philharmonic Orches-
tra, Carlo Maria Giulini cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 0 2532 014 $12.98, © 3302
014 $12.98.

Performance Individual
Recording Good

The "individual" tag above applies mainly
to Carlo Maria Guilini's conception of the
opening movement of this symphony. In-
stead of the sunlight with passing clouds
suggested by most interpretations of this
music, Guilini gives us clouds with patches
of sunlight, which is a way of saying that his
view is a searchingly romantic one focused
on the darker elements. The pacing is rela-
tively flexible. There is a clear distinction in
tempo between the opening theme group
and the famous lyrical secondary subject,
and the "bridge" between the two is un-
usually intense in utterance and elongated
in pace. The same holds for the great solo -
horn episode that ushers in the reprise of the
principal theme. Observance of the repeat
adds to the bigness of this reading, which
will not be to everyone's taste but is surely
thought -provoking.

Guilini's sensitive handling of the poig-
nant slow movement and the orchestra's re-
sponse in the final pages are for me the
highlights of this performance. With the
scherzo, Allegretto grazioso, the musical
atmosphere undergoes a complete change;
all is crispness, vitality, and precision,
thanks again to marvelous orchestral execu-
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lion as well as the clarity of the recording.
And the high spirits are carried over into
the brilliant finale. The sound throughout is
very full, though it may seem a bit hard to
some ears because of the hall acoustics and
a fairly close microphone setup. D.H.

BRAHMS: Variations on a Theme by Pa-
ganini, Op. 35; Two Rhapsodies, Op. 79;
Three Intermezzos and Rhapsody, Op. 119.
Francois -Rene Duchable (piano). MUSICAL
HERITAGE SOCIETY MHS 4522 $7.75 (plus
$1.60 postage and handling charge from the
Musical Heritage Society, 14 Park Road,
Tinton Falls, N.J. 07724).

Performance. Dramatic
Recording. Excellent

A blurb on the jacket of this record advises
that Francois -Rene Duchable's ambition is
"to accompany singers and to play chamber
music," a modest goal, it would appear, for
a thirty -year -old who has toured as a soloist
since his teens and made several recordings.
This one, originally from Erato, shows him
as possessed of a prodigious technique and a
strong flair for the dramatic. The Op. 79
rhapsodies are really stormy and impas-
sioned here, yet invested with a sense of
sweep that keeps them from becoming over -
weighted or earthbound. The declamation
of the rhapsody in Op. 119 is similarly ef-
fective, but the intensity may be a bit over-
drawn in the intermezzos. Rudolf Serkin is
more persuasive in the Op. 119 pieces (CBS
M 35177), and Claudio Arrau is incompar-
ably eloquent in the Paganini Variations
(Philips 9500 066). But there is solid musi-
cianship underlying the excitement of Du-
chable's performances, and the vividness is
enhanced by excellent sonics. R. F.

BRIDGE: Piano Quintet; Phantasie Trio in
C Minor. Music Group of London. NONE -
SL 71405 $5.98, © 71405-4 $5.98.

Performance Forceful
Recording Very good

Eclipsed by his contemporaries Hoist,
Vaughan Williams, and Delius, and sur-
passed by his pupil Britten, Frank Bridge
(1879-1941) is finally coming into his own.
Judging from the Piano Quintet and the
Phantasie Trio, both from before World
War I, a revival is long overdue. Written in
the international musical language of the
turn of the century (there is nothing English
about it), the music is formally cast on a
grand scale and holds one's attention with
its power and drama. The Music Group of
London delivers splendid performances.
Their sound is beautifully balanced, and the
long lines of Bridge's music are beautifully
sustained. No detail is lost. For anyone un-
familiar with the music of Frank Bridge,
this album is a fine place to begin. S.L.

BRITTEN: Scottish Ballad for Two Pianos
and Orchestra, Op. 26. MARTINU: Con-
certo for Two Pianos and Orchestra. Joshua
Pierce, Dorothy Jonas (pianos); Luxem-
bourg Radio Symphony Orchestra, Ettore
Stratta cond. VARESE SARABANDE 0
VCDM 1000.330 $15.

Performance Good
Recording Orchestra good

Strange as it seems, both of these unusual
works by European composers were written
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Sir Georg Solti

A Superb Bruckner Fourth
SIR GEORG SOLTI'S digitally mastered

London recording of Anton Bruckner's
Fourth, the most approachable of his ma-
ture symphonies, has been available in Eng-
land for well over a year, the performance
having been taped in January 1981 in Chi-
cago's renovated Orchestra Hall. The sonics
are simply superb, as is the playing by the
Chicago Symphony, especially the horn and
brass sections.

In general, readings of the Bruckner
Fourth tend to be either rugged, like Klem-
perer's and Max Rudolph's, or ruminatively
poetic, like Walter's and Jochum's, with
Karajan striking something of a middle
ground. Solti here leans toward the rugged,
though his slow movement is a marvel of

subtle line and exquisitely controlled dy-
namics. The famous "Hunting" scherzo is
every bit as spectacular as one could wish,
and the usually problematic finale is unla-
bored, with tremendous cumulative power
in its mighty unison proclamations and ex-
ultant final pages. In short, we have here
great orchestral playing, splendid sound,
and an ideal reading for those listeners who
like their Bruckner sinewy but with plenty
of bucolic poetry in the right places.

-David Hall

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 4, in E -flat
Major. Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Sir
Georg Solti cond. LONDON O LDR 71038
$12.98, LDR5 71038 $12.98.

in the New World, and within a short time
of each other. Benjamin Britten's Scottish
Ballad was composed in 1941 in California
and premiered in Cincinnati; apparently
Britten and Clifford Curzon performed for
a while as duo -pianists, and this piece was
in their repertoire. It was mostly forgotten
thereafter, and this appears to be its first
recording. It isn't much like the Britten we
know and love but is instead a bit of old-
fashioned exotica, mildly showy, a little too
serious to be much fun.

The Martino is a much more impressive
piece. Bohuslav Martind had a kind of late
flowering in New York City during World
War II, and his Two -Piano Concerto, writ-
ten for the team of Luboschutz and Neme-
noff, is a substantial work. It has the com-
poser's characteristic motoric drive but is
set in a style of impressive, dramatic rest-
lessness. The tumult of the outer move-
ments is separated by a gorgeous slow
movement that is alone worth the revival of

the work. Joshua Pierce and Dorothy Jonas,
the two American pianists here, are more
than equal to its big demands. The orches-
tra is okay, and the digital sound is excel-
lent except that the soloists should have
been given more presence. E.S.

CHERUBINI: Requiem in C Minor. Am-
brosian Singers; Philharmonia Orchestra,
Riccardo Muti cond. ANGEL 0 DS -37789
$12.98, © 4XS-37789 $12.98.

Performance: Polished and rich
Recording Very good

There is drama in this Requiem by Cheru-
bini-he was, after all, a highly successful
opera composer in his time-but it is of an
understated kind. It is a beautiful, dignified
work, free of showy effects, even austere at
times. The sizable orchestra rarely emerges
from its supporting role; lower strings fre-
quently double the vocal lines to give them
more weight and emphasis. The Dies frae

begins with a powerful effect, yet Cherubini
refrained from exploring its theatrical pos-
sibilities the way Berlioz and Verdi were to
do many years later. It is necessary, in fact,
to hear this music in its historical context
(1815), and not with hindsight, to appre-
ciate Cherubini's originality.

Riccardo Muti and his fine chorus and
orchestra provide a most welcome warmth
and lyricism. Known for a sometimes exces-
sive vigor in opera, Muti here offers a sur-
prisingly soft -contoured and reverential
reading of a work he clearly admires. The
inspired decrescendo ending of the Re-
quiem, as the chorus intones a repeated C,
is executed with great sensitivity. G.J.

ELGAR: Symphony No. 2, in E -flat Major,
Op. 63. Halle Orchestra, James Loughran
cond. NONESUCH H-71406 $5.98, © H4-
71406 $5.98.

Performance. Lean and sinewy
Recording Somewhat constricted

The Elgar E -flat Symphony grows on you
over the years, especially if you have had
the opportunity of living with such first-rate
recordings of it as those of Sir Adrian Boult,
who has remained a peerless interpreter of
this music. The elegiac slow movement and
the terrifying scherzo are the high points,
but the opening motive, a leaping third and
a plunging fifth, together with a sinuously
menacing figure incorporating a variant of
the Dies lrae, provides the aural "handles"
that enable one to cope with the sometimes
dense textures of the end movements.

I wish I could say that the Halle Orches-
tra's James Loughran was an interpretive
match for either Boult or Sir George Solti
in this work. There is a strong rhythmic
drive to this reading, but many of the fine
points of accentuation found in Boult's An-
gel disc (S-37218) are lacking here. I sus-
pect that the real problem is the recording
locale, which sounds cramped relative to the
spaciousness of that used for the 1976 Boult
sessions. The audible frequency spectrum is
also less extended; I miss both the bass -
drum transients and overtones in the middle
movements. In a word, stick with Boult's
disc until an equally fine recorded perform-
ance, digitally mastered with extended dy-
namics, can do full justice to this deeply
personal work. D.H.

HABA: The Mother. Oldfich Spisar (ten-
or), Keen; Vlasta Urbanova (soprano), Ma-
rusa; others. Prague National Theater Cho-
rus and Orchestra, Jill Jirout cond. SUPRA-
PHON 1116 3251-2 two discs $19.96 (from
Qualiton Records, Ltd., 39-28 Crescent
Street, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101).

Performance: Extraordinary
Recording: Good

Quarter -tone music has been the bugaboo
of modern composers. If, as Wagner and
Schoenberg proved, the black notes could
be used just as well as the white ones, then
why not the notes in the cracks between?
The traditional Western well -tempered sys-
tem of dividing the octave into twelve equal
parts is, after all, an artificial compromise.
Why not divide the octave some other
way-as is done in various ethnic and non -
Western musics?

Easier said than done. Most microtonal
music simply sounds out of tune to Western
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ears. The problem is not only our poor ears
but the ears and technique of singers and
instrumentalists brought up on and trained
to quite a different way of hearing and mak-
ing music. The most successful Western
microtonal music uses electronic means or
new instruments created especially for the
purpose.

Alois Halm, however, was limited by the
structure of the tradition within which he
worked. A Czech composer born in 1893,
Halm was the principal pioneer of quarter -
tone music in the European modernism of
the earlier part of the century. Although he
developed or altered some instruments, he
mostly depended on conventional forces and
in fact wrote a great deal of music for reg-
ulation tunings. His quarter -tone music is
mentioned in all the books, but very little of
it has ever turned up in the concert hall,
opera house, or recording studio. It is, if
nothing else, too hard and too ungrateful.

Nevertheless, the Czechs, very aware of
their artistic heritage, have kept Haba's
music alive. Not only has The Mother ap-
peared on the Czech stage (apparently in
quite effective productions), but it was also
recorded as far back as 1964. It is that ver-
sion which has only now become available
here, and, whatever its age, it is certainly a
remarkable accomplishment.

The Mother is a curious, improbable, and
highly flawed piece of work. Halm himself
put together its ten little domestic scenes,
which, in spite of some modern and even
feminist overtones, are undramatic and al-
most banal. And if 1 add that the music
sounds like a cross between Janfidek and
Wozzeck, all played and sung peculiarly out
of tune, you will probably clap your hands
over your ears before the stylus hits the vi-
nyl. The writing is, however, extraordinarily
artful and even moving. There is a great
deal of the expressionist, endlessly mean-
dering, tragical wailing that pervades so
much of the inheritance of Wagner and
Mussorgsky-qualities that are exacer-
bated by the quarter -tone writing and not
really characteristic of folk music at all,
even in the saddest, most microtonal East-
ern European forms. Nevertheless, Halm
found some kind of authenticity in this
score. The "out of tuneness" seems not an
artifice or a mistake but something real and
meaningful. Strangely, it works.

I do not expect that The Mother will en-
ter the international repertoire very soon,
but I am grateful to have the chance to hear
it. Just thinking about the performance
problems is enough to give anyone a head-
ache. Better not to think about it-just lis-
ten. This realization is far more than a cu-
riosity; it is natural and moving. E.S.

HAYDN: Piano Concerto in D Major (see
MOZART

LISZT/T('HAIKOVSKY: Concerto in the
Hungarian Style. LISZT: Hungarian Fanta-
sy. SCHUBERT/LISZT: Wanderer Fanta-
sy. Cyprien Katsaris (piano); Philadelphia
Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy cond. ANGEL
0 DS -37888 $12.98, © 4ZS-37888
$12.98.

Performance Glittering
Recording: Excellent

The Concerto in the Hungarian Style, long
attributed to Liszt's pupil Sophie Menter
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Peter Serkin

The Chopin Projects
Dl,RING the past year, London Records

released two more volumes, the sev-
enth and the fifteenth, of the projected fif-
teen volumes of Vladimir Ashkenazy's
monumental series of recordings of virtually
all of Chopin's piano music. They are, re-
spectively, the seventh and eighth volumes
in order of appearance. As if that weren't
complicated enough, the series presents the
music in reverse chronological order-ex-
cept for the etudes, which happened to be
recorded before the others and were re-
leased as Volume One. Volume Seven, then,
is middle Chopin, Chopin at his height: the
most famous sonata and the most famous
polonaise as well as the great C -sharp Mi-
nor Scherzo and a fistful-should 1 say
handful?-of wonderful mazurkas.

I think Ashkenazy is, with Horowitz, one
of the greatest Chopin interpreters today,
and I say this in full cognizance that the
first movement of the Sonata No. 2 here is
highly quirky. I also wish he kept stricter
time in one or two of the mazurkas, which
are, after all, dances. Nevertheless, anyone
who wants to learn something about the
soul of this music had better check out these
performances. They are moving in a way
that reminds us of how fresh, extraordinary,
and original this intense music was-and
still is.

According to the logic of this series, Vol-
ume Fifteen consists of the composer's ear-
liest surviving work, pieces written by Cho-
pin between the ages of eight and sixteen.
He was almost as precocious as Mozart and
Mendelssohn. Not that all these pieces are
masterpieces, far from it. But the Ecos-
saises, a couple of the polonaises (those in D
Minor and G -sharp Minor), and, above all,
the two rondos have long been accepted into
the Chopin canon by pianists who are prob-
ably not aware that they are playing music
by a very young composer.

Ashkenazy takes this early music quite
seriously. These lively, sensitive readings-
culminating in a delicate and luminous per-
formance of the Rondeau a la Mazurka-
evoke the spirit of the early Romantic -peri-
od salons that were to be Chopin's home all
his life. Every trait of his mature music ex-
cept harmonic originality and emotional
depth is to be found here. Beautiful piano
sound, exquisite playing. -Eric Salzman

CHOPIN: Sonata No. 2, in B -flat Minor,
Op. 35; Scherzo No. 3, in C -sharp Minor,
Op. 39; Mazurkas Nos. 26-29, Op. 41, Nos.
1-4; Polonaise No. 3, in A Major, and Po-
lonaise No. 4, in C Minor, Op. 40, Nos. 1
and 2. Vladimir Ashkenazy (piano). LON-
DON CS 7235 $10.98, © CS5 7235 $10.98.

CHOPIN: Variations sur un Air National
Allemand, Op. Posth.; Rondo in C Minor,
Op. 1; Trois Ecossaises, Op. 72. No. 3; Ron-
deau a la Mazurka, Op. 5. Polonaises: D
Minor, Op. 71, No. 1; G Minor. Op. Posth.;
A -flat Major, Op. Posth.; B -flat Major, Op.
Posth.; G -sharp Minor, Op. Posth.; B -Hat
Minor, Op. Posth. Vladimir Ashkenazy (pi-
ano). LONDON CS 7210 $10.98, © CS5
7210 $10.98.

IN an age accustomed to the convenience
I of the complete waltzes, the complete
nocturnes, etc., Peter Serkin has been re-
cording Chopin collections offering the con-
trasts and balances more likely found in ac-
tual recital programs. His latest on RCA is
the third, and it seems to me another w:n-
ner. I can understand how Serkin's ap-
proach to Chopin might not be everyone's
cup of tea, how those with firm traditional
leanings or stereotyped notions might not
respond to it. There is little of the cand:e-
light-and-filigree aura: the music sounds
mellow, mature, sane-and more than a lit-
tle Schubertian here and there. That is rot
to suggest that Serkin has imposed the style
of one composer on the music of another,
but rather that his performances show how
much the two have in common, most nota-
bly a credible intimacy based on solid sub-
stance and straightforward directness.
There are no sweeping gestures here, but
there is no conspicuous understatement ei-
ther. It is all extremely musical, well bal-
anced, and persuasive. Excellent sound and
stimulating annotation. -Richard Freed

CHOPIN: Three Mazurkas, Op. 59; Im-
promptu No. 1, in A -flat Major, Op. 20;
Ballade No. 3, in A -flat Major, Op. 47; Noc-
turne in E -flat Major. Op. 55, No. 2; An-
dante Spianato and Grande Polonaise in E -
flat Major, Op. 22. Peter Serkin (piano).
RCA 0 ARCI-4356 $12.98, © AREI-
4356 $12.98.

and orchestrated for her by Tchaikovsky in
1893, is billed here as "a 'lost' concerto by
Liszt," and the story of how it was deter-
mined that Liszt himself composed it is told
in detail on the jacket of the disc. Intriguing
background stories, however, do not a mas-
terpiece make. Following the standard las-
su-friss pattern with pianistic glitter galore
as a kind of gingerbread decoration, this
one -movement piece falls decidedly into the
"entertainment potboiler" category-good
fun for fans of virtuoso pianism. The Hun-
garian Fantasy, a piano -and -orchestra ex-
pansion of the Hungarian Rhapsody No.
14, offers slightly more musical substance.
In any event, the young pianistic fireball
Cyprien Katsaris has everything in his fleet
fingers to toss this stuff off with the greatest
of ease, and he gets fine assistance from
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia
Orchestra.

There is more substantial musical fare
still on the other side of the disc in Liszt's
effective concerted treatment of the Schu-
bert Wanderer Fantasy. Katsaris's piano
entry seems a bit subdued after Ormandy's
aggressive orchestral introduction, but by
the time they reach the beautiful variations
on Schubert's Der Wanderer, the music
making is of the first order. The finale, with
its virile fugue, is carried off with splendid
panache.

The piano played here by Katsaris is an
instrument developed and hand -made by
Mark Allen of Portland, Oregon. The sonics
throughout are fully adequate to the de-
mands of the music and the undoubted vir-
tuosity of the solo pianist. D.H.

MARTIN(: Concerto for Two Pianos and
Orchestra (see BRITTEN)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 32, in A
Major (K. 488). HAYDN: Piano Concerto in
D Major (Hob. XVIII/11). Steven Lubin
(fortepiano); Mozartian Players, Ransom
Wilson cond. ARABESQUE 0 6510 $9.98, ©
7510 $9.98.

Performance A revelation
Recording. Bright

In most performances of the Mozart piano
concertos, the modern instrument over-
whelms the detailed orchestral writing with
its sheer volume and lush tone. If a fortepi-
ano is used, the modern orchestra, no mat-
ter how scaled down, covers the pianist's
figurations. This recording at last offers the
perfect solution, a fortepiano with a cham-
ber orchestra of period instruments. It is
revelatory. The orchestral balance is su-
perb: the contrast between the woodwinds
and strings is striking, and when the full
band is playing every part is clearly heard.
When the fortepiano joins in, the sonority is
ravishing; the delicate balance is main-
tained, and not a note is lost.

Steven Lubin, a fine musician who knows
both how to turn a phrase and how to pace a
large-scale work, stresses the lyrical aspects
of the music. While this is fine for most of
the Mozart concerto, there are many pas-
sages written for brilliance alone that suffer
from a lack of it. The performance here
would have sparkled more if Lubin had ap-
plied some of the brilliance he reserves for
the cadenzas to the main body of the con -
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certo. But the lyric moments and pathos of
the slow movement certainly compensate
for this in their sensuousness.

The Haydn D Major Concerto, all too of-
ten rendered silly in student performances,
here takes on spacious dimensions and
depths of feeling that force one to take it
seriously. (It is too bad, however, that Lu-
bin strays so far from the Haydn style in his
cadenzas.) Ransom Wilson deserves great
credit for his strong contribution. S.L.

MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro (see
Best of the Month, page 61)

RAVEL: Bolero; Alborada del Gracioso;
Rapsodie Espagnole; La Valse. Montreal

Symphony Orchestra, Charles Dutoit cond.
LONDON 0 LDR 71059 $12.98, © LDR5
71059 $12.98.

Performance: Classy
Recording: Mostly very good

RAVEL: Bolero; TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812
Overture, Op. 49. Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra, Jose Serebrier cond. TIOCH 0
TD 1001 $8.98.

Performance Routine
Recording On the blowsy side

Charles Dutoit is one of the most brilliant
young stylists around when it comes to the
French repertoire, and his new Ravel per-
formances have somewhat more atmo-
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sphere and refinement than those of Eduar-
do Mata in his 1980 RCA sonic spectacular
(ATC1-4096). This may be due in part to
the more reverberant recording locale used
for the Montreal Symphony recording, a
factor that works especially to the advan-
tage of the highly atmospheric Rapsodie
Espagnole, with its fascinating mix of
timbres at the beginning, as well as the ear-
ly pages of Bolero. The latter work is taken
at an even more measured pace than
Mata's, enhancing its ritualistic aura. The
London recording captures the snare -drum
overtones remarkably well.

It is most fascinating to compare Dutoit
with Mata in the Alborada del Gracioso.
Excellent though Dutoit's reading is, the
reverberant locale tends to dilute the all-
important plectral sonorities at the start.
There can be no question that for sonic im-
pact, Mata and RCA win hands down in
this piece and in Bolero. Moreover, while it
is good to have a digital La Valse, I would
opt for less reverberant sound. The am-
bience is fine in the opening pages, and the
rhythmic Ur -pulse that marks the opening
comes across superby, but the last pages
sound muddied.

Routine performance and an excessively
reverberant locale work to the disadvantage
of the Tioch digital recording of Bolero and
the Tchaikovsky 1812. Jose Serebrier is a
gifted and conscientious conductor, and he
deserves better than having to compete with
his more celebrated colleagues in standard
repertoire with a less than international -
class orchestra. D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
REGER: Variations and Fugue on a Theme
by Telemann. BRAHMS: Variations and
Fugue on a Theme by Handel. Jorge Bolet
(piano). LONDON CS 7197 $10.98.

Performance Brilliant but serious
Recording Very good

Max Reger's Telemann Variations and
Fugue are fun-monumental Tun, to be
sure, but fun nonetheless, at least the way
Jorge Bolet plays them. There's no intellec-
tual breast- or bush -beating here. Bolet
plays Reger as if he were Hummel or Mos-
cheles, and I'd almost say he plays the
Brahms that way too, except that you might
get the idea that he isn't serious. These are
serious performances of tremendous stat-
ure, and the virtuosity displayed is not real-
ly showy but just what is needed and no
more.

Being serious doesn't mean you can't be
lighthearted, lyrical, glittering, heart-
breaking, or even a bit flamboyant (where
required). Bolet is all of that, which makes
for a strong and varied performance of the
Brahms and puts the Reger right up there
in the big time. The music is never a strain
to listen to and, in fact, doesn't even sound
all that difficult. Don't be fooled. Bolet
makes it sound easy so he can concentrate
on the business at hand, which is making
music. And he tends to that business very
well indeed. E.S.

SCHUBERT/LISZT:
(see LISZT)

R. STRAUSS: Death
Op. 24; Don Juan, Op.

Wanderer Fantasy

and Transfiguration,
20. Salome: Dance of
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the Seven Veils. Dallas Symphony Orches-
tra, Eduardo Mata cond. RCA 0 ARCI-
4353 $12.98, © ARKI-4353 $12.98.

Performance Efficient to brilliant
Recording. Very fine

As is clear from his series of digitally mas-
tered Ravel recordings for RCA, Eduardo
Mata has made the Dallas Symphony into a
highly proficient, often brilliant ensemble.
The performances here of the two familiar
Richard Strauss tone poems are generally
excellent, but they do not really surpass the
recordings of Szell, Kempe, and Reiner.
Mata truly responds, though, to the dazz-
ling colorations of Salome's dance, and the
result is as outstanding musically as it is

sonically. D H

STRAVINSKY: Petroushka; Three Pieces
for String Quartet. Paul Jacobs, Ursula
Oppens (piano four hands). NONESUCH 0
D-79038 $11.98, © D4-79038 $11.98.

Performance. Scintillating
Recording. Bright

The main item on this disc is not the Three
Movements from Petroushka that Stravin-
sky created as a solo work for Arthur Ru-
binstein, but the entire ballet in a four -hand
reduction by the composer. Paul Jacobs, in
his annotation, asks the obvious question:

.. why a recording of a work so indelibly
imprinted on the public's mind as a riot of
orchestral color in a monochromatic piano
transcription?" I'm not sure his written an-
swer to that question is all that convincing,
but his scintillating performance with Ursu-
la Oppens simply demolishes skepticism.
The familiar orchestral colors are so effec-
tively evoked that one wonders whether it is
just because we are so familiar with Pe-
troushka that hearing the music in any me-
dium would put those colors in the mind's
ear or because the coloring exists indepen-
dent of the medium. (The piano is not quite
the only sound heard: Oppens, playing se -
condo, is called upon to strike a triangle and
drop a tambourine during the perform-
ance.) An entire psychoacoustical congress
might be devoted to exploring these possi-
bilities. The point, however, is that this is a
surprisingly rich listening experience.

Stravinsky's own arrangement of the
Three Pieces for String Quartet comes off
less convincingly, probably because Pe-
troushka was conceived at the piano in
pianistic terms, while the Three Pieces,
though also composed at the piano, were
surely conceived in terms of string sonori-
ties. Still, it's an appropriate enough filler,
and the sound is big and bright. R.F.

TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture (see RA-
VEL)

TELEMANN: Trio Sonata in E Minor (see
C. P. E. BACH)

ZEMLINSKY: Lyric Symphony. Julia Va-
rady (soprano); Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
(baritone); Berlin Philharmonic, Lorin
Maazel cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ao

2532 021 $12.98.

Performance. Unpolished but powerful
Recording. Excellent

Alexander Zemlinsky is a name in the his-
tory books: disciple of Mahler, Schoen -

berg's father-in-law and principal teacher,
an important conductor and leading figure
of the Second Viennese School, composer of
a number of major works, including this
Lyric Symphony, which inspired (and is
quoted in ;l Berg's Lyric Suite. Like so many
others of his generation, Zemlinsky was a
refugee from the Nazis; he died, virtually
forgotten by the world, in this country in
1942.

Now the once -famous Lyric Symphony
has been revived by, of all people, an Amer-
ican conductor named Lorin Maazel. It
turns out to be "lyric" in a literal sense: it is
a cycle of love poems by Rabindranath Ta-
gore set for baritone and soprano in an in-
tricate and varied symphonic web-some-

thing in the line of Das Lied von der Erde
and Schoenberg's Gurrelieder. Written in
1922, it uses every technique of the post -
Wagnerian period from exoticism and
Mahleriana right up to the edge of
Schoenbergian atonal expressionism, the
whole put together with tremendous tech-
nique, artistic integrity, intensity of feeling
and thought, and a great deal of imagina-
tion. If all these virtues, as well as largeness
of purpose, were enough, this would be one
of the great masterpieces of the century. As
it is, it comes c:ose. Alas, Zemlinsky over-
reached bimser, and the work does not
quite achieve that sense of individuality and
unity out of diversity that one finds in, say,
Mahler or early Schoenberg. Yet the Lyric
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Jean Martina?!

The DG Collector's Series
Wall a successful mid -price reissue se-

ries (originally called "Privilege,"
subsequently renamed "Resonance") al-
ready in circulation, Deutsche Grammo-
phon has now introduced another series of
reissues costing only a dollar less than its
full -price line. The point of the new "Col-
lector's Series" is the restoration of "rarely
recorded repertoire," exemplified by the
only recording ever issued of Hindemith's
opera Cardillac and apparently the only
one of Liszt's Hungarian Coronation Mass.
This is the sort of material that is notorious-
ly short-lived in the active catalog because
it never sells as well as another Schehera-
zade or Pat hetique or Beethoven symphony
cycle, and it is always heartening to see a
record company bring rare titles back into
circulation under its own initiative.

The new series is not a "historical" proj-
ect: all the recordings are stereophonic,
those in the initial release spanning the pe-
riod from 1960 to 1973. The earliest item is
Igor Markevitch's sensitive and brilliant
performance of the Suite No. 2 from Rous-
sel's ballet Bacchus et Ariane. Jean Marti -
non's French recording of both Bacchus
suites is still current, but no other recording
of this stunning counterpart to Ravel's
Daphnis et Chloe is listed in the current
Schwann. DG's coupling is a side drawn
from two other discs: Satie's Parade and
Milhaud's Carnaval d'Aix in handsome
performances under Louis Fremaux, with
Claude Helifer as piano soloist in the Mil-
haud. Both titles are available elsewhere,
but these versions are quite competitive.

All the other items are rereleases of the
originals. Most of the music is of twentieth-
century origin (even the one piece by Saint-
Saens was composed as late as 1919), and
much of it is French. All the cover art is
new, however, and there is new annotation
as well. Hindemith is the only German com-
poser represented. It is good to have his
Cardillac available again; it is an intriguing
work, and both the performance and the re-
cording do it honor. While there is a very
helpful new essay by Dieter Rexroth, no li-
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bretto is provided, an unacceptable omis-
sion in the case of so totally unfamiliar a
work-or, for that matter, any opera re-
cording selling at ten dollars a disc.

Perhaps the most valuable single release
is the disc pairing the Piano Concerto and
Violin Concerto of Arnold Schoenberg, the
only current versions of each of these works.
Zvi Zeitlin has been the Violin Concerto's
most conspicuous champion in the last
twenty years; it was fitting that this work
should be his first recording. Alfred Brendel
recorded the Piano Concerto earlier on Vox,
but his remake for DG has the advantage of
a superior orchestral contribution under
Rafael Kubelik as well as superior sound.

The Hungarian Coronation Mass is prob-
ably the most immediately attractive of all
of Liszt's sacred works. It has the charac-
teristic excitement and sweep of his sym-
phonic poems and more than a touch of pa-
triotic fervor. Janos Ferencsik and his asso-
ciates give it a powerful and convincing per-
formance, and the 1961 recording hardly
shows its age. This could, I suspect, be a
"sleeper" in its second lease on life.

Not one of Honegger's symphonies was
listed in Schwann at the time Herbert von
Karajan's impressive coupling of Nos. 2 and
3 was restored in the Collector's Series,
though these two and No. 5 may still be
available in Serge Baudo's performances
with the Czech Philharmonic on Supraphon
imports. Personally, I prefer Baudo's read-
ings, which strike me as more idiomatic, but
there is no denying the intensity of Kara-
jan's approach, the brilliance of his Berlin-
ers' playing, or the richer sound of DG's
more recent recording (1973). These high-
powered presentations are probably just
what this music needs to get it enough at-
tention to enter the so-called standard
repertoire.

Claudio Abbado's similarly brilliant Berg
package is almost as welcome as Karajan's
Honegger. Although all the titles are avail-
able elsewhere, I don't think the Three
Pieces or the Altenberg Lieder have been
done by anyone else as compellingly as they

are here-and what a handy alternative to
Boulez's CBS recording of the same two
works. Jean Martinon's Lab collection may
be the least adventurous item in this release,
but it offers gorgeous accounts of each of
the three scores, reflecting the conductor's
genuine affection for the music.

Of the concerted pieces for harp played
by Nicanor Zabaleta, with Martinon again
conducting, the Saint -Satins is the only one
otherwise available, and that only in an ar-
rangement in which the orchestra is re-
placed by a second harp. All three pieces
are worthwhile, the Ginastera most of all
perhaps, but Germaine Tailleferre's Con-
certino is a gem also-too bad it is here the
victim of one of those unfortunate "sand-
wich" arrangements. -Richard Freed

BERG: Lulu, Suite; Three Pieces for Or-
chestra, Op. 6; Altenberg Lieder, Op. 4.
Margaret Price (soprano, in Lulu and
songs); London Symphony Orchestra,
Claudio Abbado cond. DG COLLECTOR'S
SERIES 2543 804 $9.98.

GINASTERA: Harp Concerto. SAINT-
SAENS: Morceau de Concert in G Major,
Op. 154. TAILLEFERRE: Concertino for
Harp and Orchestra. Nicanor Zabaleta
(harp); Orchestre National de I'ORTF,
Jean Martinon cond. DG COLLECTORS SE-
RIES 2543 806 $9.98.

HINDEMITH: Cardillac, Op. 39. Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau (baritone), Cardillac;
Leonore Kirschstein (soprano), Daughter;
Elisabeth Soderstrom (soprano), Lady;
Donald Grobe (tenor), Officer; Karl Chris-
tian Kohn (bass), Gold Dealer; Eberhard
Katz (tenor), Cavalier; Willi Nett (bari-
tone), Chief of Police. Cologne Radio Cho-
rus; Cologne Radio Symphony Orchestra,
Joseph Keilberth cond. DG COLLECTOR'S
SERIES 2721 246 two discs $19.96.

HONEGGER: Symphony No. 2; Symphonie
Liturgique (No. 3). Berlin Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Herbert von Karajan cond. DG
COLLECTOR'S SERIES 2543 805 $9.98.

LALO: Namouna, Suites Nos. 1 and 2;
Valse de la Cigarette; Rapsodie Norvegi-
enne. Orchestre National de I'ORTF, Jean
Martinon cond. DG COLLECTOR'S SERIES
2543 803 $9.98.

LISZT: Hungarian Coronation Mass. hen
Szecsody (soprano); Magda Tiszay (alto);
Jozsef Simandi (tenor); Andras Farago
(bass); Chorus and Orchestra of the Coro-
nation Church, Budapest, Janos Ferencsik
cond. DG COLLECTOR'S SERIES 2543 802
$9.98.

ROUSSEL: Bacchus et Ariane, Suite No. 2.
Lamoureux Orchestra, Igor Markevitch
cond. SATIE: Parade. MILHAUD: Le Car -
naval d'Aix. Claude Helffer (piano, in Mil-
haud); Monte Carlo National Opera Or-
chestra, Louis Frimaux cond. DG COLLEC-
TORS SERIES 2543 807 $9.98.

SCHOENBERG: Violin Concerto, Op. 36;
Piano Concerto, Op. 42. Zvi Zeitlin (violin);
Alfred Brendel (piano); Bavarian Radio
Symphony Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik cond.
DG COLLECTOR'S SERIES 2543 801 $9.98.
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Symphony is not merely admirable but en-
joyable to listen to.

The vocal performances here are both su-
perb, and Maazel's conducting is impres-
sive. The orchestral playing of this difficult
and unfamiliar score is somewhat less than
polished-as is only too well revealed by the
excellent digital recording-but the sense
and shape of the work come through power-
fully. Here is a forgotten major work that
must be put near the top of the post -Ro-
mantic charts. E.S.

COLLECTIONS

PLACIDO DOMINGO: Viva Domingo.
Verdi: Rigoletto: Questa o quells; La don-
na e mobile; Quartet (with Ileana Cotrubas,
Elena Obraztsova, and Piero Cappuccilli).
La Traviata: Libiamo ne' lieti calici (with
Ileana Cotrubas); De' miei bollenti spiriti.
Macbeth: Ah. la paterna mano. Massenet:
Werther. 0 nature pleine de grace. Bizet:
Carmen: Flower Song. Puccini: La Fanciul-
la del West: Ch'ella mi creda. Wagner: Die
Meistersinger: Morgenlich leuchtend (with
Catarina Ligendza, Dietrich Fischer-Dies-
kau, and Peter Lagger). Lars: Granada.
Placido Domingo (tenor); various orches-
tras and conductors. DEUTSCHE GRAMMO-
PHON 2531 369 $10.98, © 3301 369
$10.98.

Performance: Vital
Recording Good

How can you go wrong with a record like
this? The selections are sure-fire hits, the
recorded sound is sumptuous, and Placido
Domingo is an exciting artist. Some of the
arias here (Werther, Carmen, Macbeth)
show him at his very best, some (La Travia-
ta) below his usual form, but nowhere is he
anything but first-class, and surely no other
tenor today can match his wide-ranging
command of the literature.

All of these arias are excerpted from
complete recordings, and at times the edit-
ing shows. This particular collection seems
to have been put together with the tenor's
TV fans, not seasoned operagoers, in mind.
How else can one explain a sequence in
which two French opera excerpts separate
the selections from Rigoletto and, to
heighten the absurdity, the Quartet and
"La donna a mobile" are placed in reverse
order? To guarantee the satisfaction of that
public, a supercharged Granada has been
added with deafening sound. G.J.

MICHAEL MURRAY: Encores I Is
Franesise. L. Couperin: Chaconne in G Mi-
nor. Dupre: Carillon, Op. 27, No. 4; Mu-
sette, Op. 51. Gigout: Scherzo. Franck:
Piece HeroNue. Widor: Symphony No. 5:
Toccata. J. S. Bach: Cantata No. 29: Sin-
fonia. Vierne: Symphony No I: Finale.
Lemmens: Fanfare. Michael Murray (or-
gan). TELARC 0 DG -11069 $14.95.

Performance: Showy
Recording: Sumptuous

Michael Murray makes no bones about the
purpose of this album: to display the glories
of the "wondrous machine" built by the
Aeolian -Skinner Organ Company in 1949-
1950 under the direction of G. Donald Har-
rison and housed in Boston's Symphony
Hall. And what could show it off better
than the colorful brilliance of nineteenth-

century French organ music? Using every
stop and combination thereof (and the vari-
ety is staggering), Murray wallows joyfully
in the chestnuts of the period. This record is
a lot of fun. S.L.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
JESSYE NORMAN: Sacred Songs. Gou-
nod: Saint Cecilia Mass: Sanctus. 0 Divine
Redeemer. Schubert: Ave Maria. Franck:
Panis Angelicus. Adams: The Holy City.
MacGimsey: Sweet Little Jesus Boy. Yon:
Gesii Bambino. Trad.: Amazing Grace; Let
Us Break Bread Together; I Wonder as I
Wander; Greensleeves. Jessye Norman (so-
prano); Ambrosian Singers; Christopher

Bowers -Broadbent (organ); Royal Philhar-
monic Orchestra, Sir Alexander Gibson
cond. PHILIPS 13 6514 151 $12.98, © 7337
151 $12.98.

Performance Lustrous -sounding
Recording: Excellent

Although thesz titles are certainly well
known, the selections are not easily found
on records and hardly ever in such settings.
Jessye Norman brings to them unfailing
beauty of tone and true emotional involve-
ment. There are a few tiny lapses in pitch,
but, surprisingly, the unaccompanied Sweet
Little Jesus Boy is flawless in this respect.
The choral and orchestral arrangements are
tasteful, the recording sumptuous. G.J.
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RECORDINGS
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Popular musk

AccoRDING to an apparently
true story, John Cougar,

the American rocker who has
been described as "the Yahoo
Bruce Springsteen," was half-
way through a concert near
San Francisco recently when
he felt something hit him. The
projectile turned out to be an
old leather jacket with the in-
signia of a motorcycle gang on
the back. Cougar took it back-
stage with him after the show
and found a note in the pocket
that read, "I was fired from
my job today and wrecked my
Harley on the way home. It's
been one of the worst days of

flews Brief/

my life. I want you to have
this jacket because you're the
first person I could believe in
since the crash."

Moved and curious, Cougar
asked a roadie to seek out the
note's author and soon found
himself face to face with a six -
and -a -half -foot biker. "What
did you mean by 'the crash'?"
asked Cougar. Replied the
biker, "You're the first person
who's been able to make me
happy since Ronnie Van Zant
and Lynyrd Skynyrd went
down in their plane." Cougar
says that the jacket will be on
his next album cover. S.S.

WELL, I'm not a Mets fan,
so I hadn't been to

New York's Shea Stadium
since 1967, when I took in The
Batman Show (featuring
Adam West) and the Young
Rascals. But on a rainy night
last fall, I traveled out to the
Queens arena to catch the
farewell appearance of Eng-
lish rock legends The Who.
Talk about mixed emotions.
Now, understand, this band
has meant a great deal to me
over the years. I have all the
original Decca singles and all
the bootlegs, I have sat

through The Kids Are Alright
more times than I can count,
and I have seen the group at
least once on every tour
they've done since their 1966
American debut at a Murray
the K. Christmas show.

As much as it pains me to
admit it, though, on the basis
of what I saw this time I think
they are wise to pack it in. Oh,
they were never less than ex-
cellent. One of the eternal sur-
prises of every Who show is
just how brilliantly they play
and perform (Kenney Jones,
for the record, acquitted him-

0

sell more than respectably in
the slot once occupied by the
inimitable Keith Moon). And
there was not a rote moment
in the entire evening, which is
fairly astonishing when you
consider they've been per-
forming some of these tunes
for nearly twenty years. In
terms of energy and commit-
ment, they're still a match for
any band in the world, includ-
ing their heirs apparent, the
Clash, who opened for them.

But recent material made
up the bulk of the show, and,
to put it bluntly, the new
songs stopped things cold. It
was sad to see what was once
"The World's Most Fabulous
Group" (their own, deserved,
billing) so obviously past their
creative prime. Oddly, the
band only really caught fire
during the encore, which in-
cluded a classic demolition job
on the Beatles' / Saw Her
Standing There. For a few
brief moments, while they
flailed away as if possessed,
they sounded as they must
have at the Marquee Club
during the heyday of Mod,
and they were simply thrill-
ing. Mostly, though, the 1982
Who concert was a triumph of
professionalism rather than
inspiration. I had a good time,
but the nearly 100,000 kids
who filled the stadium were
considerably more enthusias-
tic. I prefer my memories.

S.S.

THOSE of you familiar with
the clean-cut John Boy of

TV's The Walton may have
some difficulty recognizing
that role's creator, actor Rich-
ard Thomas, in the bearded,
bespectacled character pic-
tured below. Thomas portrays
country music star Hank Wil-
liams, Jr., in the made -for -TV
film Living Proof. Based on
the Williams autobiography
with the same title, the movie
depicts the chaotic life of the
famous son of the legendary
Hank Williams.

Included is the incident that
turned the younger Williams's
life around, a near -fatal fall
from a mountain in 1975 that
broke the bones in his head
and destroyed his face. The
singer is now rehabilitated
and more successful than ever,
with ten albums on the coun-
try charts simultaneously in
1982 and his latest, "High
Notes" (Elektra/Curb El -
60100), topping them all at
this writing.

And who provides the vo-
cals for Living Proof? Thom-
as himself gamely tackles
some of the early Williams
material, and rumor has it he
does a fairly credible job. Wil-
liams provides the more sub-
stantial later vocals for Thom-
as's lip-synched performance
scenes. Thomas also acted as
executive producer for Living
Proof, which will be aired on
NBC in February. P.W.

Richard Thomas (left) and Hank Williams, Jr. (right)
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AFTER the Go-Go's had two
platinum albums of songs

they wrote ("Beauty and the
Beat" was the first album by
an all -girl band ever to hit No.
1 on the charts) and a couple
of hit singles, you'd think that
other singers would be batter-
ing down their doors for mate-
rial. But that is not the case.
Two conspicuous exceptions
have been, not surprisingly,
other female rockers.

Bette Midler, of all people,
requested a song from Go-
Go's guitarist Charlotte Caf-
fey and recently dropped in on
her at home, where she found
Charlotte at work in front of a
four -track tape recorder. "So
this is where it all happens,"
said Bette. "Actually, it
doesn't," replied Charlotte,
who confessed that she wrote
the melody for the song ear-
marked for Bette "in a deli."

Go-Go's bassist Kathy Val-
entine, meanwhile, has been
songwriting in her spare time
with country -punk singer Car-
lene Carter (a.k.a. Mrs. Nick
Lowe). "We send tapes back
and forth from L.A. to Lon-
don," said Kathy. Carlene has
been working on demos of the
collaboration with former Da-
vid Bowie producer Tony Vis-
conti for probable inclusion on
her next album. S.S.

SAY what you will about the
music of A&M Records'

multi -platinum artists Super -
tramp, their albums have al-
ways been state-of-the-art
sonic showpieces. So it isn't a
big surprise (to me, at least)
that their forthcoming eighth
album, "Famous Last
Words," is due to be released,
simultaneously with the disc,
on a BASF chromium -dioxide
cassette. But the list price of
the high-grade tape will be the
same price as the disc, $8.98,
which is an industry first in
this country. The rationale be-
hind this unusual move is not
hard to figure out: economics.
According to A& M president
Gil Friesen, "If a consumer
can buy a high -quality prere-
corded tape at no additional
cost, he'll have one less reason
to tape at home." And, adds
the group's John Helliwel,
"By raising the quality of our
own cassettes, we can also
help raise industry awareness
of the benefits of better prere-
corded tapes." As a consumer
who has been burned-re-
cently-by some prerecorded
cassettes that sound as if they
were duplicated on a waffle
iron, I can only add: it's about
time somebody did something.
Dare we anticipate a trend in
the making? S.S.

H\IS ARE BACK DEPA Ri-
M ENT: New Wave singer

l.ene Lorieh sports what looks
like the latest in fashion, a hat
designed to hide your Sony
Walkman earphones and pro-
vide a place to hang your um-
brella as well. Actually, Lene
is costumed here for her star -

Disc and Tape Reviews

ring role in the "operini"
Mata Hari, which ran at the
Lyric Studio in London late in
1982. Lovich's latest album is
"No Man's Land" on Stiff/
Epic, and it features her play-
ing trumpet and saxophones
as well as providing those eer-
ie vocals. P.W.

BY CHRIS ALBERTSON  NOEI. COPPAGE  PHYL GARLAND  MARK PEEL
PETER REILLY  STEVE SIMELS  JOEL VANCE

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
ABC: The Lexicon of Love. ABC (vocals
and instrumentals); other musicians. Show
Me; Poison Arrow: Many Happy Returns;
Valentine's Day; Date Stamp; All of My
Heart; and four others. MERCURY SR M-1-
4059 $8.98, © MCR4-1-4059 $8.98.

Performance A labor of love
Recording: Lovingly engineered

What do you do after the candlelit dinner at
Lutece, the Teuscher chocolates, the long -

Explanation of symbols:
e = eight -track stereo cartridge
© = stereo cassette

= digital -master recording
0 = direct -to -disc

CEI = CX-encoded

Monophonic recordings are indicated
by the symbol

The first listing is the one reviewed;
other formats, if available, follow it.

stemmed American Beauties, and the night
spent dancing 'til dawn at Regine's finds
you alone out on the sidewalk? Slunk miser-
ably at the curb in your tails with nothing to
show but flat feet, a flat wallet, and a hang-
over? Well, you could go home, pour your-
self a drink, light up a Gitane, and put on
"The Lexicon of Love." At least you'd have
company.

The latest romantic export from Britain
is a sophisticate's tour of haut heartbreak
complete with poison -tipped arrows from
Cupid's bow, goodbyes by streetlamp in the
rain, and a hundred unanswered questions.
ABC's lavish brand of pop -soul carries all
the hallmarks of the current British move-
ment: a stroboscopic disco beat, twangy,
high-strung bass, chunking, tinny rhythm
guitar, and staccato brass. To this familiar
recipe ABC adds several twists of its own-
dramatic strings, occasional Baby -Love
back-up vocals, and some dazzling word-
play that really is a lexicon of love.

The verbal pyrotechnics are delivered by
the group's leader, Martin Fry, a self -ad-
mitted dilettante (are all British bands led
by non -musicians these days, or am I imag-
ining things?) with an unerring instinct for

the grand gesture, the big entrance, the bot-
tomless sigh. It's a style that owes more to
Donna Summer than to Motown, really.
For all its facile wit and lush, sensual ar-
rangements, ABC is hard to identify with.
Hard for me, anyway. Their message is for
those who see the tragic face of romance in
spilled champagne and a long, lonely limou-
sine ride. Those of us who've found it's more
like being up to your elbows in dishwater
while your loved one sits with a six-pack
watching Family Feud will have to look
elsewhere for consolation. M.P.

THE BOOMTOWN RATS: V Deep. The
Boomtown Rats (vocals and instrumentals);
other musicians. Never in a Million Years;
The Bitter End; Talking in Code: He
Watches It All; A Storm Breaks; Charmed
Lives: and five others. COLUMBIA FC
38195. © FCT 38195, no list price.

Performance Overdressed
Recording: Showy

Hot air rises, my elementary-school science
teacher always assured me, and, that being
the case, I'm a bit surprised this record
didn't float off my turntable. Which is a
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Marshall
Chapman:
Grown -Up

Rock

FOLK artist Artie Traum says Rounder
records are made of compressed bean

sprouts and tofu. Don't know about that,
but the music on them does seem more or-
ganic than that on the major labels, and
moving to Rounder for "Take It On Home"
seems to have improved Marshall Chap -
man's taste. It's her first album where she
gets on with making music rather than try-
ing to prove something extramusical-for
instance, that she's a hard rocker, that she
has a right to sing the blues, etc. Here she
just does it, and she does it, as McCartney
says, "good." The thing rocks, when it
rocks, with a spontaneity that wasn't there
before, and it provides a calm enough envi-
ronment for nuance when that is what is
called for.

Chapman is also both more playful and
more contemplative in her writing and sing-
ing here than she was in the past. She sings
with a minimum of inhibitions, but this
time it doesn't seem like an act. She also
seems more emotionally committed to her
songs than in previous performances.

And the material is uniformly good. The
songs neither try for earth -shattering reve-
lations nor exhort us to forget everything
and boogie our lives away. They deal with
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moods, feelings, pleasures, and problems
that people actually have: how everyone is
busy when you're down and out, how a gui-
tar can sometimes seem like your best
friend, the frustration of dealing with a
heavy boozer, even-although Chapman
wouldn't phrase it this way-the essential
aloneness of the individual. And each piece
is arranged according to its own needs (Gui-
tar Song, for example, is mainly acoustic),
which not only allows for more variety and
texture than we're used to but makes for a
curiously-and welcome-adult approach
to rock. They say growing up gracefully is
hard to do, but Marshall Chapman does
some of it here before our very ears.

-Noel Coppage

MARSHALL CHAPMAN: Take It On
Home. Marshall Chapman (vocals, guitar);
Kyle Tullis (bass); Billy West (drums);
Fred Williamson Jr. (guitar); other musi-
cians. Dizzy Dizzy Dizzy; Take It Like a
Man; The Island Song; The Perfect Part-
ner; Booze in Your Blood; Pick Up the
Tempo; Midnight Chauffeur; To Be Alone
with You; The Girl Can't Stand to Lose;
Guitar Song. ROUNDER 3069 $8.98, © C
3069 $8.98.

smarty -pants way of saying that "V Deep,"
the latest bit of overproduced piffle from
the once entertaining Boomtown Rats, is as
flimsy in content as anything I've heard in
the Eighties (admittedly not exactly the
Golden Age of Pop Music). There's a little
bit of almost everything here-cabaret
blues, pseudo -Spector Wall of Sound, dub
reggae, psychedelic surf music-but the
dominant style is a glitzy appropriation of
Talking Heads' recent Africanisms, and
none of it suggests that the Rats have any-
thing on their minds beyond appearing tren-
dy. It's sad; once these guys were a terrific

r -&-b pop band. Haunt the bargain bins for
their first two albums. S.S.

PAUL BRADY: Hard Station. Paul Brady
(vocals, guitar, keyboards, percussion); in-
strumental accompaniment. Busted Loose;
Night Hunting Time; Hard Station; Crazy
Dreams; and four others. 21 RECORDS TI -
1 -9001 $8.98, © CT -1-900I $8.98.

Performance. Promising
Recording: Good

This Irish -made album adds materially to
my hope that we are actually seeing the re-

turn of the songwriter who contemplates
something besides his own glands. Ameri-
can and Canadian folkies and neo-folkies
have already shown that it's possible, and
Paul Brady applies an updated soft -rock
format to observations on other parts of
himself and the outside world. He writes
pretty well too, although at this point his
writing, singing, and back-up all seem to
carry a synthesis of influences that may be
a little too apparent. Jackson Browne and
Bruce Cockburn can be heard in his writ-
ing, Van Morrison in his phrasing, and Al
Stewart in his instrumentation.

Still, there's a fair amount of originality
here, particularly in the song Nothing But
the Same Old Story, an impressionistic but
powerful treatment of the way an Irishman
feels about going to work in London. Bra-
dy's lyrics not only deal with real subjects
but are well constructed and set to real
tunes. Give his style a little more time to
jell, and we may have something. Give us a
few more troubadours with his attitude and
native ability, and we may yet turn the
Eighties around. N.C.

ED BRUCE: I Write It Down. Ed Bruce
(vocals); James Garner (vocal, on Bret
Maverick); instrumental accompaniment.
My First Taste of Texas; Ever, Never
Lovin' You; Somebody's Crying; The Song-
writer (I Write It Down); Mamas, Don't Let
Your Babies Grow Up to Be Cowboys;
Theme from "Bret Maverick"; and four
others. MCA MCA -5323 $7.98, 0
MCAC-5323 $7.98.

Performance His best yet
Recording: Good

Ed Bruce is almost as good as James Garner
(Bret Maverick) says he is. Bruce is not a
terribly original songwriter, but he is a
good, steady one, and he has a baritone that
can rattle your loose change. With the
blow-dried boys working country music
over left and right, it's nice to have a guy
who's craggy and understands the value of
simplicity. He builds real-though not very
new-sounding-tunes, and his words deal
with real things. If you aren't bothered by a
tempo that doesn't change much from song
to song, you'll like this warm, richly tex-
tured album. N.C.

GEORGE BURNS: Young at Heart. George
Burns (vocals); vocal and instrumental ac-
companiment. Young at Heart; Kids; As
Time Goes By; The Old Fashioned Way;
You're Nobody 'Til Somebody Loves You;
and five others. MERCURY SRM-1-4061
$8.98, @ MCR4-1-4061 $8.98, ® MC8-1-
4061 $8.98.

Performance A bore
Recording: Good

George Burns is a very funny man. Part of
what has always made him a funny man,
and which has always been written into his
act, is his (supposed) conviction that he's
actually a red-hot singer. His first album
exploited this delusion admirably and hilar-
iously. His second album found him taking
himself a lot more seriously, and it wasn't
very good. This album, his third, is a tire-
some bore. He growls through such things
as Hearts (Are for When You Want to Love
Someone), a piece of infantile prattle, and
the classic kitsch of As Time Goes By with
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all the warm, cozy wisdom of one of those
insufferable "grandpas" who used to infest
B movies in the Fifties. Say goodnight to
recording, George, and give us all a break.

P.R.

CAPTAIN BEEFHEART & THE MAGIC
BAND: Ice Cream for Crow (see Best of the
Month, page 64)

KIM CARNES: Voyeur. Kim Carnes (vo-
cals); Waddy Wachtel (guitar); Craig
Krampf (drums); Bill Cuomo (synthesiz-
ers); other musicians. Voyeur; Looker; Say
You Don't Know Me; Undertow; Mere
Man; The Arrangement; and four others.
EMI AMERICA SO -17078 $8.98, 4X0-
17078 $8.98.

Performance Style uber alles
Recording: Good

Kim Carnes is a stylist, and more than a
little arch; this album seems fresh and inter-
esting at first, but it pretends to have more
depth than it has. For example, you would
think a song called Breakin' Away from
Sanity would be heavy enough for anybody,
but all it actually divulges is that the her-
oine is bored with her old man; "sanity"
turns out to be a cute, laundromat-chat-lev-
el way of saying "convention" or "routine."
The title song seems confused about just
what a "voyeur" is, as if it were written for
people who never bother to look anything
up. Everything here is unsatisfying for that
or a related reason. As a vocalist, Carnes
has two or three devices, mostly inflection -
based, that she overworks mercilessly, and
the back-up, though civilized and musical,
subordinates too many good pickers to a
synthesizer programmer's trip. Taken to-
gether, it all suggests that feelings are going
to be kept in their place, and I don't think
Carnes and company have given them a
prominent enough one. N.C.

EARL THOMAS CONLEY: Somewhere
Between Right and Wrong. Earl Thomas
Conley (vocals, guitar); instrumental ac-
companiment. Heavenly Bodies; Don't Get
Along Without the Blues; This Ain't No
Way to Be; The Highway Home; We've Got
All Night; Bottled Up Blues; and four oth-
ers. RCA AHLI-4348 $8.98, AHKI-
4348 $8.98, OO ANSI -4348 $8.98.

Performance Bright future indicated
Recording Very good

A few years ago Nashville watchers
thought they saw the day of the country
singer -songwriter about to dawn. If it did, it
was cloudy; Lacy J. Dalton, Gail Davies,
Rodney Crowell, and a few others have
shown up, but there's no sign of a real
bumper crop. The quality has been good,
though, if not the quantity, and Earl Thom-
as Conley looks like another ray of hope.
His lyrics so far don't do as much as they
could, but his songs are soulful and tuneful,
and, unlike the soft -rock singers who did de-
scend upon country music in near -horde
numbers, he sings with real punch and real
feeling. He sounds a little as if he's imitat-
ing George Jones, but that's not so terrible
at this stage; Merle Haggard at first
sounded as if he were imitating Lefty Fri-
zell, and Jones himself at first imitated ev-
erybody. Conley also appears to borrow
phrasings from Ray Charles. That's not so
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Michael McDonald

On Making Tunes
ONE thing I find perplexing, if not

inexplicable, is the great number of
professionally written songs that are tune-
less. I don't mean derivative or lacking in
originality; I mean meandering, flat, aim-
less, not capable of being sung, able only to
be chanted. I've concluded that, where the
construction of tunes is concerned, it's bet-
ter to sound unoriginal than to sound lost.
It's better to have a derivative tune than no
tune at all. Indeed, in pop music, the
"schlock of recognition," as Rust Hills calls
it, will work in your favor in communicating
with the general public. I have at hand new
solo albums by two gents who stepped out of
Southern California groups, and they al-
most seem designed to illustrate that
point.

In "I Can't Stand Still" on Asylum, Don
Henley, singer -drummer of the (at the mo-
ment erstwhile) Eagles, presents a batch of
tunes as derivative as Milton Berle's jokes.
At times you may think you've absent-
mindedly put "Hotel California" on the
turntable, but at least the tunes move the
songs from point A to point B. The shortest
distance between two points, of course, is a
straight line, but that's not what you want
in melodies. If it were, Michael McDonald,
the Doobie Brothers vocalist -keyboard
player soloing with "If That's What It
Takes" on Warner Bros., would have a sat-
isfying album, for he strings notes out on
flat planes like birds on a wire. Either that
or he rambles; in That's Why. written with
Randy Goodrum, he sounds like a not par-
ticularly talented four -year -old making up
the "tune" as he goes along.

The difference in tunefulness makes the
Henley album easier to take, though both
singers have vocal problems when it comes
to carrying off a whole album. While
McDonald has a distinctive sound, he
doesn't sound quite natural; a human voice
just doesn't sound like that without a little
artifice or affectation imposed on it. At

times McDonald reminds me of the way
Ron Ziegler used to talk to the press from
the back of his throat. This can bother lis-
teners because they sense that the singer is
putting something between them and where
he's really coming from, as we used to sa".
Henley's problem, in contrast, is that h:s
voice seems capable of expressing only me-
ancholy, which worked better in an Eagles
album where Glenn Frey and others took
some of the vocals and expressed other
emotions.

McDonald comes off as having more
class than Henley, but class alone doesn't
get the job done; there's also subject matter.
McDonald's lyrics may be a little better
crafted than Henley's, but McDonald's
songs are almost all about "romance." Her-
ley's subjects include romance, but they
also include lamentations over why Johnny
Can't Read (Henley blames television, like
everybody else), why people seem to dote on
other people's Dirty Laundry, why we tend
to divide the world up into Them and Us. It
is refreshing to hear a song about Some-
thing Else once in a while.

AL, in all, though, these albums are
probably similar in more ways than they are
different. Parts of both sound less like solo
than group efforts; parts of McDonald's
sound like the Doobies, and parts of Hen-
ley's sound like the Eagles. Both, believe it
or not, could use more action from the in-
struments-a strange thing to say in this
age of rampant overproduction-but only
in Henley's case could you say that some
cuts are underprocluced. Two of his best
songs, Talking to the Moon and Dirty
Laundry, have more holes than they need.
The first, a slow, pretty song, could use
some seamless instrument, probably a

woodwind, weaving behind the vocals. The
second, an up -tempo blues -structured piece,
definitely needs a harmonica. McDonald's
holes are there not because there aren't

Don Henley

enough instruments but because there isn't
enough tune for the instrumentalists to
work with. He does have one good tune
which he wrote all by himself and applied to
I Can Let Go Now, but even there the styl-
ized vocals tend to undercut it.

After listening to hundreds of records
over the years, I suspect that songwriters in-
fluence each other to be tuneless. A fair
amount of tuneless stuff sells-including a
cut from McDonald's album, I Keep For-
gettin' (Every Time You're Near), that's
getting mucho air play as this is written-so
that's a factor. Also, the fashions of recent
years, such as punk and New Wave, miti-
gate against tunefulness. And then there's
the computer study, some ten years ago,
that supposedly found that all the possible
combinations of notes to make "new" tunes
will be exhausted pretty soon. I don't know
what the long-term answer to that is, but,
for the time being, I say again, better un-
original tunes than no tunes at all.

-Noel Coppage

DON HENLEY: I Can't Stand Still. Don
Henley (vocals, drums); Danny Kortchmar
(guitar); Bob Glaub (bass); Jeff Porcaro
(drums); other musicians. I Can't Stand
Still; You Better Hang Up; Long Way
Home; Nobody's Business; Talking to the
Moon; Dirty Laundry; Johnny Can't Read;
Them and Us; La Eile; Lilah; The Un-
clouded Day. ASYLUM EI-60048 $8.98, ®
E4-60048 $8.98.

MICHAEL McDONALD: If That's What
It Takes. Michael McDonald (vocals, key-
boards); Steve Gadd (drums); Willie
Weeks (bass); Steve Lukather (guitar); oth-
er musicians. Playin' by the Rules; I Keep
Forgettin'; Love Lies; I Gotta Try; I Can
Let Go Now; That's Why; If That's What It
Takes; No Such Luck; Losin' End; Believe
In It. WARNER BROS. 1-23703 $8.98, ©
4-23703 $8.98.
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terrible either. Conley is still developing his
own voice, both as a writer and a singer, and
this album shows that he's got some pretty
good raw material to work with. Keep your
eye on this guy. N.C.

JOSIE COTTON: Convertible Music. Josie
Cotton (vocals); instrumental accompani-
ment. Johnny, Are You Queer?; So Close;
Waitin' for Your Love; Tell Him; Bye Bye
Baby; Systematic Way; and five others.
ELEKTRA 60140-1 $8.98, © E4-60140
$8.98.

Performance. Josie, are you kidding?
Recording Good

Bobby and Larson Paine, who produced and
arranged this album for Josie Cotton, also
wrote her most famous song, Johnny, Are
You Queer? It's a real gasper about a teeny-
bopper who is harboring dark suspicions
about the virility of a boy she's anxious to
seduce, while he just wants to dance with
his friends. Finally she confronts him with
her question. She never does get a straight
answer, so to speak, but she wails on
through three or four more choruses. Cot-
ton puts all this nonsense across with just
the right punky alarm, and the song itself
has a certain raffish charm-none of which
can be said about anything else on this al-
bum. The rest is just a boring attempt to
send up Fifties -style pop, which was fairly
boring to begin with. P.R.

PETER FRAMPTON: The Art of Control.
Peter Frampton (guitar, vocals); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. I Read the
News; Sleepwalk; An Eye for an Eye;
Heart in the Fire; Don't Think About Me;
and four others. A&M SP -4905 $8.98, ©
CS -4905 $8.98, 0 TP-4905 $8.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

Ten years ago Peter Frampton left Humble
Pie to go solo; his commercial success
peaked five years later when he was dubbed
a post -teen idol. Since then his stock has
gone down considerably, and he's now try-
ing to work his way back up out of obscuri-
ty. He aims to stay in business. His strategy
is to present himself as a serious young -
adult rocker. He is still handsome and still a
fluent guitarist with a style somewhere be-
tween heavy-metal and pop chromium. His
material is typically bloodless, full of pos-
turing and cliches, but that's what the mar-
ket demands. The sound here is boiler -plate
produced and engineered by Eddie Kramer.
Buried in the self-conscious muck is one
simple, effective song at the end of side two
called Barbara's Vacation, about a girl los-
ing her mind. Forget the rest. J.V.

ROBERT GORDON: Too Fast to Live, Too
Young to Die. Robert Gordon (vocals); vo-
cal and instrumental accompaniment. Red
Hot; The Way I Walk; Sea Cruise; Black
Slacks; Rock Billy Boogie; Fire; and six
others. RCA AFLI-4380 $8.98, © AFK I-
4380 $8.98.

Performance: Entertaining
Recording: Mostly fine

Robert Gordon may be "Too Fast to Live,
Too Young to Die," but not, apparently,
"Too Young to Be Dropped by His Label."
This album was his last for RCA, and it's
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actually a "Greatest Hits" collection. Sur-
prise, surprise-it's not as shoddy a job as
you might expect. Sure, the version of
Bruce Springsteen's Fire is not the vastly
superior single remix that would have been
included had anybody connected with the
project given it more than ten minutes'
thought. Still, between the two excellent
and previously unreleased Marshall Cren-
shaw tunes (Wasting My Time and Some-
thing's Gonna Happen), a hot live version of
Black Slacks, and a reasonable selection of
stuff from Gordon's earlier LP's, this does
give a fair picture of his approach to rocka-
billy, which seems to have more head than
heart. Genre revivals are a tricky business.
Gordon was perhaps doomed to be dis-
missed as a novelty act, but he's made con-
sistently entertaining music, and a lot of it
is on this record. Worth a listen. S.S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
GWEN GUTHRIE. Gwen Guthrie (vo-
cals); instrumental accompaniment. Peek -
a -Boo; Getting Hot; Your Turn to Burn;
Dance Fever; Is This Love?: God Don't Like
Ugly; and two others. ISLAND 90004-1
$8.98, © CS -90004-1 $8.98.

Performance Versatile and exciting
Recording. Very good

Here's a "new" vocalist who really isn't all
that new. She has been singing back-up for
years for everyone from Ray Charles, Ro-
berta Flack, and Stephanie Mills to Carly
Simon, Mick Jagger, and Peter Tosh.
That's certainly a diverse crowd. Now, like
Luther Vandross, with whom she sang two
duets on Quincy Jones's "Sounds . . .

And Stuff Like That," Gwen Guthrie has
stepped out of the background to claim the
spotlight. She has every right to do so, for
she sings with robust energy and sassy styl-
ishness, and she has the sort of strong vocal
equipment that enables her to do almost
anything she wants to do.

Guthrie chooses to do quite a bit on this
impressive debut album. She carries Dance
Fever, one of the best tracks here, to almost
hypnotic peaks of excitement and adapts
equally well to the cooler, lighter sounds of

reggae on Bob Marley's Is This Love? She
also sings her own God Don't Like Ugly,
which was recorded by Roberta Flack, a
tough act to follow. Gwen Guthrie has
enough talent to follow just about anyone if
she continues to operate on the high level
displayed here. P.G.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
MERLE HAGGARD AND GEORGE
JONES: A Taste of Yesterday's Wine.
Merle Haggard, George Jones (vocals);
Dave Kirby (guitar); Pig Robbins (piano);
Weldon Myrick (pedal steel); Terry
McMillan (harmonica); other musicians.
Yesterday's Wine; After I Sing All My
Songs: The Brothers; C. C. Waterback; Sil-
ver Eagle; Must've Been Drunk; and four
others. EPIC FE 38203, © FET 38203, no
list price.

Performance: Vintage
Recording: Good

George Jones likes to record with other
people, and vice versa. It seems to loosen
him up-sometimes to the point where the
result is more of a goof than a "real" album.
Not this time. He's hooked up here with
somebody who's as big a country -music leg-
end as he is, maybe bigger. You know the
vocals are going to be good, and you'll find
out, if you didn't know already, that the
spirit of the late Lefty Frizzell sort of hovers
over both Jones and Merle Haggard. They
also sound more alike than you might have
suspected. Jones is more spectacular, hit-
ting some knee -bending low notes in a cou-
ple of tunes cast low enough that Haggard
can hit the high notes, but then Jones is
more spectacular than almost anybody else
in country, pop, jazz, whatever.

The mostly new material turns out to be
good enough, hitting some fine peaks in
Mobile Bay (Magnolia Blossoms), by Cur-
ly Putnam and Dave Kirby, and Silver Ea-
gle, by Freddy Powers and Gary Church.
And, besides a couple of Hag's songs,
there's one Jones wrote about himself, No
Show Jones, that sort of underscores hew
relaxed these sessions were. The back-up is
honest country. The production, by Billy

Sherrill, is uncluttered and unfussy, which
was all these guys needed. N.C.

AL KOOPER: Championship Wrestling. Al
Kooper (vocals, guitar, keyboards); other
musicians. I Wish You Would; Snowblind;
The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter; Finders
Keepers; Bandstand; and four others. CO-
LUMBIA FC 38137, © FCT 38137, no list
price.

Performance Good
Recording: Good

Al Kooper has been in the rock business for
so long and his accomplishments are so con-
siderable that he doesn't need to make new
records. He does so occasionally just for the
exercise. His casual attitude is evident on
this harum-scarum date with guest vocalists
Mickey Thomas, Valerie Carter, and Ricky
Washington. Kooper himself sings on two
tracks, but he seems to have been more in-
terested in displaying his talents at arrang-
ing and playing. The album amounts to a
retrospective of Kooper's career as a pop
songwriter, member of the Blues Project,
instigator and producer of the first Blood,
Sweat & Tears album, and general Wun-
derkind. It's a road show in a studio, enter-
taining but hardly novel. J.V.

ROBBIE PATTON: Orders from Head-
quarters. Robbie Patton (vocals); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. Louise; Vic-
tim of Your Love: Smiling Islands; Feel the
Flow; It's Your Heart; Look Away; and
four others. ATLANTIC 80006-I $8.98, ©
CS -80006-1 $8.98.

Performance Spotty
Recording: Very Good

This is singer -songwriter Robbie Patton's
second album, his first on the Atlantic la-
bel. He has written songs with Fleetwood
Mac members Christine McVie (who also
co -produced Patton's first album) and
Stevie Nicks. The two assist with vocals
here, McVie on Look Away and Nicks on
Smiling Islands.

Not surprisingly, Patton wrote or co -
wrote all the songs on this disc, some of
which are pretty good examples of the oh -
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 STEREO SPREAD  CHROMATIC OCTAVE
 STANDARD "A"  GUITAR TUNING TONES

TM final step
Start getting the most out of your stereo system.
Make the SRT14-A your next record purchase. Just
complete the coupon and mail it along with your
remittance . . today!

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER
ItCHARGE ORDERS-for your convenience

PHONE TOLL FREE 800-345-8112
In PA only 800-622-2444

CASH: mail your order along with your name, address.
and remittance in the amount of $9.95 ($11.95 outside
U S.A.) Residents of CA, CO, CT, DC, FL. IL, MA. MI. MO,
NJ, NY STATE. OH. SC. TN, and VT add applicable sales
tax.

CHARGE your American Express, Visa, Master Charge.
or Diners Club Account Mail your order with your name,
address. credit card #, and expiration date (Master
Charge customers include 4 -digit Interbank # above
your name). Be sure to include your signature
ORDER FROM. TEST RECORD. Dept. 30013. PO. Box

Pratt Station, B'klyn, N Y 11205.



poor -me genre. Victim of Your Love has an
interesting premise-a girl delighting in the
pain of romance-but the other songs are
thin on thought and thick with cant. Louise,
Lonely Nights, and the title tune get by on
their arrangements, but the rest are soggy.

J. V.

THE PRODUCERS: You Make the Heat.
The Producers (vocals and instrumentals).
Back to Basics; Dear John; Operation;
Breakaway; Chinatown; and four others.
PORTRAIT AL 38060, © ART 38060, no list
price.

Performance Very good
Recording: Very good

A most accomplished band, the Producers
have a rich sense of invention and coloration
for their arrangements. The lead vocals are
an integral part of the ensemble sound, and
the harmony back-up is as tightly packed as
a subway train at rush hour. With all that
going for them, there's only one area where
the band lacks strength, and that's song -
writing. The material isn't bad by any
means, but it's not up to par with the
group's vocal and instrumental achieve-
ments, so the album doesn't work as a
whole. By the middle of the first side it's
obvious the band is biting off less than it
can chew.

There are two terrific cuts, though, that
make the album memorable. One is She
Sheila, a captivating mood piece with a
"raindrop" introductory figure, and the
other is Back to Basics, which uses an odd-

ball tonal progression for the vocal and fea-
tures beautifully understated but very dra-
matic drumming-rim shots on the snare
played close to the offbeat. Classy. J.V.

MIKE RUTHERFORD: Acting Very
Strange. Mike Rutherford (vocals, guitars,
bass, keyboards); instrumental accompani-
ment. A Day to Remember; Hideaway;
Halfway There; and five others. ATLANTIC
80015-1 $8.98, 0 CS -80015-1 $8.98.

Performance: Lazy
Recording Very good

Mike Rutherford, the bassist for Genesis,
spends all his time on this album indulging
in the oogum boogum that has made Gene-
sis successful in the (shudder) "art rock"
field. There are sepulchral vocals, and the
sidemen try to create an ominous atmo-
sphere, but it all sounds like a tea-party pro-
duction of Dracula in which no one both-
ered to learn his lines. The only cut that's
vaguely entertaining is Couldn't Get Ar-
rested. Not worth the money. J. V.

SANTANA: Shango.Carlos Santana (gui-
tar, vocals); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. The Nile; Hold On; Night Hunt-
ing Time; Body Surfing; Nowhere to Run;
and six others. COLUMBIA FC 38122, ©
FCT 38122, 0 FCA 38122, no list price.

Performance. Very good
Recording Good

Except for Carlos Santana's unmistakably
lean, searing guitar lines, "Shango" sounds

mostly like forty minutes of commercial -
free FM-a smattering of r -&-b, some
Latin jazz, a little AOR heavy-metal, all of
it unadventurous, anonymous, and forgetta-
ble. Of course, Santana's guitar is here,
along with a truly outstanding rhythm sec-
tion, to inject some muscle into rather limp
material. Although his playing slips once or
twice into hackneyed, whiny sustained notes
that border on self -parody, Santana gener-
ally plays with the assurance and imagina-
tion that keep him at the top of the jazz
popularity polls year in and year out. If it
were simply a matter of chops, Santana
would produce nothing but great albums.
But he also writes. Here he's contributed a
song celebrating body surfing as a way of
life, a love song with such lines as "Please
come with me to a place of ecstasy," and
two songs that dabble in false, trumped-up
myth elements, sort of like those fantasy
theme parks. The effect is to obscure the
one or two good tunes, such as Junior Walk-
er's What Does It Take, and the fine per-
formances as well. M.P.

PHIL SEYMOUR: 2. Phil Seymour (vo-
cals, guitar); instrumental accompaniment.
Love Receiver; Surrender; Talk to Me; Suf-
fering; Dancing a Dream; and five others.
BOARDWALK NBI-33252 $8.98, © NWT -
33252 $8.98, 0 NWA-33252 $8.98.

Performance Good
Recording Good

I like Phil Seymour's straightforward brand
of adolescent rock. Though it's not as clum-
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Audio Spot Starter 10 pc. outfit
Kenwood KR810 - 20 watts per channel
Fisher DS 126 -3 way -8 in woofer
Technics SLB20 - semi automatic ben drive
w/Ortofon cartridge, yr/ styli cleaner
w/magnifying glass, w/disc cleaner
plus speaker wire - $399 00

Audio Spot Pro 10 pc. outfit
Technics SA222 - 30 watts per channel
AR 48S -3 way 10 in woofer
Dual 607 - direct drive semi aut
w/Ortofon cartridge. wrstyli cleaner
yr/magnifying glass. w/disc cleaner
phis Sennheiser headphones
yr/speaker wire - $649 00

Audio Spot Wealthy 10 pc. outfit
Sherwood 9600 - 60 watts per channel
Avid 232 -3 way - 10 in woofer. 3 way
Dual 627 - fully automatic direct drive
w/Ortofon cartridge. wzstyii cleaner
w/magnifying glass, w disc cleaner
plus Sennheiser headphones yespeaker wire-
$849 00

RECEIVERS

JVC RK10 143 00 Sansui 23000 259 00
RK20 182 00 25000 317 95
RX40 228 00 27000 515 95

C RX60 292 00
RX80 369 00 Kenwood

29000 614 95
KR 810 Call

Pioneer SX7 349 95 KR 820 for
SX6 204 95 KR 830 Prices
SX5 154 95 KR 850
SX4 124 95 Sony STRVX6 419 95

U) Technics SA104 127 95
SA203 146 95

STRVX5 339 00
STRVX4 284 95

SA206 163 95 STRVX33 208 95
3> SA222 182 95 STRVX22 170 95

XI SA424 266 95

TURNTABLES

co
JVC PL2 76 95

PL4 89 95
LAIO 69 95
LA31 99 95

Pioneer

L F4I 116 95 PL5 99 95
OLA51 144 95 PL 7 119 95

PL8 139 95
Dual 1258-55 -Call PLL800 279 95

1268-55 - For
607-55 -Low

6270-55 - Price

D

For Information
call 854-8989
For orders
call Toll Free
1-800-847-4226
VISA
MASTERCHARGE

TURNTABLES

GO VISA

Sharp
Technics SLB20 69 95 Portable

SLB30 84 95
SLD20 99 95
SLD30 115 00 Sharp
SL5 132 95 Cassette
SL7 249 95 Decks RT 10

SL020 136.95 R112
Sansui PD2OS 110 95 RT20C

P030S 132 95 Sharp T V 5011
PL4OS 169 95 13F20
PL5OS 229 95 13F40

JVC

Pioneer

Technics

KENWOOD  PHASE LINEAR

GF8
GP 7,0
GF52E2

CASSETTE DECKS
KDD1O 109.95 Teac V-33
KDD20 122 95 V -44C
KDD30 139 95 V -66C
KDD40 182 95 V -70C
KDD50 209 95 V-80
KDD55 239 95 V4RX
CT9R 429 95 V2RX
CT8R 379 95 Akai CFS12
CT7R 249 95 GFS1'
CT6R 189 95 GXF21

CTSR 139 95 GFX31
RSM20E 109 95 GFX51
RSM21E 122 95 GFX71
RSM22' 127 95 Sony TFX33
RSM22E 136 95 TCFX44
RSM25` 238 95 TCFX20
RSM22EX169 95

129 00
49 95
99 95

79 95
99 95

129 95
329 00
269 95
339 95

140 00
16000
18000
245 00
265 00
280 00
345 00
129 95
149 95
169 95
199 95
239 95
299 95
122 95
139 95
142 95

VIDEO EQUIPMENT
Panasonic P'1275 465 00 Sony

P'5500 869 95 Atari
P.1775 869 95 Mattel

JVC H47300 579 95 Intellwision
H47650 899 95
H42650 979 95

VIDEOTAPES
TDK T 20
Full 'I 20
Maxell T 20
Panasonic T 20

SL5000 549 00
CX2600 132 00

221 95

HEADPHONES
10 95 Sennheiser
10 69
10 95
10 95

AUDIO CASSETTE -
Min. 10 pc.

TDK
TDK
Maxell
TDK
BASF
BASF Proll
TDK
Full Metal

A390
S.*C90
U)XLII
Di0
CIO
CIO
SAX C90
C'0

1 99
2 29
2 85
1 29
I 25
2 29
3 69
399

WALLA MANS
Sony V441

VVMII
VOA III

Tostiba K-131
ICS3

59 95
82 95
94 95
85 95
69 95

external speakers
for Walkman- 12 95

Headphones P 9 Koss 15 95

400
414
420
424
430
222
11040

Koss HVXLC
HVX
HV1IC
HVIA
Pro4X
K6LC
KSP

AKG K40
K41
K130
K141
K240
K340

25 95
44 95
48 95
63 95
69 95
66 95
23 95
45 50
39 70
35 95
29 95
49 50
24 95
22 95
23 00
32 00
39 00
60 00
76 00

156 00

I ACCESSORIES
discwasher 9 95
Stanton styli cleaner 6.95
Allsop tape cleaner 9 95
Allsop disc cleaner 15 95

Cartridges by Shure. Stanton
and ADC-call for best prices

Instrunons To )rtler by mai send certified check or money order
only Personal creek will cause a delay Shipping charge is min
4 95

All merchandise resh brand rew factory guaranteed Prices sublect
to change withoet notice Quantity limited

Brand new merchandise
Factory sealed
Factory warranty
4908 16th Avenue
Erooklyn, NY 11204
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The Great Jarrett Debate
THE release of a solo concert recording by

Keith Jarrett invariably renews the
Great Jarrett Debate. Is he the original ge-
nius his devoted followers claim, or is he
merely an exceptionally gifted stylist? A vi-
sionary or a self-indulgent pretender?
"Concerts," a three -record set of live per-
formances Bregenz and Munich, seems
almost to crystallize this debate. It captures
Jarrett's unique performance style both at
its pinnacle and at its most flawed. In what
is most often described as "spontaneous
composition." Jarrett simply sits down at
the piano with no preconceived notion of
what he will play and begins to improvise.
His "compositions" are bourd by no formal
structure. As he plays, he seems pos-
sessed-crouching at the piano. twisting his
head and body, and groaning in the ecstasy
of creation. Few if any other artists today
allow themselves this degree of intimacy
with their instruments.

At his best, there is little to rival a Keith
Jarrett solo performance for excitement,
pure emotion, and approachable intelli-
gence. The f rst disc in the new set, the Bre-

genz concert, does show him at his best. His
playing is unusually concise and focused.
The two-part Bregenz solo begins with a
gently swinging melody that is then devel-
oped through some lighthearted rhythmic
variations to a jubilant resolution. There
follows a brief exploratory passage during
which Jarrett maintains an air of expectan-
cy through a series of false cadences built
around a shifting tonal center. This inter-
lude gives way to the core of the piece, an
extended rhapsody of breathtaking power.
In the past, Jarrett has taken flights into
modernism that have led to comparisons
with Bartok, but I don't think Fe's ever be-
fore sustained this kind of furious invention,
or rhythmic and harmonic complexity,
quite as impressively and consistently as he
does here. From the final third of the first
side through the end of Bregenz, Part 11.
roughly halfway through the second side,
the ideas just tumble out in a seamless pat-
tern. The disc concludes with two shorter
pieces: one is an untitled essay in simplicity,
with a strong rhythmic insistence; the other,
Heartland, is an introspective piece that

gradually turns outward, concluding as a
fervent anthem. Together they make a
charming, unaffected finale to a brilliant
performance.

If Bregenz is the pinnacle of Jarrett's art,
the two remaining discs, from a Munich
concert, show what can go wrong when Jar-
rett's muse deserts him, leaving him with
only his intensity and his technique. Though
no less impassioned or virtuosic, Jarrett's
playing here is largely devoid of substance.
The four-part, three -and -a -half -side piece
called Miinchen begins tentatively, and, ex-
cept for two clipped moments-once when a
pounding prelude -like phrase erupts and
later when a simple march emerges-it is
little more than a wandering display of dex-
terity. Nonetheless, Jarrett manages to
keep his listeners' attention through the
hypnotic power of his left hand, which
seems to find a rhythmic life of its own. The
culmination of the MUnchen solo comes
when, in a burst of fervor, Jarrett moves
from the keyboard to the guts of the piano,
rapping on the inside walls and plucking the
high strings while stamping his feet and
moaning uncontrollably. The audience's re-
sponse is equally visceral-they actually
erupt into applause, not once but twice, an
act of real courage considering how Jarrett
feels about such outbursts.

As Jarrett himself likes to point out, his
stark confrontations with spontaneity have
their risks: what if he gets up to play and
nothing comes out? Despite his vast re-
sources, there are long passages here when
little of interest happens, when Jarrett is ob-
viously groping around the keyboard for an
idea. Too often, the idea his imagination
throws out has very little to do with what
went before. This shows the essential flaw
in Jarrett's approach, for composition is as
much a process of rejection, of casting off
what doesn't belong, as it is of creation. Jar-
rett's solos are the raw material of music-
admittedly very fine, and often very com-
pelling, raw material, but raw nonetheless.
While one might argue that he permits us a
rare, intimate glimpse of the creative proc-
ess, this too is incomplete. We see the pain
of creation, but not the equally painful act
of selection and reshaping.

"Concerts" is available in two formats: a
three -record set of both the Bregenz and
Munich concerts, which I would recom-
mend only to fans who love Keith Jarrett
warts and all (or who won't admit there are
any warts), and a single disc containing just
the Bregenz performances, which is one of
the finest solo albums Jarrett has ever made
and a must for music lovers of all stripes.

-Mark Peel

KEITH JARRETT: Concerts. Keith Jarrett
(piano). Bregenz, May 28, 1981-Parts I
and II; Untitled; Heartland; Miinchen.
June 2. 1981-Parts I, II, III, and IV; Mon
Coeur Est Rouge; Heartland. ECM 0
ECM -3-1227-9 three discs $20.98, © 3E5-
1227 $20.98.

KEITH JARRETT: Concert. Keith Jarrett
(piano). Bregenz. May 28. 1981, Parts I
and II; Untitled; Heartland. ECM 0 ECM -
1 -1228 $9.98, © M5E-1228 $9.98.
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sy as punk, it's hardly subtle and, like most
songs of teenage lust, it's utterly humorless.
But Seymour's band plays as if it means
business, and his vocals are cocky. Don't Let
Daddy Find Out, written by Terry Mace,
Ralph Hammer, and Debbie Wright, would
make an interesting companion piece to Ra-
chel Sweet's Tonight. Ricky. Seymour's
own material isn't of that caliber, but Tom
Petty's Surrender and Dancing a Dream by
Robert and Paul Cowsill (remember the
Cowsills?) are effective. There's also some
good guitar work on Suffering, but I'm un-
able to name the player, since no less than
seven guitarists, Seymour included, played
on these sessions. This music is kid stuff,
but, to paraphrase Pete Townshend, these
kids are all right. J.V.

GEORGE THOROGOOD & THE DE-
STROYERS: Bad to the Bone. George
Thorogood (vocals, guitar); the Destroyers
(vocals and instrumentals); Ian Stewart
(keyboards). Back to Wentzville: It's a Sin;
New Boogie Chillun; Blue Highway; As the
Years Go Passing By; Wanted Man; and

four others. EMI/AmEeicA ST -17076
$8.98, © 4XT-17076 $8.98, 0 8XT- I 7076
$8.98.

Performance: Boneless
Recording Good

George Thorogood is two generations
younger than the black musicians who in-
spire him, and, while I'm glad he's introduc-
ing vital music to a new audience, his inter-
pretations of it are mostly shallow and loud.
Thorogood is the nominal author of Back to
Wentzville and Bad to the Bone, but the
former is loaded with references to Chuck
Berry's song titles and guitar style, and the
latter is a rewrite of Hoochie Coochie Man,
made famous by Muddy Waters. As the
Years Go Passing By is an Albert King tri-
umph; Thorogood's version is embarrass-
ingly pale. Berry's No Particular Place to
Go is given a standard bar -band treatment.
The Isely Brothers' Nobody but Me and
Jimmy Reed's It's a Sin are virtually
unrecognizable here, and John Lee Hook-
er's New Boogie Chillun is a flop. The only
cut on which Thorogood seems comfortable
is Wanted Man, a typically plodding Bob
Dylan dud. Thorogood's early albums were
fun, but this one's not. J.V.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
TONIO K.: La Bomba. Tonio K. (vocals,
guitar); vocal and instrumental accompani-
ment. Fools Talk; Politician; The New
Dark Ages; La Bomba; Mars Needs Wom-
en. CAPITAL EP MLP-15004 $5.98.

Performance: Apocalypse nu?
Recording: Excellent

must confess to a lack of objectivity where
the work of Tonio K. is concerned. Long-
time readers, in fact, will recall that I de-
clared each of his two previous efforts the
Greatest Album Ever Recorded. Can't say
that about "La Bomba," though, since it
contains only five songs, but I will allow
that it's the greatest EP since the Rolling
Stones' "Five by Five."

Tonio K. continues here his scathing
chronicle of human frailty, and he is

backed, as usual, by a blistering combo
whose music is so intelligent and kinetic

that it might almost succeed in giving
heavy-metal a good name. I'm particularly
taken with the title track, an inspired re-
working of the Fifties chestnut by Ritchie
Valens in which Valens's ghost stalks the
land equipped with a tactical nuke. But all
of these songs-including a cover of
Cream's Politician, its pointedness restored
by recent events-struck me as either fall -
on -the -floor hilarious, genuinely thought -
provoking, or both. They all rock like mad
too. It's inspiring stuff, and I recommend it
highly, especially to those who think that
the Clash has a patent on Social Commen-
tary mated with the Big Beat. S.S.

VANGELIS: To the Unknown Man.
Vangelis (synthesizers). To the Unknown
Man; Aries; Bacchanale; Albedo; and four
others. RCA AFLI-4397 $8.98, AFK I -
4397 $8.98.

Performance Good
Recording Very good

Vangelis hit the big, big time with his
theme for Chariots of Fire, one of the finest
British films of recent years. The album
was the first soundtrack to hit No. 1 on the
pop charts since Saturday Night Fever and
Grease in 1978. In contrast to many other
synthesizer virtuosos, Vangelis is able to
present a melody and then to develop it
without getting lost in synthesizer tech-
niques. It is Vangelis' very real composing
ability that sets him apart from his contem-
poraries. But it is this very same ability that
seems limited by the synthesizer's lack of
tonal depth. Mini -tone poems like Pulstar
and Bacchanale deserve better treatment
than the electronic whine the synthesizer
imparts to almost everything. P.R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
CRIS WILLIAMSON: Blue Rider. Cris
Williamson (vocals, piano, organ, guitar);
Tret Fure (guitar, keyboards); Diane Lind-
say (bass); Cam Davis (drums); other musi-
cians. Blue Rider; Lodestar; Peter Pan;
Night Patrol; Like an Island Rising; Levia-
than; and four others. OLIVIA LF 931 $7.

Performance. Very good
Recording: A bit thick

Cris Williamson sometimes trips over the
difference between lyrics and poetry, but
she does everything else quite well and de-
serves a place just behind Claudia Schmidt
in the new folkie chase, which means at the
front of the pack. "Blue Rider" is rife with
well-built tunes, clear, unstrained, natural -
sounding vocals, and sensible, unobtrusive
back-up (now and then an electric guitar,
now and then a cello). The lyrics are occa-
sionally disappointing in that they some-
times try to be "poetic" when being
straightforward would be better. Even so, I
applaud Williamson's determination to get
something beyond "I love you, baby" into
every song.

Lucille has the kind of street -corner tune
and beat that forces a more down-to-earth
lyric approach, and Like an Island Rising is

the kind of love song in which the lyric
ought to be poetic, so they come off as the
best songs all around. But I like something
about all the others too. I recommend "Blue
Rider," particularly to those who'd rather
be talked to than hollered at. N.C.

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
TECHNICS Direct Drive
Turntable (list S150) $ 77.00
ONKYD TA -2010 3 -Head Accu-bias
Liassere Deck (list 5470) $219.00
SONY 12" Color P/ (list S500) $279.00
HITACHI Straight Tonearm
Semi -Automatic Turntable (list S100). $ 59.00
TIM SA90 Audio Tape (list S5.00) S 2.29
CUMIN VEGA 12" 3 way
Loudspeakers (list S280 ea.) ea. $139.00
FAMOUS BRAND Video Tape
T-120 or L750 S 7.99

BLAUPUNKT CR 2010 CALL OR WRITE

DIRECT FREE -PORT
PRICING VIA"THE
SOURCE"
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llnternational
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745 Alexander Rd., Princeton, NJ 08540

609-452-7500
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800-221-0974
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SANSUi Z 5000
SONY STR 2033
ONE 00 211-11
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f 129

CALL
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CALL
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TECHNiCSRS M 2557 6236
KAI GA FYI _ 5195
AIWA 019.W9110 CALL
ONAVO TA.20SS_ CALL
SONY TC-F199 $215

EAC 0.9509. 4399
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BASF PROICSO See

TOK SA.XC,10 Bo. Ir 1114
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XELL UD.XL II C-10 Real, 134
NA xELL 110.91. RS C.10_90. I, 144

EQUALIZERS
AOC 55.30 $249
ADC S520 1199
AUDIO CONING.. CAM 11/9
SANSUISe CALL

TURNTABLES
TECHNICS SL DLS $126
TECHNICSSL D30 S99
DUAL CS 6270 556
SONY PS Lee
PIONEER PL
DUAL CS See 1,01

CARTRIDGES
SHURE VIS V LLL
SHURE v15 IV
SHURE SHINE
liNCREIIINGSSY 3000
P ICKERING ISY 4000
P ICKERiNi, 5000

190
S411

564
361

590

PERSONAL STEREO
PANASONIC. 1050 SIT'
APRA HS,IO2 _ Sue
SONY 5115.30W 151
SONY WIAS 199
SONY WM. De _ CALL
AIWA NR SO1 14?
AIWA NS1102_ Sill
PANASONIC fle 10 SS,

CAR STEREO
SONY OR 35
JENSEN RE 5.0 12S9

CALL or WRITE for your lowest
prices on over 80 major brands!

ALL MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW.
AND FULLY GUARANTEED

Ouantities limited Prices Subj., tO change without not r

Write Or Call For Pro, Onalogl
Calf Toll-Freta
100421-0E74
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100-327-1531
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5:30 - 10Pm E.S.T.

STEREO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

Dept. 101
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
GEORGIE AULD AND HIS ORCHES-
TRA, VOL. 2. Sarah Vaughan (vocals);
Georgie Auld (saxophone, vocals); Georgie
Auld Orchestra (instrumentals). Canyon
Passage; You're Blasé; Handicap; I Don't
Know Why; Just You, Just Me; Blue Moon;
and six others. MUSICRA FT MVS 509
$8.98.

Performance. Stunning
Recording: Excellent remastering

Georgie Auld had a small role as Liza Min-
nelli's bandleader in the movie New York,
New York and played the saxophone
dubbed in for Robert DeNiro. He was pret-
ty convincing in the role, as well he might
be; leading a band was what he did for years
after Artie Shaw turned his famous orches-
tra over to Auld back in 1939. Before re-
placing Shaw, Auld had led a small group
of his own and then became tenor -sax so-
loist in Bunny Berigan's band. After getting

out of the army in 1943, Auld formed his
own orchestra. This disc, the second Musi-
craft album of Auld's vintage perform-
ances, contains material recorded in 1945
and 1946 that has been expertly restored
and rechanneled for stereo.

The program starts off with a real burst
of energy in Budd Johnson's Canyon Pas-
sage and only gets better as it goes along.
There's also the chance to hear Sarah
Vaughan before she became a totally styl-
ized singer, delivering perfectly phrased
treatments of A Hundred Years from To-
day and a version of You're Blasé as won-
derfully world-weary as its subject. There
are other vocals by Auld himself, in a style
vaguely reminiscent of Bunny Berigan's,
and some splendid trumpet solos by Al Por-
cino. And there are two versions of Blue
Moon for buffs who like to make really fine
distinctions. Most of the cuts have been on
records before (Canyon Passage and Neal
Hefti's Handicap are previously unre-
leased), but the cleaned -up sound makes it
seem as if the recording sessions took place
only yesterday. -Paul Kresh

THE DORSEY/SINATRA SESSIONS,
VOLUME 1. Frank Sinatra, the Pied Pip-
ers (vocals); Tommy Dorsey and His Or-
chestra (instrumentals). The Sky Fell
Down; Too Romantic; Shake Down the
Stars: I'll Be Seeing You; Polka Dots and
Moonbeams; Fools Rush In; East of the
Sun; I'll Never Smile Again; Imagination;
Devil May Care; This Is the Beginning of
the End; and seventeen others. RCA CPL2-

4334 two discs $11.98, © CPK2-4334
$11.98.

THE DORSEY/SINATRA SESSIONS,
VOLUME 2. Frank Sinatra, Connie
Haines, Jo Stafford, the Pied Pipers (vo-
cals); Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra
(instrumentals). I Could Make You Care;
The World Is in My Arms; Our Love Af-

fair; Stardust; Oh! Look at Me Now; Do -
!ores; Without a Song; Do I Worry; Every-
thing Happens to Me; Let's Get Away from
It All; This Love of Mine; and sixteen oth-
ers. RCA CPL2-4335 two discs $11.98, ©
CPK2-4335 $11.98.

THE DORSEY/SINATRA SESSIONS,
VOLUME 3. Frank Sinatra, Connie
Haines, Jo Stafford, the Pied Pipers, Tom-
my Dorsey (vocals); Tommy Dorsey and
His Orchestra (instrumentals). I Guess I'll
Have to Dream the Rest; You and I;
Neiani; Blue Skies; I Think of You; Violets
for Your Furs; The Sunshine of Your
Smile; How About You; Street of Dreams;
Be Careful, It's My Heart; In the Blue of
Evening; and seventeen others. RCA CPL2-
4336 two discs $11.98, © CPK2-4336
$11.98.

Performance: Historic Muzak
Recording: Okay

These three sets comprise rechanneled ster-
eo versions of eighty-three original 78 -rpm
recordings made by Tommy Dorsey, his or-
chestra, and his then -new vocalist Frank Si-
natra in thirty-five sessions held between
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February I, 1940, and July 2, 1942. The
numbers and talents involved are impressive
(there are appearances by Buddy Rich, Jo
Stafford, Bunny Berigan, Joe Bushkin,
Connie Haines, and the Pied Pipers, among
others), but the question remains whether
the recordings hold up as entertainment.
Except for those Sinatra fans who would
want records of his Hoboken babytalk if
there were any, the answer is no. It's a very
young and unpolished Sinatra here. On the
original recordings he was credited merely
for the "vocal refrain," but it is still undeni-
ably, unmistakably 01' Blue Eyes himself
crooning through band after band of good,
bad, and indifferent material.

The collection is, of course, a must for Si-
natra groupies of all ages. For others, me
included, the sameness of the arrangements
and performances, and the almost perfunc-
tory way that Dorsey's band often raced
through the songs, reduces it to nostalgic
Muzak. P.R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
PAQUITO D'RIVERA: Mariel. Paquito
D'Rivera (saxophone); other musicians.
Miami; Wapango; Moments Notice; and
three others. COLUMBIA FC 38177, © FCT
38177, no list price.

Performance Fulfilling
Recording. Very good

Saxophonist Paquito D'Rivera first demon-
strated his talent to U.S. audiences when he
was a member of the visiting Cuban band

Irakere. Since taking up residence here, he
has signed with Columbia and further dis-
played his considerable talent on "Paquito
Blowin' " (FC 37374), released in 1981. In
"Mariel," the transplanted Cuban has
again chosen to express himself within a
small group (for the most part, a quintet),
and, with one small exception, the result is
again impressive. The very small fly in this
ointment is New York Is You, a bland piece
of pop featuring lyrics and a vocal by Bren-
da Feliciano. It is not offensive, just dull
and out of character. D'Rivera should go
far if he keeps up to the standard he has set
for himself. C.A.

GRIFFITH PARK: Echoes of an Era 2.
Nancy Wilson (vocals); Joe Henderson (ten-
or saxophone); Chick Corea (piano); Stan-
ley Clarke (bass); Lenny White (drums).
Them There Eyes; 'Round Midnight; I
Want w Be Happy; Rhythm-a-ning; and
four others. ELEKTRA/MUSICIAN 60165-1
$8.98, © 60165-4 $8.98.

Performance: Live and swell
Recording Fine remote

"Echoes of an Era 2" is the third Elektra/
Musician release by Griffith Park, a group
led by drummer Lenny White. The first two
albums were, respectively, great and gross,
the second rendered virtually unlistenable
by the strained vocals of soul screecher
Chaka Kahn, ex -lead singer with Rufus.
This time around, Freddie Hubbard is miss-
ing from the group, and the more experi-
enced Nancy Wilson provides the vocals.

She has no problem handling jazz material,
of course, but she does get a bit carried
away in a couple of spots. The overall result
is, however, a pleasant listening experience,
and, though Hubbard added much to the
previous albums, this one does not cry out
for his trumpet. All in all, a successful
meeting of professionals. C.A.

ART HODES AND MILT HINTON: Just
the Two of Us. Art Hodes (piano); Milt
Hinton (bass). Winin'; Miss Otis Regrets;
Down Home Blues; Randolph Street Blues;
Milt Jumps; and five others. MUSE MR
5279 $9.98.

Performance: Mellow
Recording: Good

One of the few albums I find myself return-
ing to purely for pleasure is a 1957 Audio-
phile release by a soothing, tradition -
steeped Art Hodes quintet. Hodes started
making fine records in 1939, and "Just the
Two of Us," a new Muse release, proves
mellifluously that he hasn't stopped. The
Russian -born pianist grew up in Chicago at
a time when that city boasted some of the
finest, most innovative jazz in the world. All
those sounds seem to have penetrated to his
very marrow, and they emerge in his play-
ing. Accompanied only by Milt Hinton's su-
perbly matched bass, Hodes caresses the pi-
ano keys with characteristic gentleness and
insight -it's like hearing an eyewitness
account. C.A.

(Continued on page 97)
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Chuck Berr 

The Chess Reissues
CHESS RECORDS of Chicago has had a

lasting impact on American popular
music. Founded by brothers Leonard and
Phil Chess and continued by Leonard's son
Marshall, the label was family operated
from the late Forties until the very early
Seventies. Chess's foremost artist was
Chuck Berry, but its roster included nearly
every major Chicago bluesman (Muddy
Waters, Nowlin' Wolf, Little Walter, Son-
ny Boy Williamson) as well as vocal groups
(the Moonglows, the Dells) and jazz artists
(Ahmad Jamal, John Klemmer, Ramsey
Lewis, Woody Herman). Also recording for
Chess were the irrepressible rhythm-and-
blues zany Bo Diddley and a local
semi -psychedelic band called Rotary Con-
nection, which featured the late and very
talented Minnie Ripperton. After the Brit-
ish Invasion, Chess gained new prestige as
the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, and Cream
recorded selections from the Berry, Didd-
ley, and Nowlin' Wolf catalogs. (On one of
their early American tours the Stones
stopped off in Chicago to record at the

5

Chess studios; one of the selections was an
instrumental named after the company's
address, 2120 South Michigan Avenue.)

Now revived as part of Sugar Hill Rec-
ords, Chess recently released a batch of al-
bums featuring selected previously issued
recordings by some of the major artists of
its glory days. The reissue series is being
produced by Marshall Chess and Tomie
Swan, and it offers a generous sampling of
the nearly three -decade -long partnership
between the remarkable Chess family and a
group of remarkable musicians.

"Muddy & the Wolf," featuring Muddy
Waters and Nowlin' Wolf, combines parts
of two albums that derived from Marshall
Chess's attempt in the late Sixties to refur-
bish the label's blues roster with all-star ses-
sions. The first side consists of live and stu-
dio dates by Waters with white disciples
Paul Butterfield, the late Mike Bloomfield,
and Donald "Duck" Dunn of Booker T. and
the MG's. Waters had just recovered from a
heart attack, but his singing on these 1969
sessions is at full power. Long Distance Call

and You Can't Lose What You Ain't Never
Had are superb.

The second side is drawn from Howlin'
Wolf sessions in London with Eric Clapton,
Steve Winwood, Bill Wyman, and Charlie
Watts. Wolf was suffering from heart trou-
ble at the time, and he sounds a bit tired on
these cuts, but his guttural, eerie voice is
still fascinating. A charming rehearsal ex-
cerpt from Red Rooster is included in
which he almost shyly demonstrates his
slide -guitar riffs and has to be coaxed into
playing by Clapton, a devout admirer.

The Dells, who recently celebrated their
thirtieth anniversary, were Chess's premier
vocal group. They had a hit in the Fifties
with Oh What a Night and reprised it a
decade later in slick style. When Motown
began to lose its prominence, Chess used the
Dells to fill the "Detroit Sound" void with
heavily orchestrated, highly rhythmic,
"righteous" ditties such as Give Your Baby
a Standing Ovation and Stay in My Corner.
Their album in the reissue series is enter-
taining but not at all extraordinary.

Checker was Chess Records' gospel
line-with the distinctly secular exception
of Bo Diddley-and the same label name
has been used for a reissue of gospel mate-
rial by the young Aretha Franklin. Re-
corded live in her father's church in Detroit
in 1956, when Franklin was fourteen, it
shows the passion and grandeur already ap-
parent in her voice. Unfortunately, the
songs are too rococo for my taste, and the
plodding tempos make the album tend to
pall after a few cuts.

"Wizards from the South Side" is no idle
title for a potpourri of selections by six of
the best bluesmen from Chicago's Harlem.
The range is from Muddy Waters's 1950
Rollin' and Tumblin' (with Waters playing
acoustic slide and singing in a high voice) to
Sonny Boy Williamson's 1963 masterpiece
Bring It On Home, which contains one of
the most successful uses of the steam train
as a sexual symbol. Bo Diddley is repre-
sented by only two cuts, one of them his
classic I'm a Man. Presumably there will be
a follow-up album devoted exclusively to
him. Little Walter Jacobs was a harmonica
wizard whose technique and imagination
made him king in a town crowded with
thrilling harp players. Howlin' Wolf's 1961
Down in the Bottom has a guitar riff later
used by Neil Young, and John Lee Hook-
er's Walking the Boogie-better known as
Boogie Chillun-has been copied often,
most recently by George Thorogood.

Chuck Berry is, of course, unique, one of
the essential figures in the history of rock.
"The Great Twenty -Eight" includes all his
hits, plus some odd sides, from 1955 to
1965. At his peak, Berry was second in pop-
ularity only to Elvis Presley. He seems nev-
er to have been comfortable in a studio ex-
cept when recording for Chess. In 1970, af-
ter a frustrating experience with another la-
bel, he returned. His first Chess album of
this period was titled "Back Home," and
Phil Chess burst into Marshall's office tri-
umphantly waving a spool of the tape and
growling, "To hell with that psychedelic
crap-this is the real stuff!" But that was
the attitude of the Chess family, who were
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as individualistic as their artists. It's very
good to have these documentations of their
legacy. -Joel Vance

CHUCK BERRY: The Great Twenty -Eight.
Chuck Berry (vocals, guitar); vocal and in-
strumental accompaniment. Maybellene;
Thirty Days; You Can't Catch Me; Too
Much Monkey Business; Brown -Eyed
Handsome Man; Roll Over Beethoven;
Havana Moon; School Days; Rock and
Roll Music; Oh Baby Doll; Reelin' and
Rockin'; Sweet Little Sixteen; Johnny B.
Goode; Around and Around; Carol; Beauti-
ful Delilah; Sweet Little Rock and Roller;
Little Queenie; Almost Grown; Back in the
USA; Let It Rock; Bye Bye Johnnie; I'm
Talking About You; Come On; Nadine; No
Particular Place to Go; I Want to Be Your
Driver. CHESS CH8201 two discs $8.98, 0
CHC 8201 $8.98.

WIZARDS FROM THE SOUTH SIDE:
Muddy Waters: Rollin' n' Tumblin';
Evans Shuffle (Ebony Boogie); Still a Fool;
Just to Be with You; Mannish Boy. Nowlin'
Wolf: Down in the Bottom; Evil; I Ain't Su-
perstitious. Little Walter: Mellow Down
Easy; Hate to See You Go. Sonny Boy Wil-
liamson: Bring It On Home. John Lee
Hooker: Walkin' the Boogie. Bo Diddley:
She's Mine. She's Fine; I'm a Man. CHESS
CH8203 $5.98, © CHC8203 $5.98.

THE DELLS. The Dells (vocals); instru-
mental accompaniment. There Is; Oh What
a Night; Love Is Blue (I Can Sing a Rain-
bow); Always Together; Stay in My Corner;
Bring Back the Love of Yesterday; The
Love We Had Stays on My Mind: I Wish It
Was Me You Loved; My Pretending Days
Are Over; Open Up My Heart; Give Your
Baby a Standing Ovation. CHESS CH8400
$5.98, CHC8400 $5.98.

ARETHA FRANKLIN: Gospel. Aretha
Franklin (vocals); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. There Is a Fountain Filled
with Blood; Precious Lord (Parts One and
Two); You Grow Closer: Never Grow Old;
The Day Is Past and Gone; He Will Wash
You White as Snow; While the Blood Runs
Warm; Yield Not to Temptation. CHECKER
CH8500 $5.98, © CHC8500 $5.98.

MUDDY WATERS AND HOWLIN'
WOLF: Muddy & the Wolf. Muddy Waters
(vocals, guitar); Otis Spann (piano);
Michael Bloomfield (guitar); Paul But-
terfield, Jeff Carp (harmonica); Donald
"Duck" Dunn, Phil Upchurch (bass); Sam
Lay (drums). All Aboard; Blow Wind
Blow; Can't Lose What You Ain't Never
Had; Walkin' Thru the Park; I'm Ready;
Long Distance Call. Howlin' Wolf (vocals,
harmonica, guitar); Eric Clapton, Hubert
Sumlin (guitar); Steve Winwood (piano, or-
gan); Bill Wyman, Phil Upchurch (bass);
Charlie Watts (drums); Jeff Carp (harmon-
ica); Ian Stewart, John Simon, Lafayette
Leake (piano). Rockin' Daddy; What a
Woman!; Who's Been Talking?: The Red
Rooster; Highway 49; Do the Do. CHESS
CH8200 two discs $8.98, © CHC8200
$8.98.
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ping! READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593-B King Street.
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

PHILIPS, AUDAX, PEERLESS AND DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and component
service. Crossover components also. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8982 Tablebluff, Box 4283.
Madison, WI 53711. (608) 767-2673.

CONNECTICUT: ADVENT APT -Holman, B&O, Carver,
Dahlquist, DCM Time Windows, Polk, Hailer, Mitsubishi,
Nakamichi, Ortolon, Micro -Acoustics, N.A.D.. Stax, Cizek,
Signet, QED. Teac, Wycoff. Boston Acoustics, will ship pre-
paid. Sounds Incredible, 39 Federal Road, Brookfield, Conn.
06804. Call Ira for quote (203) 775-1122.

SHERWOOD MICRO CPU tuner CLOSE-OUT. Used demos,
$400-600. (Originally $2000) Limited quantity. Phone 6-8pm
weekdays. AUDIO CALIBRATION, Box 250. Westminster,
MA 02473. (617) 874-0706.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS & EQUIPMENT. Plans and

parts. Build or buy. For more information send $2.00:
C & D ELECTRONICS INC., P.O. Box 21, Jenison, MI

49428.

ATTRACTIVE PRICES: Dynavector, Denon-Cartrldges,
Grace, Fulton, FR, Stax, Linn Ittock, Asak, Sots Sap-
phire, Quad Accuphase, BRB Systems, CJ Walker,
Shure. C.O.D. shipping. Quotes, S.A.S.E. Maury Corb,
11122 Ahvell, Houston, TX 77096. 713-728-4343.

HIGH -END RAW SPEAKERS, kits and auto systems. Audax.
Dalesford, Dynaudio, Jordan, SEAS, JVC, Philips, Becker,
Pyle, Falcon -Acoustics, Peerless. Free price list. A&S
SPEAKERS, Box 7462S. Denver. CO 80207.

WHOLESALE PRICES: Pioneer, Concord, Sanyo, Technics.
JBL, Bose, Savard, Rich Acoustic, Call 205-792-0700 for
Quote!

BUY DIRECT MC -2V Best sounding cartridge, super 'Vital'
stylus $79. MC/Visa Info. $1. Mayware, P.O. Box 58,
Edgware, Middx. England.

LOWEST PRICES. ADCOM, JBL, DBX, NAKAMICHI, and

many MORE. Dynamic Sound, Box 168(A), Starkville,

MS 39759. (601) 323-0750. 1 PM. -9 P.M.

KEF, POLYDAX, DALESFORD - $46.80 PAIR for U.S. man-
ufactured equivalent 8 inch (11/2 VC -20 oz.) with SOTA
copolymer cone and rubber surround. Immediate delivery.
Distributors, OEM's pricing available, inquiries invited.
SEYMOUR SOUND SYSTEMS, 705 N. Bowser. Suite 103,
Richardson, Texas 75081, (214) 644-7206.

DISCOUNT WORLD
TDK SACS) a 250 Maxell UDXL2C90 '2%
TDK MAC% 475 WWI UDXL2SC90 3 75
Technics Receiver SAI01 125E0 Technics Recover SA203 1390
Technics Cass Deck RSM2% 990) Technics Cass Deck RSPA224 11900
Sony Receiver STRVX1 1590) Sony Recover STRVX22 17903
SanSUIFtecover 8606 20900 Samoa Cass Deck 0177eli 19303
Pioneer Car Stereo KP4500 119 00 Poem Car Speakers TS106 3300
Pioneer Car Stereo KP5600 12900 Pioneer Car Speakers TSICS 4500
Pioneer Car Stereo KF6500 1390D New car Speakers TS160 40m
Moneer Car Stereo UNP4200 129 00 Ponce, Car Speakers TS1644 6000
Mune!! Car Stereo UKP%00 16900 honer Car Speakers TS1611 8000
Pioneer Car Stereo UKP7613) 18900 Pioneer Car Speakers TS4I1 4900
Pioneer Car Stereo UKE3100 18903 Pioneer Ca, Speakers T5691 550)
Pioneer Car Stereo 0E5100 20903 Pioneer Car Speakers TS6135 60 CO
Pioneer Car Stereo KE6100 739M Ranee, Car Speakers TSX6 7500
Pioneer Car Stereo KE7100 28900 Pioneer Car Speakers ISX11 19903
Sony Car Stereo 5005 14903 Sony Car Stereo XR9)/508 20)0)
Sony Car Stereo X835 17903 Sony Car Stereo X870/708 2811C0
Sony Car Stereo XR55 2390) Sony Car Stereo XIAE7 139 00
Sony Car Speakers XS101 390) Sony Car Speakers X5301 59m
Sony Car Speakers X5102 4900 Sony Car Speakers XS66 98 00
Jensen Car Stereo 11E518 2590) Jensen Car Speakers J1069 450)
Jensen Car Stereo RE5I2 239M Jensen Car Speakers .Q033 9900
Jensen Car Stereo 8210 1290) Jensen Car Speakers .0037 69M
13/aupunkt Car Stereo CR2002 203[0 Blaupunkt Car Stereo CR2010 26900
Concord Car Stereo 1111.101 14903 Concord Car Stereo HP1.112 18900
Panasonic Car Stereo COS900 31903 Panasonic Car Stereo COS7% 193C0
Clarion Car Stereo 75MR 2030) Clarion Car Stereo 31508 7900
Clarion Car Stereo 55501 1490) Clow Car Stereo MCE0113 12500
Clarion Car Slereo 5150R 119 00 Clarion Car Stereo 100E084 65m
Altec Car Speakers 6X9 IC 85 00 Alio Car Speakers SK2 6900
Mustier Rad set 01000 MO) Fox Supertax Rerrote 229 00

DISCOUNT WORLD. PO BOX 191. MINEOLA NY 11501516-2948136
Shipping charges are '400 per order to continental US A We accept
money orders. cashiers or certified checks Personal checks  3 week
delay Write for FREE catalog N Y S Hes add sales tax

FREE CATALOG -LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES on

Stereo/esoteric components and accessories for the
home and car: Sony, Bose, JVC, AR, SAE, other "high
quality" brands. AUDIO UNLIMITED, 1798A Technol-

ogy Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122, 1-6,
M-Th.

STEREO & TAPE OUTLET CALL TOLL FREE 18001272 1362

Pioneer NE 6100
Pioneer Cl 5100
Pioneer NP 7500
Pioneer UNE 7100
Pioneer SOP 5600
Pioneer UPX 9900
Pioneer OE X 50
Pioneer NE x 65
Pioneer NE X 20
Pioneer GM 120
Pioneer GM 4
Pioneer CO 5
Sony x4 55
Sony MR 70
Sony xR 77
Sony all 35
Blaupunki CR 7010
Blaupunkt CA 30019 o BPA 415
Blaupunkt CR 3003
Clarion 15001

.

11111

239 00 Clarion 5500R
199 00 Clarion 93001
175 00 Jensen RE 518
275 00 Jensen RE 520
169 03 Jensen JR 115
209 00 1041 SA C 90
265 00 ISO SA C 60
285 00 Maxell SOIL I or II C 90
70500 Mayen U0Xt I or II C 60
109 00 Mese UO01 15 or IIS C 90
52 00 TON or Mayen Mod C 90
9400 TON or Mayen 7 12010851

222 00 TON or Mayen MGT 120191151
280 00 Jensen J 2033
299 00 Jensen J 2041
1680) Jensen J 1065
769.00 Pioneer IS 168
429 00 Pioneer TS 698
309 00 Pioneer TS 108
211 00 Pioneer IS 161

149 00

766 00
249 00
769 00
159 00

229
199
2 79
235
3 75
5 75
1099
14 75

94 00/pr
S4 03/pr
6803/pr
8300/pr
9900/pr
46013/pr
47 00/pr

OD

STEREO & TAPE OUTLET 136 Main Si Metuchen NJ 08840

DYNACO OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS: Models A431, A451
available NEW! Also, technical specifications and con-
struction plans for dual 100 and 200 watt tube amplifiers
with regulated power supplies. For this information,
send $5.00 to: AUDIO CLASSICS/ATLANTA, P.O. ox 690,
Roswell, Georgia 30077-690.

SO WHAT'S NEW?? DIRECT SOUND MARKETING can
provide you with most brands of audio or video compo-
nents (esoteric. Included) at extremely competitive pric-
ing on an IN -STOCK basis. Price, selection, FAST SHIP-
MENTS, competent advice and IN-HOUSE SERVICE
FACILITIES -We have It all and morel Before you buy,
please call us at (404) 233-9500, or write: DIRECT SOUND
MARKETING, 3095 Bolling Way N.E., Atlanta. Georgia
30305. M/C, Visa, AMEX. Sales tax -Georgia residents
only.

ATTENTION HAFLER DH -200 OWNERS: We have all new
high performance circuits for the DH -200. Not a "modifica-
tion", but complete new PC cards and 40.000 Mfd low induc-
tance PC card power supply. Call or write: JENSENS
STEREO SHOP. 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Min-
nesota 55337. (612) 890-3517.

THE REVIEWERS ARE RAVING! Our customers are de-
lighted! Get our brochure and see why WE ALONE offer the
definitive Hailer mods. MUSICAL CONCEPTS, 1060 Fifth
Plaza, Dept. 2, Florissant, MO 63031. (314) 831-1822.

AUDIO DEN, call us for our service, our experience and es-
pecially our prices. We carry Adcom, Audio Research, Dahl-
quist, Infinity, Nakamichi, Polk, SAE, Revox and Klipsch. We
ship anywhere in the USA. Experienced with overseas sales.
AUDIO DEN LTD., Smith Haven Plaza, 2021 Nesconset
Highway, Lake Grove. New York 11755. (516) 360-1990.

WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS-X-OVERS. THE BEST
SELECTION and now THE BEST PRICES. Big 48 pg.

catalog featuring plastic woofers, ribbon tweeters,
complete tech./specs... For price quotes and orders
call (214) 243-4145. For all new 1983 catalog send
$1.00 to: SRC Audio, Dept. SR, 3238 Towerwood Dr.,
Dallas, TX 75234.

ANNIS Han-D-Mag IS THE BEST Demagnetizer for mag-
netic tape equipment. Price Is $29.70. "Demagnetizing
Notes" and literature on request. Annlsco, 1101 N. Dela-
ware, Indianapolis, Indiana 46202. (317) 637-9282.

IN STOCK! Audio Research, Thorens, RGR, Hefter, On-
kyo, Technics, B&W, Meridian, E.V., Vandersteen,
Dynavector, Snell, Tascam and more...For Information:
P.K. AUDIO, 4773 Convention St., Baton Rouge, LA
70806, (504) 924-1001.

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS EXCHANGE -The na-
tional marketplace for quality used audio and video equip-
ment. $6 yearly subscription. Box 82, Harvard Square, Cam-
bridge, MA 02138. (617) 491-3000.

QUALITY, USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT! Newsletter; hun-
dreds of listings, items for sale, items sought, published 6X
annually. $6 one year subscription. Hard to find audiophile
records! Play it Again Sam, 12611 -SR, Madison Avenue,
Lakewood, Ohio 44107. (216) 228-0040. MC, Visa.

FREE SPEAKER CATALOG! Woofers, mids, tweeters,
hardware, crossovers, grille cloth, plans, kits, information,
much more. Discount prices! UNIVERSAL SOUND. Dept
SR. 2253 Ringling Blvd.. Sarasota, FL 33577. (813) 953-
5363.

DISCOUNT CAR STEREO
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

SONY ALTEC. JENSEN PANASONIC RADAR DETECTOR
CLARION PIONEER BLAUPUNKT ROADSTAR. CBS

ALARM SYSTEMS MAXELL TAPES ANO MORE

NEW DRIED

-41111k-

FOR PRICES ARO INF 01011A11011 CALL
.111. (516) 665-6470

P08 339M b.,. N Y 11706
tatf:8111°." CARRIESMANUFACTURES

Electro-Voice raw components ready to
ship with competitive prices. FREE catalog. SONIX CO., Box
58 -SR, Indian Head, MD 20640. (301) 753-6432.



HARMAN-KARDON, NAKAMICHI, Crown, Bang & Oluf-

sen, NAD, Denon, Carver, Hafler, DBX, Electro-Voice,
Polk, DCM, Bose, Ortofon, SME, Thorens, Dual. Best

prices -prompt shipment. East: (904) 262-4000;
West: (213) 840-0878.

AUTOMOTIVE AUDIOPHILES TAKE NOTE: MIAH sells

and installs virtually every premium high -end au-
tomotive sound component currently available.
Space does not permit listing many of the esoteric
brand names that are unavailable at other com-
panies. Call for system price quotes and find out how

affordable high -end automotive sound can be. Call

Toll Free. MIAH, INC., 6660 Busch Boulevard. Colum-

bus, Ohio 43229. 800-848-7383, 614-885-5298.
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REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or

virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and
yet leave most of the background music untouched' Not an
equalizer' We can prove it works over the phone Write or call
for a brochure and demo record below COST $349.00

YOU SHOULD SEE US
For:

 Time Delay Ambience
 Studio Echo Reverb
 Tape Noise Reduction
 Parametric Equalization
 Electronic Crossovers
 Compressor/Expanders
 Mic Preamp/Mixers

Ft?.;
We manufacture a full line of high qua recording

equipment You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Write or call for a 24 page
brochure and demo record

Write Sound, Dept. SR.
Stone Mountain, GA 30086, Phone (404)493-1258

FREE SPEAKERKIT CATALOG. 16 PROVEN DESIGNS.
also. 200 drivers specifications. JBL polypropylene woofer.
Thiele Data, $3. GOLD SOUND, Box 141 -SR. Englewood
CO 80151, (303) 789-5310.

CALL US! Conrad -Johnson Hafler, NAD, PS Audio,

Amber, Denon, DCM, Boston Acoustics, VPI, Rega,
Rogers, Krell, ADS, Dynavector, Grace, Grado, more.

AUTOMOTIVE: Concord, Linear Power, more. Friendly,

expert consultation. Free, fast shipping. MC/VISA.
REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS, 18214 Dalton Avenue,

Gardena, CA 90248. (213) 398-4205.

EASY CONNECTIONS-Cablelabel Identification
Tags -Eliminate the hassle of unidentified equipment
connections. Attractive durable self-adhesive vinyl tags
that assure correct reconnection of stereo and video
components. Stereo version $9.95, Video version $14.95.
Send check or MO to: Cablelabels Inc.. 5445 N. Sheridan
Rd.. Chicago, IL 60640.

WANT A REAL-TIME" COUNTER for your Tape Deck? Use
your digital counter and a pocket calculator instead! Convert
from counts to time with less than 2% error. Send check or
money order for $5.00 to: Hoyt Carlton. Suite 602. 134 West
32nd Street. NY, NY 10001.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 for Acoustat. Dahlquist,
NAD, Carver, Denon, Thorens, Hailer, dbx, Tandberg, DCM,
Grace, Dynavector, 3D, B&W Harmon-Kardon. Proton,
Belles, Snells, Nitty Gritty, Vandersteen, Stan, SOTA, Amber,
Bodin', Audio Control, Grado. Micro-Seiki. THE SOUND
SELLER, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735-
9002.

ALL NEW PLANAX PX. DYNAMIC record clamp from
France. ULTRALIT E. Simple to use. Safe for virtually all turn-
tables. Dealer Inquiries invited. For details write or call:
OMNI AUDIO. 101 Townsend St., S.F., CA 94107. (415) 777-
1114.

CINCINNATI'S CONRAD JOHNSON DEALER offers per-
sonal attention to your audio needs. S.O. TERIC, 5256 Sec-
tion Avenue, 45212. (513) 396-6042. MC/VISA.

TELEPHONES AND ACCESSORIES. FCC registered. Send
20' stamp for catalog. UNIQUE COMMUNICATIONS.
6335-5, S.R. 97, Galion, Ohio 44833.

SUPER SILK TION FULL WARRANTY. FAST DELIVERY
 HI El. HIGH END & VIDEO 

VISA
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CALL 203-934-5291 NOW! MA(

* AUDIO PEOPLE *
998 Orange Ave Wes, Haven CI 06516
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SPEAKER BIBLE! Over 16 pages of VITAL information for
speaker builders! Send $2.00 to: NEW YORK ACOUSTICS,
578(S) Nepperhan Ave.. Yonkers, NY 10701. 914-476-4900

AUDIO DISCOUNTS offers quality audio equipment includ-
ing esotencs and car stereo at DISCOUNT PRICES, Monday
thru Saturday call: (301) 593-8244, (301) 593:8224 AUDIO
DISCOUNTS. 1026 McCeney, Silver Spring, MD 20901
VISA. M C, C.O.D. for your convenience
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ATTENTION HEADPHONE USERS, sound professionals.
Finally available Binaural Converter. Restores space per-
spective. Industrial Cybernetics. PO. Box 2477. Santa Bar-
bara. CA 93120.

DYNACO OWNERS: 60,000 LBS PARTS/ACCESSORIESI
Complete "Parts Pack" kits: 200/200W Power Amp, $289.
FREE catalog. SCC, Box 551, Dublin, OH 43017: (614) 889-
2117.

SAVE 75%, BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS, Crossovers,
Woofers, Mids, Tweeters. Instructions. Hi-Fi, Pro, Auto. Send
$2.30 for catalog -refundable. DKI Audio, Davis, IL 61019

CLOSEOUT BARGAINS! MARANTZ, DUAL. ADVENT.
ROTEL. Free catalog. SCC. Box 551. Dublin, OH 43017,
(614) 889-2117.

W&M Stereo Center
ion, Ca 90.01 Cal Far lamest Pnce TN SAC/3 In
e/Aueunit CR 3001 425 00 =W60 2 19

&eurninn CR 2010 265.00 M...4 'pill re 11 0.90 2.71

Claw 75001 20900 IWO 8011.1 roll C40 2.41

Iowa RI 518 249.00 1140111.1011.15 or 115 CA 9.7S

law 1 2033 94.00 Muni c. RA Mote 890 976

Nam 1E4100 24900 Mueller 11111 2129 ANSI 11.99

PilIMITO14100 275.00 Mad or 1121161.12974118 till
me econme,an ,Are i . :nne , 00.... Maw -Aral.. Crhogist Witna veg.%
Nro.o. dome 3o4 en, Moro amp o moon. 014 /3 10 a .4 Way OW 4.1 144 WW1.

P.O. Box K Brooklyn NY 11224 (212)946-5000
THE ABSOLUTE SOUND' is the reference standard audio
magazine devoted to music and state-of-the-art equipment.
We don't compromise. Neither should you. MASTERCARD.
VISA accepted. Call Cathy (10-5 ET) at: 515-671-6342 for
subscriptions.

POWER TO THE PEOPLE - Most complete publication
available on regulated power supply construction. All infor-
mation necessary to build complete regulator systems for
under $30! Manual $16.50. MEGACABLE. Recommended by
Sensible Sound. Everything you should know about cable is
in our literature. Send 370 SASE for informationipnces (Af-
fordable!). MIDWEST AUDIOPHILE, Box #3, Emerson. NE
68733 1402) 695-2509.

DROP IN NOW FOR A NEW CATALOG FEATURING:

B.E.S., Bang f Olufsen, N.A.D., Ca-ver, Boston
Acoustics, Alpine, Luxman, Allison. D.C.M., 3D
Acoustics, Adcom, Pyramid, ADS, Amber, Audio -
Pro, Audio Source, Audio Control, Benchmark,
Beyer, Cizek, C.1. Walker, D.N.R., Dynavector,
Fried, F.A.S., Grace, Grado, Hitachi, Last. Mit-
subishi, Monster Cable, Mordaunt Short, Nitty
Gritty, Niles, Plexus, Proton, Stax, Sumiko, Ungo
Box, and plenty more. Prompt, courteous service.
FREE shipping in U.S.A. Feel free to call for infor-
mation. SOUND STAGE AUDIO, 184-10 Horace Hard-

ing Boulevard, Fresh Meadows, NY 11365. (212)
762-3220 Exit 25 (Utopia Parkway) MC/VISA.

S & D ELECTRONICS

ORDERS ONLY 800-221-8567
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LOWEST PRICES -Make Beautiful Music. Atari, Texas In-
struments and more. Call or write: (212) 596-3592 or HSA
Ware Co , 10 Coles St., Brooklyn, NY 11231.

SOLVE YOUR HOOKUPS
INTERCONNECTION PROBLEMS
It you have more components than places to hook
them up. we have a switching system for you For
complete information on switch boxes for your tape
decks, signal processors, speakers, and video coin-
izonents, call or write today. NILES AUDIO
CORPORATION/Dept. SR2/13824 S.W 142 Ave /
Miami, Fl. 33186/(305) 238-4373

TAPES & RECORDERS

OLD TIME RADIO -original broadcasts on quality tapes.
Free catalog. Carl R Froelich, Route One. New Freedom,
Pennsylvania 17349.

TOO MAR 90
1-800-245-6000 Tape World

TIM MA 90
0179 MAXELL XL Lot OS 90
4 49 MAXELL ul3XL I0, ioCso
329 MAXELL UDC 90

CALL

TEM SAX 90
OR

i P9 MAXELL 0035 90TPA AbA 90
105 54. 90
MN Sr. 60WRITE2 19 MAXELL T 120 1 120.400 PRICES

100 At. 90
I 89 MAXELL L ,50 L 750HG4
189 FUJI 1910.8C90

IDA T12001 49
105 D0 119 SONv X5.90 309

1199 TIM HD 01 1.4ausDon., 1 3 m
100 T 120 L 750 999 LORAN CALL

WE WIL- HONOR ANY COMPETITORS PRICE 01 THE TOTAL ORDER 3 75Sis08.=r...., .., us von MC COD no oorarmagge 0.4ors smogol000lsnge.c..... Pomona. clucks , wawa*. PA ado SaIrs Tax
412.9934121Malec PA 2100101

OPEN REEL TAPES. Prerecorded. Catalogue. $1.00.
Barclay -Crocker. Room 1470-5. 11 Broadway, NYC 10004.

OPEN REEL TAPE - Mostly Ampex 641/671. used once. un-
spliced, unboxed. r 1800' or 2400' 50 Reels: $65.00. Sam-
ple $2.00. Ten 3600' 1014" reels: $27.50. Sample $2.50. New.
premium cassettes and 8 track cartridges available. Sample,
$1.00 each. AUDIO TAPES, Box 9584-K. Alexandria, VA
22304. (703) 892-8722. VISA/MC.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!! Tapes,
$1.00 Hour! Established esteemed dealer. Informative 250
page catalog. $1.25 AM Treasures. Box 192SR. Babylon,
N.Y 11702.

AMPEX 1800' 7" REEL TAPES. New in boxes. Back -

coated. Excellent quality. 10 reels $25.00. 20i
$45.00 Add $4.00 shipping. Tower, Dunkirk, MD
20154-0213.

QuaIir Tapes
TON SAC 90
TEA SAC -60
TNT SAX 90
TD.4 MA C.90
TD14 AD C 90
105 ACX C 90
TIM DC,90
TPA 0,00
701( LX 35-90
T014 LX 35.90e
TON GX 35,9013
TOIL 140.01 DEMAG

IDA MAXELL SCOTCH
FUJI T--20
IDA MAXELL 140
T 120 _
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199 MAXELL UD 35-90
319 MAXELL XLI 35.9013
I 32 MAXELL XL113590

is FUJI FX1m0C-90
525 FUJI METAL 090
585 SONY UCXS C-90
735 DISCWASHERD-4 16ot RASO

14 25 DISCWASHER DISCSET
VIDEO

TOR MAXELL. SONY Kw
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SALE! 800-645-6529 SALE! TDK

Spec., Olier W.In every 20 i apes omerE, you may purchase a TEM
CP15 audio cassette holder (56 98 Retrial for only $2 OFFER LIM-
ITED TO FIRST 1.000 customers only,

SAC 90 S2 29 DC 80 S 1 15
SAC 60 1 89 )10-01 14 49
SAXC 90 3 59 1(35-90 5 35
MARC 90 6 49 1(35-180 16 80
MAC 90 4 49 1035-908 5 89
ODC 93 2 49 1X35 -1800M 18 60
ADXC 90 329 6035-9013 7 89
ADC 120 2 49 6X35 -1808M 21 00
ACC 90 199 SA35-90 960
ADC 60 1 49 5A35 -180M 25 20
DC 120 199
DC 90 1 39

VIOso(aA brand, 10 or mon)
MAXELL 7120.1750 3 899 IS up

UDXL for II 62.89 T12014G. 1750HG 12 49 8 up
C80 2.39 1500 699 & up
UDXL I or II SC90 3 79 L500HG 11 49
UD3S (Reel to Reel) 5 65 1830 14 49

UPS shomang an orders up lo 570 add $3 50 Over 570 add 5% to
total order 001040 UPS zones double above MC VISA welcome.
Include etre dale and n

TAPE PLACE Box 148 Howard Beach. BY 11414  (516) 569 5976

MASTERING -DUPLICATION QUALITY RECORDING
TAPE, custom loaded. Cassettes, reels. 'HUGE SAVINGS
FROM MANUFACTURER' low prices: Maxell, TDK, more.
Large SASE -CATALOG. MJS. 2514 -SR Seaboard Avenue,
San Jose, CA 95131. (408) 262-8793.

LITERATURE ON CASSETTES. 1500 Titles: Books, Poetry,
more. Free catalog: Literature, Box 626-B, Port Hadlock,
Washington 98339.

40,000 OLD RADIO SHOWS on Tape. Jazz Big Band re-
motes. Country Western, discographies, anthologies,
chronologies. Send $2 for huge catalog (refundable).
McCoy's Recording. Box 1069S, Richland, Washington
99352.

AUDIO SPECIALTY SHOPS

GENE RUBIN AUDIO -LOS ANGELES. We carry Lin prod-
ucts, Naim Audio, PS Audio, Thiel, Spendor, Acoustat, Rega,
Walker and more. Pre -Paid shipping. 213-571-1299.

FOR ALL MUSIC LOVERS! We have the widest selection
of audio equipment available in all price ranges. Kyo-
cera, Sherwood. Allison, Harmon-Kardon, Bose, Aiwa,
Thorens, Ortof on. BES. AKG and more. Call for informa-
tion or stop in. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77 Queens
Blvd., Rego Park, NY 11374. (212) 459-7507. Immediate
Delivery. MC/VISA.

AUDIO HOUSE -Acoustat -R oger s -Revox -Co nrad
Johnson -Leach-MK-SOTA. Free newsletter. 4304
Brayan, Swartz Creek, Michigan 48473. (313) 655-8639.

MUSIC LOVERS REJOICE! Acoustat, Berning, Linn Son-
dek, Precision Fidelity, Proac, OLN, Denon Pro. Hi-Fi HA-
VEN, 28 Easton Ave., New Brunswick, NJ 08901. Your Haven
For Quality Audio. (201) 249-5130.

SIMPLY THE WORLD'S FINEST! STAX-F61, Sound Lab
Electrostatics, Proac Studio 3's, Daybreak, Celestlon
SL -6, Fuselier, Spendor LS3-5A, Spectral, Perreaux,
Conrad -Johnson, Futterman, Sumo, Sota, Logic, Walker,
Pioneer, Teknika TV Monitors. "TWENTY YEARS EXPE-
RIENCE." PAUL HEATH AUDIO, 3047 W. Henrietta Road,
Rochester, NY 14623. (716) 424-4916.

AUDIOPHILES!!ff I Acoustat, Audio Research. Oracle,
Acoustic Electronics, Linn-Sondek. Carver. Denon, Haller,
DCM, Dahlquist. Best values available. CSA AUDIO. 193
Bellevue, Montclair, New Jersey 07043, (201) 744-0600.

COMPLETE AUDIO SERVICE, we will repair your unit in 10
days and guarantee all work for 90 days. Max. Charge: Re-
ceiver or amp. $87.00, Tape, $85.00, T.T. $74.00, Factory
Authorized. 201-233-3232. A&N Audio. 1012 South Ave.,
Westfield, NJ 07090.

RECORDS

SHOW ALBUMS, Rare, Out -of -Print LP's. 64 pg. list. $1.00.
Broadway/Hollywood Recordings, Georgetown. Conn.
06829. STORE: 68 Sugar Hollow (Route 7) Danbury, Conn.

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks. Mint. List $1 (refundable).
Jemm's, P.O. Box 157, Glenview. III. 60025.

OLDIES oldies, 45rpm. Also current hits. Free Catalog. Cor-
ny's Record Shop, Box 166V, Mason, Ohio 45040.

RARE ORIGINAL RECORDS, all kinds, mostly mint. 5000 list
$2.00, refundable. Carl, Box 828, Princeton, NC 27569.

RECORD HOUND, Box 88, Eagleville, PA 19408. Fills
"want -lists"? DOGGONE RIGHT!! 33-1/3 Specialist. Fast.
Friendly Service.

DIRECT -DISC, DIGITAL, half -speed mastered, DBX en-
coded, and YSL Japanese Pressings. Send $1.00 for
catalog. DISConnection, P.O.Box 10705. Tampa, FL 33679.

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. S.S.B. Cardboard
jackets, 500. Plastic lined sleeves. 15r. Opera boxes, 78
sleeves, etc. Postage $2.00. FREE CATALOG. VISA -MC
phone orders, 614-299-0476, 614-272-6715 DAY OR NIGHT.
CABCO, 400-3, Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

PROTECT your LP's -Poly sleeves for jackets 120; Square
Bottom Inner Sleeves 70; Poly lined paper 150 white jackets
350. Postage $2.00. Record House, Millburn, N.Y. 10931.

THOUSANDS of like new LPs, prerecorded tapes catalogue
$2.50. Records, Millburn, New York 10931.

VIENNESE OPERETTA RECORDS, INC. Extensive
range, superb vocal performances, on currently
available LP's. Free list. P.O. Box 50-A, Dover, MA
02030.

ORION AVAILABLE by mail!! $8 record includes postage,
$15/2. $21/3 or more. Box 4087, Malibu, CA 90265.

FREE HIT LP'S, Currently Released Albums, ALL ARTIST,
Free Details: MUZIK, 855-S9, Main, Springfield, MA 01105.

OVER 700 AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AVAILABLE! De-
tailed monthly Bulletin offers latest releases. Special
sales and more. 20% off initial order! Send for FREE
catalogue issue. The Essentials Marketing. Dept SR -1,
Box 7724, Eugene, OR 97401.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS -64 pages -CLASSICAL, JAZZ
labels. Lp's/tapes/books/gifts. $1.00 (refundable): Box
53SR1, Cedarhurst, NY 11516.

OUTOF-PRINT classical L.R's. Free lists from: Jones, Box
3535, Oak Park, IL 60303.

OUT -OF -PRINT LP'S (no rock/classical) - Free list: David-
son, 6114 Gist, Baltimore, MD 21215.

FREE RECORD CATALOG. New releases at discount

prices and huge selection of classical, soundtrack,
popular and jazz special values. Rose Records, Dept.

R, 214 So. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604.

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS, DISCOUNT PRICES! Prompt ship-
ping. FREE catalog. FOR THE RECORD, Box 21201-M, Col-
umbus, OH 43221.

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING FOR "Out -of -Print" Records
you should've been looking for usl DISContinued (213) 846-
9192.

IMPORTED AUDIOPHILE RECORDS! High quality Rock,
New Wave pressings from Japan. Europe, Extensive selec-
tion. Fast service, free catalogue. SCHEHERAZADE REC-
ORDS, Box 607-J, Carrboro, NC 27510.

WORLD'S LARGEST, COMPUTERIZED CATALOG of rare
records, 26,000 entries. Classical, showbiz, popular, jazz,
comedy, spoken. $4.00 refundable. Round Sound West, P.O.
Box 2248, Leucadia, CA 92024.

A RECORD STORE IN YOUR MAILBOX! Discount new re-
leases, 350+ independent labels, rarities & hard to find. Bar-
gain & cutout Ips and Tapes from $1.49. FREE information on
our 450+ page catalogs. SQUARE DEAL RECORDS, Box
1002, Dept. S, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406. Wholesale in-
quiries welcome.

PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION RECORDS by mail! Free
catalog. Dealer inquiries invited. Minnesota Public Radio,
Dept. SR. 45 E. 8th St., St. Paul, MN 55101.

SOUNDTRACKS -New and out -of -print film music record
ings. Free listings. CINE MONDE RECORDS, 1488 Vallejo
St., San Francisco, CA 94109.

SPECTACULAR RECORDS -SONICALLY AND MUS-
ICALLY -European, Japanese, Domestic -Esoteric Titles.
Catalogue $2.00 -refundable. Illuminatear, 229A Pearl
Street, Essex Jct, VT 05452.

RECORDS/TAPES/IMPORTS! Extensive selection of Euro-
pean and Japanese imports, domestic records, tapes and
new releases. Super Discount Prices. Send $1.00 for Import
and Domestic catalog! MOBY MUSIC. 14410(5) Ventura
Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423.

TOP 100 COUNTRY, SOUL AND POP ALBUMS AND TAPES
for sale at prices far BELOW LISTI Send request list, RE-
NAULT ENTERPRISES, PO Box 7098, Minneapolis, MN
55407, (612) 724-4961. Also Videocassettes (send $2.00,
refundable with order).

FREE CHAMBER MUSIC RECORD CATALOG! FREE rec-
ord offer! Brass! Woodwinds! CRYSTAL RECORDS, Sedro
Woolley. WA 98284.

WANTED

GOLD. silver, platinum, mercury, tantalum wanted. Highest
prices paid by refinery. Ores assayed. Free circular. Mercury
Terminal, Box 191, Norwood, MA 02062.

CASH FOR Unwanted LP's, Prerecorded Reel/Reel Tapes.
Reder, Box 323S, Millburn, NY 10931.

TOP DOLLAR PAID for good condition LP's. All types, quan-
tities. FESTOON'S, 15 Whitney, New Haven, CT 06510. (203)
789-8210.

WANTED: OLD, "BETTER," "RAW" speakers, coaxials, tri-
axials only. B. KALISH, Box 52, Redlands, CA. 92373. (714)
792-0220. Ask, write friends.

WANTED: MUSIC LOVERS to review and rate nationally re-
leased rock albums. Receive Free album in exchange for
your opinion -Music poll) Write: Class -A -Researching, Box
07023 (RS), Milwaukee, WI 53207.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ERASE DEBTS with little-known law -CREATE wealth! De-
tails FREE-Moneywise, No. DM, LaGrange, NY 12540.

BORROW $25,000 "OVERNIGHT," Any purpose. Keep in-
definitely! Free Report! Success Research, Box 19739 -RA,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46219.

FREE BOOK "2042 Unique, Proven Enterprises." Fabulous
"unknowns,- second inflation income. Haylings-M.
Carlsbad, CA 92008.

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable business
without experience or capital. Information free. Mail Order
Associates, Dept. 599, Montvale, NJ 07645.

MAKE MONEY IN COLLEGE: Sell Audio/Video/Car Stereo
on campus - 70 brand names - 10,000 items in stock. Dealer
catalogue 220 pages. Ask for Kay 800-241-6270.

SELL STEREO AND VIDEO PRODUCTS FROM YOUR
HOME. We supply CATALOG imprinted with your name.
Products at wholesale prices. Complete details $1.00.
STEREO FACTORY, Box 1326, Huntington, West Virginia
25714. (304) 522-8031. MC, Visa OK.

EARN TOP PAY taking snapshots In your area. Amateur
Photographers needed. Part time,Full time. No experi-
ence or selling required. Universal, Box 24595-C, Kan-
sas City, MO 64131.

HUGE PROFITS POSSIBLE SELLING How to Make Money
books by mail. Amazing opportunity. Act Now! Details $1.00.
D.E.M. Sales, P.O. Box 508. Sullivan, WI 53178-8001.

EARN MONEY IN YOUR SPARE TIME. Our Rep program
allows you to choose from our extensive Audio/Video inven-
tory. To become a Rep call TOLL FREE:1-800-223-1346 and
ask for Mr. Suss.

BECOME A PART TIME ELECTRONICS CONSULTANT and
make money while you build a career! Sell audio equipment
... video computers. The 3 newest and biggest markets in
home entertainment and business aids for the 80's. If you
have a working knowledge of any of these 3 products, we'll
help you build exciting part time income and possibly an
entire new sales career. We furnish you with leads, advertis-
ing material, price lists and information on how to sell. CALL
TODAY FOR INFORMATION TOLL FREE 800-638-8806 or
1-301-488-9600. ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL.
Moravia Center Industrial Park, Baltimore, MD 21206.

BORROW $300-$30,000 INTEREST FREE! Keep indefi-
nitely! Free Details. Write: American, 1601, Main. Plainfield,
Indiana 46168.

PROFESSIONAL -QUALITY JAPANTAX AUDIO CAS-
SETTES at extraordinary prices. Volume buyers only.
Distributors'/importers' inquiries welcome. RWM MARKET-
ING, Box 2542, Madison, Wisconsin 53701.

BORROW 630.000 without interest! All eligible. Repay any-
time. Free details. Infohouse, Box 1004-S1, New York, NY
10003.

BECOME AN INSTANT MILLIONAIRE. $Millions won weekly
in Canadian Government lotteries. Enter NOW Free details.
Winfall Enterprises, Dept. SR, Box 554, Town of Mount
Royal, Montreal, Quebec. Canada H3P 3C7. U.S. Inquiries.

EARN $1000 FROM AN EVENING. Write for my system to:
Jorge Martinez, 207 3rd Street, Box 20244, Calexico, CA
92231.

ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS BARGAINS, Closeouts, Surplus! Parts,
stereo, industrial, educational. Amazing values! Fascinating
items unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere. Unusual
FREE catalog. ETC0-014,Box 762, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.

MOVIE FILMS/VIDEO TAPES

16mm SOUND Features, Shorts, New, Used for Saie. Free
Catalog. National Cinema, P.O. Box 43, Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ
07423.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION of band Instruments
and accessories at unbelievable low prices! Send for
free price list. THE WOODWIND AND THE BRASSWIND.
50741 US 31N, South Bend, IN 46637, (800) 348-5003

BOOKS & MAGAZINES

'1-313-471-3076' 1-313-553-0508' SUBSCRIBE TO BRIT
AIN'S finest audio magazines: Hi-Fi Answers, Popular Hi-Fi,
What Hi-Fi, Practical Hi-Fi, Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
$3.00ea/$33.00yr. $59.00yr for any two. Phone or mail order:
VISA/MC/CASH/CHECKS. B&K IMPORTS, 24160 Twin Val-
ley Cl., Farmington, MI 48024. Call anytime.



PUBLISHERS OVERSTOCK. BARGAIN BOOKS 2.000 ti-
tles. all subjects! Free catalog Hamilton's. 98-58 Clapboard.
Danbury, CT 06810. RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

 Over 32,000 product,
 10th year, 500 pages

 Hardbound, $85.00

ORION PUBLISHING CORP. 1012 Pacific A -I
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 805-544-3851

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Astonishing details,
strange catalog heel Autosuggestion, Box 24-ZD, Olympia,
Washington 98507.

FOR INVENTORS

INVENTORS! IDEAS HAVE VALUE!

Ever think of an idea, forget it and see it later on the
market? Many people don't forget, act quickly and
are rewarded by American Industry. Write down
your idea! We offer free disclosure registration and
initial consultation regarding your idea's potential
value. Call or write without delay for your free infor-
mation package.

AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION
59 Interstate Drive. Dept. SR
West Springfield. MA 01089

(413) 737-5376

A fee Based Marketing Company
Offices Coast to Coast

PERSONALS

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international corre-
spondence. Illustrated brochure free. HermesWsriag, Box
10660/Z, D-1000 Berlin 11. W Germany.

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Through corre-
spondence. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony. Box
89SR, Brooklyn. New York 11235.

CORRESPONDENCE FOR FRIENDSHIP IN PHILIPPINES,
MALAYSIA. Free information. AAWS-(SR), Box 2777, Orcutt.
California 93455-0777.

OVER 40?" SINGLE? SEEKING RESPECTABLE COM-
PANIONS? Write: Over "40" Club, Box 309. Westchester, PA
19380.

SCANDINAVIAN LADIES, SINCERE, seek correspondence
for friendship. Details -Send stamp: Scannadub, Box 4 -SR.
Pittsford, NY 14534.

BEAUTIFUL PHILIPPINE ladies seek nice friendship, Corre-
spondence! Photos, Information. Free! Transcor-F, Box
2321, Manila, Philippines 2801.

ORIENTAL SINGLES seeking cultural exchange, friendship,
sharing. marriage. Write: CHERRY BLOSSOMS, Box 1021P.
Honokaa. Hawaii 96727.

RUBBER STAMPS

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS, BUSINESS CARDS. Free
Catalog 1-800.851-4945 Jackson's, Brownsville Road -E-
101, Mt. %mon, III. 62864.

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE PROMOTIONAL ALBUMS, Concert tickets,
stereos, etc. Information: BARRY PUBLICATIONS,
471 82nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11209.

SELL THIS
MAGAZINE

in your store for
BIG PROFITS!

FOR DETAILS
CALL COLLECT (212) 725-6851

DIRECT RETAIL SALES DEPT.
4th FLOOR, ONE PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK, NY 10016

ELVIN JONES: Earth Jones. Elvin Jones
(drums); Terumasa Hino (cornet); Dave
Liebman (soprano saxophone, flute); Ken-
ny Kirkland (piano); George Mraz (bass).
Three Card Molly; Day and Night; Never
Let Me Go; and three others. PALO ALTO
JAZZ PA 8016 $8.98.

Performance Substantial
Recording. Excellent

Tracing the history of jazz percussion with-
out devoting considerable space to Elvin
Jones would be tantamount to leaving the
Beatles out of an analysis of pop music.
Jones is, simply, a pivotal figure. Now in his
mid -fifties, he continues to create music
that is fresh and relevant. Sure, "Earth
Jones," his latest album, contains music
that's reminiscent of Sixties Miles Davis,
but it is never imitative. While there are
strong echoes of Miles, especially in Teru-
masa Hino's clarion cornet, this quintet
stands solidly on its own with great input
from each individual player and superb rap-
port between Hino and saxophonist Dave
Liebman. C.A.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
THAD JONES, FRANK WESS, MAL
WALDRON: After Hours. Thad Jones
(trumpet); Frank Wess (flute, tenor saxo-
phone); Mal Waldron (piano); Paul Cham-
bers, Doug Watkins (bass); Elvin Jones,
Art Taylor (drums); other musicians. Pot
Pourri; Count One; Dakar; Empty Street;
Blues Without Woe; and five others. PRES-

TIGE 9 P-24107 two discs $15.96.

Performance Superb
Recording Excellent mono

"After Hours" is not just another two-fer
reissue; it is a veritable treasure chest of
jazz sounds in the modern vein of the late
Fifties. Originally released on Prestige as
two separate albums -"Olio" (7084) and
"After Hours" (7881) -the sets have more
in common than just being filled with out-
standing performances of 1957 vintage.
Both feature trumpeter Thad Jones, saxo-
phonist Frank Wess, and the innovative pi-
ano of Mal Waldron. With Teddy Charles,
Doug Watkins, Elvin Jones, Art Taylor,
Kenny Burrell, and Paul Chambers also on
hand, it would be pretty hard to select a
leader for these groups, so none was named.
It doesn't make a bit of difference. The re-
sult reflects glory on all the participants.
These were not rehearsed sessions but
"blowing" dates, a euphemism for "low
budget." Actually, experience and talent
had prepared these players for anything; all
they needed was a verbal agreement on
opening phrases and the general order of
things. Charts have probably ruined more
jazz sessions than have all the incompetent
producers and engineers combined.

I would not call these "classic" sessions,
but they are extraordinary examples of
what often happens when professional
players get together for some mutual inspi-
ration. I have had both albums in my collec-
tion since their original release. It's good to
see them back on the market. C.A.

DIANNE REEVES: Welcome to My Lore
(see Best of the Month, page 62)

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT
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Going on Record
By Christie

Barter

Music Editor Barter (right)
with Thomas Z. Shepard,

division vice president,
RCA Red Seal, and

soprano Leontyne Price

THE SHOW GOES ON

How do you propose "going on record" if
you're the veteran Broadway produc-

er -director Hal Prince and you've got a flop
on your hands? The property in question
was the first major musical of the current
season, A Doll's Life, with book and lyrics
by the seasoned team of Betty Comden and
Adolph Green and music by Larry Gross-
man, who is not so seasoned. Grossman has,
however, been represented on Broadway
before, though not very memorably, with
Minnie's Boys and Goodtime Charley, and
he has written music for nearly fifty televi-
sion specials. He was also in this case lucky
enough to have Bill Byers as his orchestra-
tor; it was Byers who gave the spark of the-
atrical life to Marvin Hamlisch's otherwise
merely serviceable score for A Chorus
Line.

Grossman's music for A Doll's Life, of
which there was a lot, was attractive, with a
couple of ballads that might have gone on to
have a life of their own and still may. The
score overall disclosed a serious effort on
the composer's part to support the book the-
matically and provide a degree of stylistic
continuity. These are qualities that Stephen
Sondheim has most successfully brought to
the musical theater in recent years, and if
Grossman drew more than a little inspira-
tion from that quarter, mostly from A Little
Night Music, he did so with sensitivity and
taste.

What was really at fault was the book,
which did not fulfill its considerable prom-
ise. In the words of RCA Records' Thomas
Z. Shepard, the dean of original -cast album
producers, who was to supervise the record-
ing of A Doll's Life, "It just didn't play."
And if a book doesn't play, Shepard says, "a
show is dead, no matter what else it's got
going for it."

The book for A Doll's Life was potential-
ly one of its strongest assets. It surely repre-
sented a courageous move on the part of its
authors. What, it asked, happened to Nora,
the heroine of Ibsen's A Doll's House, after
she walked out on husband and children at
play's end to start a new life, slamming the
door behind her? That door is one of the
theater's most famous props, and it turned
up a good deal during the course of this
show. It got slammed again, too, as Nora

walked out on other men in her new life.
But the problem really was that Comden
and Green never succeeded in raising Nora
or her lovers much above prop level either.
Musical comedy, so called, does not often
require robust characterization, but when
you presume to take over where Ibsen left
off and aspire to the "Broadway operetta"
format, you'd do well to supply your direc-
tor and your actors with more than card-
board to work with.

In any case, A Doll's Life drew a very
cranky response from the New York press
and shut down in short order, with a Sun-
day matinee. The New York Times ran a
six -column post-mortem the next day under
a banner headline: "Why a $4 Million Mu-
sical Lasted Only Four Days." Four million
clams down the tubes; that's news. And
what of the RCA recording promised in the
program?

Most contracts for Broadway show al-
bums specify that the record company may
be let off the hook if a show runs less than a
set number of performances. Sometimes,
when a major and/or bankable talent is in-
volved, a failing show will be kept alive to
insure that a recording will be made. That
is what I suspect happened (fortunately)
with Sondheim's Merrily We Roll Along,
which RCA recorded despite its failure on
stage. Otherwise the case is closed-most of
the time.

ENTER a couple of guys, a.k.a. Original
Cast Records, who will sometimes sense
that a Broadway disaster has its fans and
also has a chance of finding its own au-
dience on records. They then set about get-
ting it recorded, usually for about a third of
what it might cost one of the "majors."

In the past this mini -company has sal-
vaged the music from such shows as Bring
Back Birdie with Donald O'Connor and
Chita Rivera, Prettybelle with Angela
Lansbury, and the feminist off-Broadway
Housewives Cantata. The list of over forty
titles now includes A Doll's Life, which was
recorded two weeks after the show closed
(ironically, in RCA's Studio B). It is avail-
able for $14.95 from Original Cast Rec-
ords, P.O. Box 496, Georgetown, Connecti-
cut 06829. 0
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The Nakamichi DRAGON
The Most Incredible Creature Of The Decade
Dragon-the first deck to reproduce every cassette with exquisite clarity and defi-
nition. Dragon's revolutionary NAAC (Nakamichi Auto Azimuth Correction) system
determines the actual recorded azimuth and continuously manipulates the play-
back head into perfect alignment without special test tones-automatically-on
every cassette. Restored are the missing highs that have made pre-recorded cas-
settes (and many home -recorded ones!) inferior to phonograph records. Gone is
the dullness caused by noise -reduction systems that don't receive all the high -
frequency energy that was recorded. Move into the future with a deck that's
already there!
Dragon-Nakamichi's first auto -reverse deck. Not until we created NAAC to cor-
rect the playback -azimuth error that occurs when tape is reproduced in the reverse
direction would we put our name on an auto -reverse deck.
Dragon-the world's first deck to reproduce in both directions w'th equal perfec-
tion, the first auto -reverse deck to employ Asymmetrical Dual Capstans, each di-
rectly driven by its own Super Linear Torque DD Motor electronically locked to a
precision quartz -crystal reference for amazingly low flutter.

Dragon-with a full complement of "traditional" Nakamichi features and such new
innovations as switchable subsonic filters to prevent tape overload when recording
a warped record and an Auto Rec Pause that triggers automatically whenever a
10 -second program break is detected!
Dragon-another Nakamichi miracle! See it now at your Nakamichi dealer

nkNakamichi
NAK,C,'1, A ',01 Co[oraLlo Avenue. Sava Morita CA 9040,



Introducing a scientific first
in stereophone transducer

technology and sound.

A

New Koss PRO/4X
By combining a solid state piezoelectric tweeter with
a rare earth moving coil transducer, Koss engineers
have created a new first in hybrid transducer
technology. It's the new Koss
PRO/4x. And it's the ultimate in both
stereophone listening and the Sound
of Koss.

The PRO/4x's unique tweeter
design features a piezoelectric
bimorph disc mounted to an acrylic
impregnated cone. Incredibly. the
piezoelectric's bimorph disc moves
the cone at frequencies from 2,500 Hz to
40,000 Hz! That means you'll hear the full timbre of
each musical instrument without the harmonic dis-
tortion found in headphones that peak out at much
lower frequencies.

New Koss lgbrid element

over

But if the PRO/4x's tweeter can give you a spine
tingling thrll, wait till you hear the bass and mid-
range. The new PRO/4x features a powerful, yet ex-

tremely light, samarium cobalt mag-
net moving coil transducer that re-
produces a deep rich bass and a
clean, clear midrange. In addition,
the PRO/4x's unique floating earplate
and Pneumalite' earcushion design
conforms automatically to the op-
timum position for both comfort and
maximum seal around the ear for

bass performance to below audibility.
Visit your Koss dealer so you can hear how Koss

has extended the state-of-the-art in stereophone
sound and design with the new PRO/4x. Once
you've heard it, you'll never settle for less.

Stereophones tLoudspeakers/Digital Delay Systems
hearing is believing'

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS .:TQN Port Wash ngtcr Avenue rvIdwou<ee Wisconsor 5377 _ ,adri e
CIRCLE NO 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD




